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TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

RICHARD,

t.

EARL TEMPLE.

M Y L O R D, .

THE glories of Mr. Pitt's admini

stration are the successes of the war,

conducted under his auspices, ac

complished by the wisdom of his

plans, and the intrepidity inspired by his spirit.

They will mine in the annals of England be

yond the lustre of former ages. They will be

eternal monuments of his amazing genius, re

solution and sagacity. They will prove him

not only the boldest, but also the wisest mi

nister England ever saw. To enumerate the

objects of our praise would be to recapitulate

the
A *



the transactions of his administration. Such

a recapitulation is attempted in the following

meets ; but in a manner, I fear, so inadequate

to the theme, that the work must derive its

only merit from its subject. Mr. Pitt's best

historical eulogium will be the plainest truth ;

nor can faction or artifice sully the lustre of his

eminent services. A whole people are neither

to. be bribed or imposed [upon. . Envy may re

vile, and self-interest may seek to blacken ;

but his fame, in spite of every effort to

blast.it, & spite "ofjill, the assaults of low

and little minds, will flourish while this king

dom or its language shall endure. He raised

the power and grandeur of England tpT £he

highest summit of glory and respect ; he con

founded and defeated her enemies ot every

quarter of the world ; he strictly acfher&fl to

the letter of her engagements abroad, anc| he

effected and preserved unanimity at home. The

people daily testify their high sense of bis many

eminent services, and distinguish him withAtt

affection that does honour to their gratttudfe.

" " •. , i i .. .u ! i..

By the war carried on during his administra

tion, we gained all the French setdements and

towns on the continent in the East-Indies j Se

negal and Goree in Africa; Cape Breton.and

St. John's, by which we extirpated the French

from
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from the fishery; all Canada, Guadalupe, Mar-

tinico, Mariegalante, Desirade, and the neutral

islands, in America ; baffled the mighty efforts

of France in Europe; insulted and stripped her

coasts; burned her shipping; ruined her navy

by repeated victories; blocked up her har*

bours ; almost annihilated her trade; took Bel-

leifle, and reduced her to bankruptcy. By

the peace, which succeeded these most glorious

conquests, we restored every thing in the East-

Indies ; Goree in Africa ; granted the French

an almost unlimited filhery in America ; and

for the loss of Cape Breton and St: John's,

which were dismantled* we gave them the

islands of St. Peter's and Miquelon, which an

other French king may fortify at pleasure we

restored Belleifle, Guadalupep Martirrido, Ma

riegalante, and DesiPade, together with St.

Lucia, the only valuable neutral island. Other

conquests were made in consequence of his

flans, and they were restored also. Could ouf

enemies have required" more? Ought they to

have hoped so much?—What then did Eng

land gain by the honesty, the vigilance and

wisdom of Mr. Pitt; the expende of many

millions, and the loss of many thousands of

brave men ?—Canada, an almost barren pro

vince ; Florida, a sandy desert; Senegal, which,

without
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without Goree, does not in the least injure the

French slave trade ; three of the neutral

islands, which are scarce worth our peopling ;

Granada, which is too unwholesome to live

in } and the Grenadines, which no nation ever

thought worth possessing. O may the conditions

ofsuch a peace be engraved on the tombstones of

its advisers!

When Mr, Pitt had reduced the French »o

their last resource, and had obliged them to seek

refuge in the assistance of another state ; when

by his masterly penetration he discovered the

joint design, and would have effectually frus

trated it by a timely and vigorous exertion of

our national power, he was opposed in so salu

tary and necessary a measure. Events soon justi

fied the counsels which he gave. But as he had

no other motive than the welfare ofhis country,

and* finding he could not promote that by such

measures as he was convinced were right, he

struggled not for a continuance of employment,

but bravely and peaceably refigned. Your Lord-

ship accompanied him. Both departed from

the helm of state, not like the factious leaders

of a party, but the staunch and glorious friends

of your country's honour and interest, and as
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such have, if possible, become more rooted in

the affections of an uncorrupted people.

Your resignations were soon followed by the

most worthy friends to this constitution, who

in common are sharers of public veneration,

and are considered as the advocates of English

interests and English liberty. They have been

eminently distinguished, as well by effecting

the glorious revolution in 1688, which

rescued this nation from popery, tyranny and

slavery ; as by establishing and zealoufly sup

porting the illustrious House of Hanover

on the throne of these realms, against the de

signs and the efforts of the Tories and their

Pretender. They have ever continued in the

fame consistent conduct, justifying and espousing

the interests and liberties of the people, and

supporting the dignity and honour of the crown.

They defeated the wicked rebellions of a faith

less tribe in 171 5 and 1745, and brought some

of the instruments in them to their deserved

punishment. ' They never flatter a king with

f more independency and prerogative than is

really his due ;—they sooner chuse to retire.'

Their principles are steadiness and uniformity

in the defence of constitutional liberty, always

valuing and respecting the voice of the people.
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The conduct of their enemies I need not re

mark upon. It is sufficient to observe, that

though Marlborough and Godolphin were

stripped of their power, they are Jiill revered

for their great and immortal services. Faction,

.'tis true, might veil their reputation for a day,

but the glorious victories of one, and the

UPRIGHT ADMINISTRATION of the Other,

could ne\ er be effaced, and the more they were

attempted, the more they shone with refulgent

lustre ; while Harlcy and Bolingbroke, those

heads of a faction and a Tory ministry, are

only remembered from being impeached of

high treason.

. . '.} ,, •

'.• . ' ' " , •

1 am,

.... . i |

My Lord,

Your Lordship's ' . .

... . ,

Most obedient humble Servant,

.' "Westminster,

January 3, 1763. The AUTHOR.
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1

Ms. PITT's Administration.

jNQJQiOJO^HERE is no period in our history

R M more interesting than Mr. Pitt's admi

ns onistration; nor any that has been more

r^www^ glorious. It exhibits an unparallelled

^^js ferjes Qf surprizing events ; a wonder

ful and extensive scene of victory and success ; an

amazing view of ministerial abilities and penetra

tion ; a full exertion of all the secret springs of

action, in both offensive and political measures an

indefatigable attachment to business, prompted and

guided by the strictest principles of duty, honour

and integrity ; and a patriotic zeal, that diffused a

noble thirst for glory and conquest wherever the

British arms adventured.—This is the public opi

nion ; the opinion of all candid and independent

men, who are not attached to any party, nor have

any interest to gratify ; but speak their sentiments

as naturally arising irom a reflection of the many

B services
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services this nation has received during his admini

stration.

He was early instructed in a political and virtuous

knowledge of the principles and blessings of this

constitution ; and it was loon discovered, that his

abilities for the management of government were

of such a nature, as to make his assistance neces

sary ; but his estate at that time did but barely qua •

lify him to hold a feat in the house of commons.

His friends procured him a commission in the army,

and he was appointed a cornet of horse, which post

he held, till having in 1737 supported a motion in

the house of commons for augmenting the Prince

of Wales's salary, he was dismissed ; or, as he him

self hath termed it, *' corruption stood so low

" as to take the standard out of the hands of a

" cornet." Being divested of public pay, he vir

tuously circumscribed his expencts within the limits

of his income ; for being descended from a good

family, and alhed to several noble ones, he thought

it incumbent to preserve the lustre derived from

both : in private he was frugal, temperate, honest,

sincere and benevolent ; he held luxury and parade

in contempt, and he set himself in opposition to the

degenerate manners of the times ; in public, where

is to be found his more substantial praise, he was

naturally free, brave and uncorrupt, distinguished

by his regard for religion, honour, and his country.

•—If it should be asked, how can such a man have

enemies ? it will be answered, the honest and well-

meaning part of the nation are not his enemies :

he is only noxious to certain callous hearts, who

cannot withstand the force of truth. His spirit and

abilities engaged him to revenge the unconstitutional

insult offered to the liberties of his country, through

his person. In those corrupt and dastardly times he

stood
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flood up with the few that were inspired by virtue,

and poured forth such torrents of eloquence and

patriotism, as struck dumb the tongues of those in

dumenta regni, those tools of state, who had en

gaged to oppose the genius of Britain. By such

powers having rendered himself particular and re

markable, it was considered and advised as a prudent

measure, to bring over, or at least silence, such an

orator, and to have the external affectation of em

ploying men of undoubted honesty and abilities ;

therefore he was at that critical period ( 1 746) when

the two brothers and their coadjutors resumed their

places, appointed vice-treasurer of Ireland, and soon

after pay-master general of the forces, and sworn a

privy-counsellor. In his office of paymaster he was

still governed by his inflexible integrity, his steady

and uniform adherence to honour and honesty ; he

Tefused certain gratuities common to his post, and

he introduced a great reformation into it : even his

warmest enemies do to this day acknowledge he be

haved uncorruptly in office. It was by these acts of

strict justice and virtue, that he acquired an un-

parallelled popularity and unlimited confidence ; and

hence he was adored by the honest and unprejudiced

part of the nation.

The temporary peace of Aix la Chapelle was

soon followed by a renewal of the war, which was

both unskilfully and unsuccessfully conducted till

the period we are going to treat of. When fin

1755 ) Sir Thomas Robinson resigned his post of

secretary of state, his late majesty appointed Mr.

Fox, who was then secretary at war, to succeed him.

It must be observed, that Mr. Fox and Mr. Pitt never

agreed in any thing but in opposing Sir Thomas ;

therefore, upon Mr. Fox's promotion, Mr. Pitt

B 2 resigned
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resigned his office of paymaster general, not chu

sing to serve when his antagonist was put over his

head* : indeed it would have been next to a miracle,

if his majesty had called in Mr. Pitt, who had so

often, so long, and so strenuously opposed the

favourite measures of the court. On these altera

tions in the ministry, parties became instantly inr

flamed, and much altercation ensued. In such a

system of politics as was preserved throughout the

late reign, ic was impossible that Great Britain should

enter into a war with France, in which Hanover

would not become connected : therefore the minir

nistry set about framing continental alliances for the

preservation of that electorate : they made one

with Russia ; but the King of Prussia manifesting

a dislike to it, another was made with him, and the

former rendered void. Here the foundation of the

German war was laid ; a war with which the ene.r

mies of Mr. Pitt have endeavoured to woundv his

reputation, by making it chargeable upon him ;

but candid men will consider, that he cannot be

blamed with doing what was done before he came

into the administration. This treaty with Prussia

was signed on the 16th of January 1756, and Mr.

Pitt did not come into the administration till Der

cember following. The scheme of politics was even

affixed, the conditions determined, the plan of

operations laid down, and the house of commons

first granted a million, and then 20,000/. in con

sequence of this treaty, six months before Mr. Pitt

became secretary of state.

* This resignation has been thus accounted for by one of

his friends :—" He relinquished this subordinate power, rather

" than co-operate with weak or wicked men, in schemes pre-

" judicial to the common interests of his country."

The
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The kingdom by mismanagement was soon

brought into a state of danger, and the French

threatened to invade it. As all was in confusion,

division and anarchy, a body of troops from Ha

nover and Hesse were imported from the continent,

to protect a kingdom, that had formerly struck ter

ror into, and commanded respect from, almost every

potentate in the universe ; but nowwas so degenerated

and dispirited by a few years vicious manners and

principles among its leaders, as to call in foreign

protection. At the sight of these foreigners resent

ment seemed to rouze, and all eyes stared with in

dignation. The inhabitants of this island, who

are naturally brave, warm and impetuous, reflected

with horror on their present dastardly condition,

when compared with the glorious deeds performed

by their ancestors ; they exclaimed loudly and bit

terly against connexions with the continent, and

spared not those who had opposed the scheme of a

national militia, which would have saved them from

this disgrace. Mr. Legge, chancellor of the ex

chequer, having declared against continential con-

pexions made for the defence of Hanover, was di

rected to withdraw from his post. In the midst of

jhis exasperation news was brought of the island of

Minorca, in the Mediterranean, being lost, and the

fort of Oswego in America. The flame of discos

tent now became general, and every county, and

every corner of the kingdom, echoed with com

plaints against the ministry, who saw they could

not oppose, and therefore dreaded the vengeance of

an injured people while many of the cities and inr

corporated towns in the kingdom lent instructions

to their representatives against the approaching ses

sion : thole from the city of London the reader will

see in the notes ; they are not unworthy his notice,

as
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as they convey a specimen os the spirit os the times*.

Mr. F. by some considered as the superstructure of

this

* Instructionsfrom the city of London to their Representatives in

Parliament.

To the Right Hon. Slingsby Bethell, Esq; lord-mayor ; Sis.

John Barnard, Knt. Sir Robert Ladbroke, Knt. and Wil

liam Beckford, Esq;

" We the lord-mayor, aldermen and commons of the city

»' of London in common council assembled, justly alarmed at

«' the critical and unhappy situation ofthese kingdoms, do moil

" earnestly call you, our representatives, to exert your utmost

" ability towards procuring a strict and impartial parliamentary

'. enquiry into the causes of these national calamities.

'' An almost total neglect of our important fortresses in the

" Mediterranean, of such inestimable consequence to the trade

'' and power of these kingdoms, and the permitted absence qf

" their principal officers many months after the commencement

" of hostilities, the actual loss of Minorca, and apparent dan-

" ger of Gibraltar, are circumstances which sill us with amaze-

" ment and concern ; but when we reflect on the great prepa-

" rations for, and embarkations of, troops and artillery, and

•' the equipment of a powerful fleet, publickly known to be

'' carried on at Toulon, whose neighbourhood to Minorca was

'.' sufficiently alarming, we cannot impute these fatal events to

»' neglect alone ; and therefore conjure you to enquire, why

" a respectable fleet was not immediately sent from hence, and

" why at last so small a squadron was ordered upon this impor-

" tant service, without any frigate, sireship, hospital ship,

" transport, or troops beyond their ordinary compliment, and

" this at a time when our naval force was confessedly superior

" to the enemy's.

The cruelties suffered, and the losses sustained by our fel-

" low subjects in North America, having long called for re-

" dress, whilst the mismanagements in the attempts for their

" support, and the untimely and unequal succours sent to their

" relief, have only served to render the British namecontemp-

" tible : We then fore require you to use your utmost endea-

" vours for detecting all thole, who by treachery or misconduct

*' have contributed to thole great distresses, his majesty having

" been graciously pleased to assure us, that he will not fail to

" do justice upon any persons, who snail have been wanting in,

" their duty to him or their country.

" To
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this m—y, resigned near the latter end of October

1756. On the removal of this principal prop the

m—y naturally fell to pieces ; and for some time

" To these interesting enquiries we have but too much reason

" to add our pressing request, that you use your earliest endea-

" vours to establish a well-regulated and constitutional militia,

" as the most honourable defence of the crown, and the most

" consistent with the rights of a free people : and this we art

" the more anxious to recommend to your particular care and

" attention, as every apprehension of danger has furnished a

" reason for encreasing the number of our regular forces, and

" for the introduction of foreign mercenaries ; the expence of

" which is insupportable : we therefore trust that you will

" pursue this measure before you consent to the grant of supplies,

" experience having convinced us, that your laudable endea-

" vours afterwards may prove fruitless.

" At all events we recommend it to you to oppose the con-

" tinuance of any foreign troops within the kingdom ; a cir-

" cumstance which must ever be considered as a reproach to the

'' loyalty, courage and ability of this nation.

" We also hope that you will endeavour to limit the number

" of placemen and pensioners so remarkably encreased, and at

" a proper season to restore triennial parliaments, as we con-

" ceive it the only means to obtain a tree representative os the

" people.

" The immense sums so chearfully paid, when almost every

" measure reflects national disgrace, call upon you strictly to

" enquire into their application ; and we trust, that you will

" carefully watch and endeavour to prevent all unnatural con-

" nexions on the continent, in order to preserve the indepen-

" dancy of these kingdoms.

. " By rendering these necestary services to y«ur king and

" country, you will give his majesty the strongest testimony of

" your duty and affection, and most effectually secure to his

" government obedience and respect.

" At the same time we desire you thus publickly to accept

" our most grateful acknowledgments of your past conduct in

" parliament, and enjoin you at all times to hold sacred and

" inviolable the act made for establishing his majesty's right to

" the crown of these realms, and securing the rights and li-

" bertics of the subject ; and that you oppose every measure

" tending to weaken that compact, which, u der the di .ine

" providence, will ever prove the best security to his majesty's

" iacred person, and the succession in his illustrious house."
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the business of the nation was at a stand : for ta

chuse a ministry was a difficult matter in this time

of division and discontent. The chiefs of the

party, by whose manœvres the former ministry

were displaced, at length succeeded to employment.

The voice of the nation pointed them out ; and the

necessity of affairs called them into action. On the

4th of December Mr. Pitt was appointed secretary

of state in the room of Mr. Fox, and Mr. Legge

was replaced in his fofmer station, and other pro

motions were made consistent with the fame inte

rest ; but still these chiefs declared against continen

tal measures and ministerial jobbs : upon which the

old servants of the —-— represented them as dis

loyal, obstinate, imperious and ignorant : and in

deed they were honest enough and bold enough to

pronounce their sentiments freely on every occasion

without fear or dissimulation : such intrepidity no

doubt gave great offence ; but Mr. Pitt aimed at

bringing the voice of the people to the ear of the

sovereign, who he knew had been misled, and who

unfortunately was surrounded by a weak and

worthless crew, who only consulted the selfish pas-

lions of private avarice and ambition, and were

therefore blackened with the curses of the whole

nation. Although these promotions quieted the

minds of the people, yet every one who knew any

thing of the strength, connections and interest of

the new ministers, expected but little from them.

The had been modelled by Mr. Pelham, and

although he died before the el—■—ns commenced,

yet his plan was followed : by this plan Mr. Pitt

and his friends made but a small party in that assem

bly, and the rest, in consequence of—, were his op

ponents ; therefore here they were to expect every

check and opposition, that could embarrass or im

pede their measures. In the house of 1—> their state

was
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was the fame. And at court much worse : for ha

ving been forced into power by the voice of the

people, they were looked upon as intruders, who had,

by their assumption, weakened part of the preroga

tive. While this continued to be the cafe, the busi-

aessof the nation in their hands could never be done

without caballing ; however they carried one point

with surprizing resolution, that of a national militia ;

those who would have opposed it were afraid ; the

Object was too popular to meet with opposition,

even from the most inveterate enemies of the new

ministers ; and it was not interest, but a fear of the

people, that suffered a few patriots, in the midst of

a violent faction, to execute so bold a step. It could

not be asserted by those who were against this salu

tary measure, that an Englilh militia was dange

rous as in former times, because there were now no

leaders of influence to unite the people in seditious

purposes ; nor was it believed or suspected, that

there were any enemies to the reigning family in

the kingdom ; therefore, not having any argu-i

ments to offer, they were constrained to be silent,

and vote for a law to put arms into the hands of

the people ; a measure they had always dreaded, as

much as an enquiry into their own conduct. By

thus arming the people for the defence of their

own lands and liberties, it is easy to discover what

were the intentions of the new administration :

they resolved to act with vigour, and to exert the

military strength of the kingdom in annoying the

enemy abroad. The officers of the army had been

suffered to abuse their leisure in dress, cards, tea,

and milliners shops: such conduct among the bravest

men will in a short time introduce effeminacy, de

stroy the strength and vitals of a state, and bring

a train of evils which are ever fatal to the purposes

of an army. They therefore resolved to put the

C troops
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troops into actual service at a distance from such

luxuries and debilities. First they were intended

to be employed against Louisbourg, and a squadron

of ships was equipped in the proper season, and the

command designed for admiral Hawke ; but this

expedition did not fail till it was too late, when

another administration had been appointed, and the

command of the ships given to admiral Holboum.

Every man instantly saw the benefits that would

arise from the wisdom and prudence of Mr. Pitt's

administration, and all degrees of the kingdom, who

had been funk in a miserable state of despondency,

gave themselves up to hope ; and while honour and

honesty seemed to check the brows ofthe new servants,

a cheerful bloom of spirit and joy revived in the

countenance of every individual. Three days pre

ceding the choice of these ministers, his majesty

gave orders for the return of the Hanoverians to

Germany. He had early foreseen that his German

dominions would be attacked by France on account

of his war with that power, and he therefore re

solved to form an army of observation in West

phalia for the defence of those dominions. For

this purpose were those troops sent back to their

own country ; and soon after, his royal highness the

duke of Cumberland was appointed to the com

mand of that army. On the 17th of February,

1757, his majesty sent a message to the house of

commons by Mr. Pitt, informing them of the for

midable preparations made by France, and as they

were bent against his electoral dominions, he con

fided in them to assist him in forming and main

taining an army of observation, and to enable him

to fulfil his engagements with the king of Prussia,

both of which they immediately complied with.

But notwithstanding this compliance, Mr. Pitt and

his adherents still continued against the German

war.
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war, and on account of his warm and inflexible

opposition to it, and a false representation of his

patriotism and intentions, he was on the 5th of

April commanded to resign the seals of his office.

Some of the leaders of the late a — assumed

the reins of government : the motives which im

pelled them were, regret for lost power, emulation

for fame, and ambition for rule. Mr. Pitt during

his short administration dispatched a squadron to

the East-Indies, under the command of commodore

Steevens; and another for Jamaica, under the

command of admiral Coates : he likewise pre

pared a powerful supply for America, and it w^as

ready to be sent when he was dismissed : in his ad

ministration the militia bill pasted both houses, and

received the royal assent ; he promoted a parlia

mentary enquiry into the conduct of the late

ministry, but it produced nothing;—we before

hinted the model of the p—, and the reader who

considers that will easily find a key to this enquiry.

His resolution was to employ the whole fleet of

Britain ; and it was by this principle that he rivetted

himself in the hearts of the people : on the naval

commanders he new he could depend, even in the

most desperate and hazardous enterprize ; for their

way of life and natural ferocity of manners secured

them from luxury and effeminacy, and instilled

into them a spirit of obligation to glory and their

duty. The fleet is what may be called the natural

strength of these kingdoms ; the fame thirst for

conquest and fame reigns there as among the people

at home, who are uncorrupted by a vicious practice

of false principles and manners ; such as destroyed

ancient Rome, and had nearly brought Britain to

the brink of ruin ; therefore his resolution to em

ploy this great natural power gave infinite pleasure ;

but his resignation destroyed the fondest hopes, and

C 2 dispirited
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dispirited the warmest hearts that Britain had to

boast as her true friends. In a few days after

Mr. Legge also resigned his post of chancellor of

the exchequer, and other offices were likewise

vacated. Once more the kingdom was without a

ministry, and again resounded with complaints,

that, in spite of the power and cunning of faction,

pierced the ears of the sovereign. What was in

tended to disgrace Mr. Pitt and Mr. Legge turned

out the greatest honour that could have been be

stowed upon them ; the people entertained such a

high esteem of their virtue and abilities that they

were proud to present them with the freedom of

their several cities and corporations in boxes of

gold, silver, or other valuable materials, accom

panied with elegant and patriotic addresies of thanks

for their integrity and services. A new board of

admiralty was appointed, and the earl of Win-

chelsea placed at the head of it; lord Mansfield

succeeded Mr. Legge, but Mr. Pitt's office re

mained vacant. In a few days after, the duke of

Cumberland set out for Germany ; and admiral

Holbourne sailed for America on the 8th of May,

with a number of troops to be commanded by

lord Loudon, who was in America.

During this confusion and anarchy at home, the

king of Prussia vigoroufly pursued his own war

against the Austrians. In the year 1756 he defeated

their army at Lowoschutz. This was the first

action that entitled him to the savour of the Eng

lish : they saw him in vigour, activity, and suc

cess, and became instantly enamoured with his

possession of these qualities. It is no wonder that

they began to admire and extol his abilities and va

lour, because their own affairs teemed with disgrace

and ruin ; they therefore naturally beheld and be

stowed their praises kon another, who acted with

more
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Wore wisdom and good fortune ; and since there

was no prospect of amendment at home, they as

naturally began to wish, and even claim, an alliance

with a power, that was every day exhibiting proofs

of foresight and bravery. They were in hopes

that such an example or spirit and victory would

rouze their lethargic rulers from their beds of sloth

and prostitution. The treaty with Prussia that was

already made, was a convention of neutrality for

the defence of each others German dominions ; but

what they now wished for, and publickly desired, was

a treaty of alliance with that monarch, whereby his

arms, in consideration of a subsidy, might be

brought against France ; for during the war hi

therto we had been losers, and the repeated successes

of the French bid fair for wresting all North Ame

rica out of our hands ; they therefore eagerly desired

the assistance of Prussia, in order to find employ

for the "French arms at home. Thus the former

administration not only laid the foundation of an

alliance with Prussia, but, by the ill success of our

affairs under their direction, so dispirited the people,

as to make them call out for an alliance with that

monarch, who had been hitherto attended with suc

cess, in hopes that then they should be attended

with success also. If the alliance, which was after

wards made in consequence of this humour, has

pioved prejudicial to the interests of Great-Britain,

that prejudice ought to be accounted for by thole,

who by their mismanagement obliged the people

in exasperation to call for such alliance, as the only

hope of retrieving the ill state of their affairs.

In April, 1757, a body of Prussians, command

ed by Prince Charles of Bevern, defeated a corps of

the Austrians at Richenberg, a pass which opened

his way into Bohemia; while the King of Prussia,

with the main body of his army, entered that king-

do:?
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dom by another pass, and pursued the Austrians

to Prague, where he gained a complete victory

over their whole army: he laid siege to that great

city ; but while his operations were carrying on,

the fugitives of the enemy were collected and

strengthened with a considerable number of fresh

troops, and put under the command of count Daun,

who chose such a situation, as gave the king of

Prussia much uneasiness. The king resolved to dis

lodge him ; but in the attempt he met with such a

repulse, as obliged him to abandon Prague, and

retreat in the best manner he could into Saxony.

The face of affairs having thus taken a new turn,

the Russians, Swedes, and Imperialists (or the states

of the empire) who were all confederates to anni

hilate the power of the king of Prussia, and had

hitherto acted with languor, now began to march

with vigour, and to press him hard on all sides.

The world had some time ago been alarmed with

this confederacy against the house of Brandenburgh i

but the people of England, when they saw the storm

gather so fast in order to destroy that king, began to.

pity and commiserate him in his misfortunes ; and.

such was their sincere feelings for his distress, that

nothing will be hazarded in saying, if the alliance

had not been made, they would chearfully have

made a voluntary subscription for his relief. This

is an act of benevolence peculiar to the English

nation ; they cannot bear to see any power in dis

tress, if at that time they have any connexions

with it, without generously bestowing their aid to

alleviate its misfortunes. But the cafe of Prussia,

so far as it concerned England, was singularly af

fecting : the house of Austria, who had been for

many years supported and protected by their gene

rous and compassionate assistance, had not only un

gratefully joined in league with France, at this time

their
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their declared enemy, but was the principal of the

confederacy formed to seize the Prussian domi

nions ; therefore a passion of resentment to such in

gratitude, as well as pity to the Prussian monarch,

began now to inflame their breasts. This was the

state of their humours, when the subsidary treaty

with Prussia was made.

With respect to the duke of Cumberland's army,

the popular heads of party had declaimed so stre

nuously against continental connexions, that, con

trary to the inclinations of the court, it was com

posedly entirely of Germans, who in number were

fo much inferior to the French army commanded

by the marshal s/Etrees, that his royal highness

was obliged to retreat as the enemy advanced.

The hopes that had been formed early in the year

of acting at the proper season with vigour against

the enemy in America, began now to vanish. The

plan for taking Louisbourg had been communica

ted to the enemy, perhaps as soon as it was laid

down in England ; the importance of the place

was sufficient to stimulate the French ministry to

immediately provide for its security : accord

ingly M. de Beaufremont sailed from Brest on

the 30th of January with a squadron of nine ships,

having on board a body of troops; but as the har

bour of Louisbourg could not be free of the ice by

the time he might be there, he was directed to steer

for the West-Indies, and reinforce their garrisons in

that quarter, which he did, and arrived at Louis

bourg on the 5th of June, from whence he sent a

reinforcement of men and arms to Monsieur de

Montcalm, who commanded the French troops in

Canada. About the beginning of April M. du

Kivest sailed from Toulon with five lhips, having

*lso on board a number of troops, warlike stores

and provisions: he slipt through the gut of

Gibraltar
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Gibraltar after a small encounter with admiral Saun-

ders, and arrived at Louisbourg on the 4th ofJune.

On the 3d of May M. du Bois de la Mothe, with

fourteen ships, having likewise on board a number

of troops and presents for the Indians, sailed from

Brest, and arrived at Louisbourg on the 29th of

June. Such was the vigilance and prudence of

the French ; while, on the other hand, the Eng

lish under admiral Holbourne did not fail from

Cork till the 8th of May, nor arrive at Halifax, the

appointed place of rendezvous, till the 9th of July.

—Here it must be observed, that our fleec sailing

so late was the sole cause of the disasters and mis

fortunes, which befel us this year in America. De

lays are always dangerous ; but much more so,

when they give the enemy an opportunity to coun

teract our schemes.

Such was the disconsolate face of affairs, when

the general voice of an abused people rouzed the

great into fear ; even those who had treated the ge

neral voice of the people with contempt, dreaded

the rod of national vengeance ; and therefore when

the cries of injury became louder and louder every

day from all parts of the kingdom, they thought ic

high time to quit their gaming tables, and suffer a

few honest, wise, and vigilant men, who had spirit

enough to save this country from the destruction

into which the others were going to tumble it, to

approach the throne. It will resect eternal infamy

on some characters, who at this time spoke and

wrote against all principles of morality and virtue :

such men will never act honestly to their country or

the ir sovereign, who hold honour in so low an es

timation, ami assert, that by the most base acts of

corruption, villainy and deceit, a state cr common

wealth can only be managed. It is no wonder there

sure that the people were injured, and it is no won
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der that they cried aloud for redress, and vigorously

supported a few, in whose honesty, wisdom, and

integrity they could safely confide. Here were ex

hibited strong proofs of the natural spirit of a brave

and free people, who had been treated like staves,

as well by the most base actsjof villainy, as by language

from the most wicked hearts : stimulated by these

injuries and abuses, they forced well-meaning men

into power. It is true such conduct was presump

tuous ; but being dictated by preservation, it be

came noble and laudable, and it proved the most

humiliating stroke to oUr enemies. It is a lesson

that ought to be precious to princes, especially of

this island ; while such men were in power as the

people disapproved, misfortune followed misfor

tune, and the nation was divided and distracted ;

but when such men were employed as they did ap

prove, unanimity, vigour and sucCess crowned their

efforts. Thus a king acting with his people is all

power and glory; but without them he is nothing.

It is true a king possessed of his kingdom cannot

be said to be deserted, because there are always some

sycophants, who will haunt his heels and his court ;

but these may be considered as so many wretches

preying upon their country, because they are in

general men without any kind of good principle :

what is here meant is the body of the people, for it

is they who give strength to a king, compose

his power, and giv*fe him his only substantial praise ;

and in return he ought always to act, and to chuse

his servants, for thtir general satisfaction and

welfare.

The failings of a master, whose affections were

naturally warped to his native country, were over

looked, when he condescended to receive his ser

vants on the choice of his people ; and even these

i D servants,
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servants, who had exposed those failings in all the

glare of exaggeration, began to consider of making

a virtue of necessity, as soon as they were received

into the royal favour; that is, they resolved to take

such measures as should turn the local attachments

of a master at least to some advantage, in order to

profit by a channel which must inevitably be pur

sued. On the 29th of June, 1757, Mr. Pitt was

re-appointed secretary of state ; and three days after

the ministry was arranged in the following man

ner. The duke of Newcastle, first lord of the

treasury; Mr. Legge, chancellor of the exche

quer , lord Anson, first lord of the admiralty ;

Mr. Fox, paymaster of the forces ; and lord Tem

ple, lord privy seal. This was the only healing

measure that could be pursued ; the parties them

selves were satisfied, and so were their numerous

friends ; part of whom were put in offices of less

importance. The ministers condescending to an

amicable capitulation in their several opinions, .

which they had violently pushed in different ex

tremes ; and from that moment the nation began

to hope, the counsel to be unanimous, and spirit

to revive among the people. It may be wondered

how men who seemed so inflexibly opposite to each

other, mould at length unite; but it is best ac

counted for in the words of Sir William Temple ;

* Quarrels with the age and pretences of reform-

■ ing it, end commonly like the pains of a man

' in a little boat, who tugs at a rope that is fast

* to a ship. It looks as if he meant to draw the

* ship to him ; but the truth is, he draws himself

. to the ship, where he gets iri, and does like the

* rest of the crew." The application is obvious

and just, and perhaps the allusion may not be

thought unpleasant. Although this was the cafe.,

yet the people did not lessen in their confidence in
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Mr. Pitt ; they did not fear neglect where his vi

olence and capacity were to be exerted ; and as

they knew he entertained an inveterate hatred to

France, they trusted to his wisdom for the mea

sures to humble that power. The ministry was

not only established in outward form, by the happy

arrangement abovementioned, ' but even in the

• hearts of men,' as Bolingbroke fays ; by Mr.

Pitt being allowed to be the principal director of

affairs, without his assuming to become a premier.

The genius of England seemed to rise with the ad

ministration, and a new soul diffused itself through

all ranks of people ; their hearts burned with re

sentment to wipe out past disgraces, to restore the

glory, the honour, and the true character of their

country.

HERE his administration properly begins ;

what has hitherto been said, may be considered as,

a deduction of the causes which gave birth to his

power. It will be proper, before we proceed any

further, to preface the remaining sheets with some

account of those notions of government which

were the source of all our future successes. As he

never could perceive such a mystery in politics,

which has been long pretended, so he found the

heft policy to be consulting the good of the com

munity, by pursuing Ihort, easy, honest, and law

ful means, which are certain, if directed by wis

dom and prudence, to obtain the best and safest

end. The few ministers who have trod in the

plain direct road, have never failed gaining their

point, and will be revered to all ages whereas on

the contrary, those who have been noted for selfish,

views, for men of deep intrigue, and artful ma

naging of parties, ever going the farthest way

about, and eternally involved in bye paths and in-

P 3 ' tricate
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tricate labyrinths of their own contrivance, have

often brought the nation to the brink of ruin, and

entailed indeliable infamy on themselves. These

assertions are verified by facts ; what facts perhaps

it would be dangerous particularly to fay. It is suf-

fieiint to observe, that from the conduct of in

triguing ministers national disunion and discontent

will proceed, and they will weaken the consistency,

the vigour, and expedition of all public measures.

On the contrary,. from the conduct of Mr. Pitt

proceeded union, joy and hope ; which produced

happiness and success : affection in every enterprize,

arising from a perfect confidence in him, impelled

the mind to honourable action.— From this union,

every public and private advantage was derived ; by

it our commerce was enlarged, the state strengthen

ed, and the nation became powerful and respected.

He who effected these, and established virtue on

the ruins of corruption, was justly entitled to the

'appellation of The Minister of the people; a

title by far more honourable than any which 3

court can bestow.

Mr. Pitt did not at first acquiesce in the German

war, but he resolved on an expedition to the coast:

of France, that should at once serve both Ger

many and Britain. The scheme of a littoral war

against France was undoubtedly a good one, &c-

cording to the present system of affairs. France

had embarked in the quarrels of the empire, and

was marching great armies to increase those distur

bances ; an attempt therefore to annoy her coast,

and destroy her maritime stores, would serve Bri

tain, by annihilating her rival strength, and serve

Germany, by obliging her to keep her troops at

home for the defence of her maritime places.

Some few, who were against this kind of war,

urged it was cowardly, weak, and immethodical j
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but they were soon over-ruled by others, who as- , "

sorted, that it was no matter which way the enemy

tyas annoyed, provided she was but sensibly hurt.

The British connexions in Germany, at this •

time, had need of such assistance. The Austrians

had penetrated into Saxony and Silesia, had taken

feveral strong places, and defeated several of the

Prussian detachments. The Russians had invaded

Prussia ; the Swedes, Pomerania ; the Imperialists and

French, Saxony ; and the other French army had

seized Embden, and other places of consequence,

and having united the detachments made from this

army, they followed the duke of Cumberland over

theWeser, and defeated his army at Hastenbeck;

his Royal FJighness finding the electorate no longer

tenable against such superior numbers, retreated to

Stade, where, under the mediation of Denmark, he

obtained a cessation of hostilities, and prevented

his whole army being made prisoners, by agreeing

to a convention of neutrality, which ordered his

troops to be distributed into quarters of canton

ment.

The convention was signed on the very day that

the expedition fleet set sail : the Ihips were com

manded by Sir Edward Hawke, and the troops by

Sir John Mordaunt ; who, agreeable to their in

structions, proceeded to Basque road, in order to

attack the town of Rochefort. A concurrence of

evils frustrated this expedition : it will be hard to

determine whether they were purposely framed, or

accidentally fell out. The French nation is said to

have been alarmed by the troops lying on the Isie

of Wight some time before they sailed, and by

very good intelligence from England. Two days

after the fleet made the enemy's land, the Viper

(loop was dispatched from England, with the fol

lowing letter from Mr. Secretary Pitt to Sir Ed

ward
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ward Hawke, and to Sir John Mordaunt, dated

Whitehall, September 15, 1757, and received by

them on board the Ramilies on the izd day of Sep

tember.

. ' Sir,

' His Majesty, by his secret instructions, dated

* the 5th day of August last, having directed the

* return of the fleet., under your command, to-

* gether with the land forces on board,' " so as to

" be in England at, or about, as near as may be,-

" the end of September, unless the circumstances.

" of the ships and forces shall necessarily require

*' their return sooner;" * I am now to signify to

* you the king's pleasure, that you do not con-

* sider the abovementioned time, limited for your

* return, as intended, in any manner to affect, or

* interfere with the full execution of the first and

' principal object of the expedition, namely,'

** Attempting, as far as shall be found practi-

** cable, a descent on the French coast, at or

" near Rochefort, in order to attack if practi--

** cable, and, by a vigorous impression, force that

*' place, and to burn and destroy, to the utmost

of your power, all shipping, docks, maga-

*' ,zines, and arsenals, that shall be found there,

** and exert such other efforts, as shall be judged

" most proper for annoying the enemy." ' And

* with regard to any other particular attempt,

' which, agreeably to your orders, you shall have

' commenced, and in the execution whereof you

' shall be actually engaged, it is also his majesty's

* pleasure that you do no: desist from, or break up

* t' e same, merely and solely on account of the

' rime, limited for your return, by the instruct

' tions abovementioned ; but that, notwithstand.r

' ing the fame, you do continue, with the fleer,-

' during such a farther number of days as may

* afford
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' afford a competent time, for the completion of

' any operation under the above circumstances \

1 after which you are to take care to return, with

' the fleet under your command, and the forces

• on board, in the manner directed by your former

* instructions.

'lam, &c.

< W. PITT.'

It has been shrewdly suspected, that this sloop,

or the Harwich man of war, which sailed at the

same time from Plymouth on the same destination,

carried other dispatches of a more secret nature,

and said to be utterly unknown to the minister.

On the 23d of September the little isle of Aix

was taken. At the time this little conquest was

made, it was expected the troops were to be imme

diately landed ; but on the 2 5th the military officers

resolved in a council of war, that an attempt upon

Rochefort was neither adviseable nor practicable.

On the 8 th of October, after having most effectu

ally alarmed the French coast, it was resolved to

land at the mouth of the river Charente, and at

1 2 o'clock at night the troops were, put inta the

Boats, where they remained four hours on a bois

terous sea, and then were ordered back again ;

upon which admiral Broderick acquainted Sir Ed

ward Hawke, ' That having prepared all the

' boats with proper officers to land the troops,

' he was now to acquaint him, that the generals

* were come to a resolution not to land to-night,

' but to w:iit till day. light, when they can have a

1 full view of the ground whereon they are to

' land.' Sir Edward then desired Mr. Broderick

to enquire of the general officers, whether they hacr

any further military operations to propose, that the.

squadron might not be unnecessarily detained: tp

which the commander of the land forces sent this

answer,
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answer, c We all agree in returning directly to

* England.' Upon which Sir Edward sent a let

ter to Mr. Pitt, the conclusion of which is thus :

* It was the daily expectation of their undertaking

* something, which induced me to. stay here so

* long. As I have got their final resolution, I

* shall sail for Efigland to-morrow morning."

When the fleet arrived, the whole nation was in a

ferment ; they exclaimed against the commanders,

and cried aloud for justice on the delinquents. The

officers blamed the ministry ; who, to acquit them

selves, directed an enquiry to be made into the causes

of the miscarriage. The officers appointed to make

this enquiry, whose penetration will ever be ap*

plauded, gave it as their opinion, that the causes

of the miscarriage were, ' Not attacking fort

' Fouras by sea* * at the fame time that it could

' have been attacked by land : and, coming to a

* resolution on the 25th of September, that an

' attempt on Rochefort was neither adviseable nor

* practicable, though at that time there were no

' troops nor batteries on shore to prevent a de-

* scent.' From hence it appeared, that the of-

• It is proper to explain this matter. Sir Edward Hawke

first proposed laying a 60 gun ship against Fouras, in order to

facilitate the landing of the troops ; and Thierry, a noted

French pilot, who gave much of that information on which the

expedition was planned, undertook to conduct such a ship for

that purpose ; but it was laid aside upon a representation from

vice-admiral Knowles, that even a bomb-ketch had run aground

at above two miles distance from the fort. As it is probable

those who conducted the bomb-ketch misled the channel through

ignorance, it excited wonder and astonishment, that Thierry,

who Sir Edward Hawke, in his letter to Mr. Pitt, fays, be

haved with great bravery and skill, and who declared he could

carry the Magnanime, which is 74 guns, within a quarter of a

mile of Fouras, was not permitted to try his skill.—Might not

a sloop be driven on a sand at the mouth of the Thames, by a

pilot ignorant of the navigation of that river ?

ficers
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ficcrs had been guilty, of disobedience of orders.

The reader may perhaps startle at this afiertion,.

but we will give him a part of such of the evi

dences as tended to prove the attempt was practi

cable. Lieutenant colonel Clark said, that he,

with three more officers, went on shore, and walk

ed two miles, over a spungy neck of land, called

Me Denis, to the solid continent, without molesta

tion and he said the army might easily have land

ed at Chatelaillon bay. This opinion he formed

on the spot. Colonel Wolfe (who. afterwards took

Quebec; confirmed his opinion, viz. that a land

ing on that bay might have been made entirely out

of the reach of the enemy's artillery. Admiral

Broderick described this landing place to be a fair,

hard, sandy beach, and in his opinion a landing

might have been made here with ease, for the tranl-

ports could come within half a mile of the bay.

The board of enquiry, by their opinion, having

attributed a principal cause of the miscarriage to

the military officers, the commander of the land-

forces, in order to vindicate his character, applied

for a court martial, which was granted : the charge

was disobedience of orders ; but after the fame

evidences were again examined, with the addition

of Sir Edward Hawke, he was adjuged not guil

ty. However, the public discontent did not ap

pear in the least appeased. There seemed to be a,

suspicion, that the real cause of the failure were,

to be attributed somewhere else. In this point the

minister could not be to blame : for he intended

the expedition to annoy the enemy, to make him

susceptive of wounds upon his own coasts, to strike

terror and dismay throughout all his subjects, to.

enervate and dispirit his arms, and to threaten his

destruction as a maritime power : and on the other

hand, to elate the hopes and spirits of the Britisti

£ nation,
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nation, and to stimulate them to successive actions

of glory and conquest. But he had the misfortune

to find the conlequences of the expedition directly

opposite ; and to sweeten this bitter pill, to fee an

attempt in the city for fisting out the true cause,

by proposing to obtain a parliamentary enquiry,

over-ruled by a message from the King*. Do

not all these things concur to support the suspi

cion of a secret cause for the failure of the expe

dition ?

Although the design of this expedition wai frus

trated, yet the European powers interested in the

sea, penetrated into the spirit of the new minister,

and began instantly to change their former opinion

of the British counsels. They saw with surprise, a

man placed at the head of, and giving directions

to, a warlike people ; a man who admitted no other

rule for his operations against the enemy than con-

veniency ; they were alarmed at his resolution and

new system ; and though he had sailed in his first

attempt, they saw plainly he was not discouraged

by it. Sweden and Denmark concluded a treaty,

purporting the defence of their commerce in the

Baltic ; and they sent their united squadrons to

* Novembers, 1757. ' At a court of common council at

* Guildhall, a motion was made to address his majesty on the

' miscarriage ot the late expedition to the coast of France ;

' and after some debate the lord mayor was asked by a member

' of die court, if any information had been given to his lord-

* ship of an enquiry being intended to be made, he answered,

* that on Monday evening [October 31.] William Blair, Esq;

* one of the clerks of his .majesty's most honourable privy

' council, came to the Mansion-house, and acquainted him,

' that his majesty had given proper directions for an enquiry

* to be forthwith made into the behaviour of the commanding

* officers of the said expedition, or to that effect ; whereupon

' the motion was immediately withdrawn.' [Tit fublic ntitis-

fitfers.

cruize
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cruize in that sea, fearing he should send a fleet

into the north. The Dutch proposed to augment

their ships from the fame fear ; and the Italian

states, in conjunction with the king of Naples,

t«ok every precaution that was in their power for

the security of their ports. Spain and Portugal

trusted their security to their important commercial

connexions with Great Britain. France was not

prepared for such an enemy, who braving every

method, and adopting new schemes, prepared to

attack her desperately. At home he was unani

mously applauded ; and having rouzed the spirit

of the nation from that stupid lethargy in which

he found it, was deservedly and highly esteemed by

all ranks of people ; and, for the first time, popu

larity and the administration were seen united : a

measure which is so essential in a country like Eng

land, that a minister, unless he has the power and

confidence to gain it, can never act with the strength

of the whole nation, nor invigorate a true spirit

into the people, who abhorring or not chusing to

confide in him, his administration will be found to

be one continued scene of disgrace abroad, and

distraction at home. Happily the people had rea

son not to think their confidence misplaced in Mr.

Pitt* ; they had experienced his honesty, and found

him neither influenced by lucrative nor ambitious

views ; ever steadily pursuing their interests and

happiness, and eagerly seizing every opportunity

to gratify all their wishes, and preserve unanimity,

which he knew was his only support, and would

• Even the Toritt placed their confidence in him, and con

curred in the promotion of all his measures, pleading that his

disinterestedness was the cause of it. He was indeed disinte

rested, for he had all the trouble of power, without the plea

sure of gratifying his friends.

E 2 cany
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carry him through every measure for humbling

the enemy with success. Thus did one man change

the face of affairs in the British nation, and fill

with alarm all the potentates in Europe, who

had hitherto entertained but a despicable opinion

of our national wisdom and strength ; and revived

the ancient spirit and military virtue of the people,

to be, as they often have been, the terror of the

French.

In America the effects of his first administration

were felt by this time. Admiral Coates, who had

been sent with a squadron to Jamaica in February

Jast, detached captain Forrest, with three ships, to

cruize off Cape Francois, in order to intercept the

French trade bound for Europe At this time

there lay in the harbour four French ships of the

Jine, and three frigates, the commander * of

whom, in order to drive the English ships off that

station, strengthened his crews and quarters with

an additional number of sailors and soldiers, and

put to sea. When captain Forrest descried the ene

my, he called his two captains on board him, and

said, • Gentlemen, you know your own strength,

' and fee that of enemy : shall we give them

. battle ?° They answered in the affirmative.

* Then, said he, fight them we will ; there is no

1 time to be lost ; return to your mips, and get

' them ready for engaging.' The English bore

down upon the enemy with uncommon spirit, and

began the action, which raged with the utmost

fury abqve two hours and an half, all the while in

fight of the Cape ; when the Frei ch finding them

selves greatly damaged, and notwithstanding their

• M. Keriaint. who, in the month of November, 175s",

failed from Fiance on an expedition to scour the English iet-

tlements on the coatk of Guinea, which he executed with tole

rable success.

vast
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vast superiority, unable to take any of the British

ships, ran away, and sought their preservation in

the harbour. Captain Forrest returned to Jamaica

to refit his ships *. -mi v

During the summer, the effects of his having

been turned out of the administration were also felp

in America. We before mentioned admiral Hol-

born's being sent too late ; it now remains to speak

of the consequences. Lord Loudon -f drew the

troops from the northern frontier of the British

setdements adjoining to Canada, and he continued

to call the troops from the other parts, till he

• Another gallant action of this brave officer deserves to be

mentioned : he in a subsequent cruize, near the island of His

paniola, took (by a well-concerted project) a whole fleet ot

nine French merchantmen, richly laden, with a single ship,

in the neighbourhood of sive harbours, into any of which,

could the enemy but have escaped, they might have been se-!

cure, and carried them into Jamaica, where they were all con

demned. This was the sirst stroke given to the enemy's trade

in Mr. Pitt's administration.

t Unfortunately for his lordship's popularity, and the hap

piness of this nation, an embargo was laid on all ships in,

North America on the third of March, in order that the enemy

night not receive any intelligence of his designs, and to make

provisions plenty and cheap for the army and navy ; although

he might have known that the exports would never exhaust the

great quantities of provisions which the British colonies pro-

dace, and the enemy might receive intelligence by other chan

nels. The country was greatly injured by this embargo, which

made the staple commodity a drug ; for the merchant, the

farmer, and the labourer all suffered, while the contractors put

immense sums into their pockets. .Unfortunately likewise,

there was a great defect in the last year's crop in England, and

bread was so excessive scarce, that the nation was in dread of

a famine, without being able to procure relief from its colo

nies, where there was a great plenty: but the government

wifely took away this authority of laying suture embargoes. It

is proper to observe, that a little before the embargo was laid,

advice was received at New York of the great scarcity of corn

in England.
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had collected a body of 6000 men, and with these

he embarked at New York for Halifax, to go on

an expedition against .Louisbourgh. It is well

worth observing, that he set fail on the 19th of

June, convoyed only by three frigates, and arrived

at Halifax on the 29th, during all which time the

French fleets were entire masters of the seas in

North America, and therefore there was the utmost

hazard of him, and all the trOops being made pri

soners by them ; for admiral Holbourn did not ar

rive till some time after lord Loudoun had fortunate.*

ly landed at Halifax. On the 9th of July adr

miral Holborn arrived with the troops from Cork ;

when a junction of the forces was made, it was

found they amounted to 12,000 effective men ; and

the fleet consisted of 15 fail of the line, and 18 fri

gates, &c. Near a month was spent at Halifax in

exercising the troops ; and by feints, accustoming

them to divers forts of attacks and defence, These

steps were condemned by some as,—' keeping the

* courage of his Majesty's soldiers at bay, and

* expending the nation's wealth in making sham

* fights and planting cabbages,* when they ought

* to have been fighting the enemies of their king

* Alluding to a hasty expression of lord Charles Hay, who

was a major-general in this armament, and who in one of the

frequent councils which were held at this place, was put under

an arrest for some public reflexions on the conduct of affairs.

In the year 1759 he solicited a court martial, in order to clear

his character from the consequences of a disagreement between

him and the commander in chief, which was granted, and held

in London : the charge was contempt of orders ; but his lord-

Ihip died before the proceedings were closed. However, it i*

necessary to observe, in justice to his memory, that the uneasi

ness which he shewed to some transactions in America, dis

played a becoming ardour in him, whose courage and zeal were

known to the world, and had been distinguished by the ap

plauses of the enemy : and nothing will be hazarded in . fay

ing, he was one of the bravest aud best officers on this service .

* and
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1 and country in reality.' At length, on the first

of August, the troops were embarked to go against

Louisbourgh but on the fourth a supposed French

packet, + from Louisbourgh to France, was ta-

this packet it appeared, that there were then in the

harbour of Louisbourg 17 ships of the line, three

frigates, 6000 troops in garrison, with 3000 na-

all kinds of military stores, and the people all ire.

high spirits, and wishing for an attack. On the

receipt of this intelligence, the whole plan of ope

rations was laid aside. Lord Loudoun with the

troops returned to New York, where he arrived

August 30, and admiral Holborn cruized off Cape

Breton, hoping that as the season advanced, when

the French fleet must leave their harbour and re

turn to Europe, he stiould be able to carry some

of them to England, in recompence for an inac

tive campaign ; but on the 24th of September his

fleet was terribly shattered and dispersed by a vio

lent storm, which forced him off his station, and

some of the ships, in great distress, to return to

England. The French fleet having now an oppor

tunity, returned to Europe unmolested.

The sagacity which drew the troops from the

northern trontier of the English provinces, in so

doing, exposed them to the incursions of the

French troops in Canada ; for during the absence

f Some who canvass the whole proceedings of this expe

dition with a severe eye, look upon this affair of the packet

boat as a political contrivance of the people at Louisbourgh,.

to intimidate the British officers with an exaggerated account of

the garrison and ethers bearing arms ; for (he was chased many.

hours, during which time she never offered to throw her dis

patches overboard ; a precaution always taken by packet boats

in a time of war. There have been many plealant little stones

and anecdotes told at New York osithis expedition.

 

By the letters found on board

 

Indians : the place well supplied with

of
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of lord Loudoun, fort William Henry, which

stood on lake George* fell a prey to the French

arms ; though one would have thought our people

might have taken warning from a recent alarm*

given to that fort before his lordship's departure,

and therefore it could not have been imprudent to

have left a strong succour for its relief, in cafe of

a second attack. However so it was, that while

his lordship was gone on the expedition against

Louisbourgh, the marquis de Momcalm laid siege

to the fort on the third of August, with io,ooo

men, and a train of artillery ; and on the ninth

colonel Monro, the commander, was obliged to

surrender, having expended all his atnmunition.

The garrison obtained, by their gallant defence,

an honourable capitulation ; but many of them

were cruelly butchered by the French Indians, to

gether with the women and children. A scene of

such savage cruelty, and horrid barbarity, was ne

ver acted as at the gates of this fort : the infants

and children were seized by the heels, and their

brains beat out against, stones and trees ; the throats

of some of the women were cut; and the bodies of

others were ript open, and their bowels torn out and

thrown in their faces ; and other more shocking

marks cf rage, horror, and cruelty were committed,

but which, for the fake of the humane reader, we shall

not mention. All these were done in sight of the

French regulars, and their inhuman commander,

• The affair was thus : about the beginning; of March (da

ring the severest season) a party of French passed lake George

on the ice, without any ammunition or provision but what they

drew aster them upon sledges : they intended to surprize the

garrison, and take the sort by escalade ; but the vigilance of

major Ayres, the then commander, frustrated their design ;

his centries gave intelligence of their approach, and he in

stantly provided for a proper defence, upon which the enemy

retired.

who,
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who, contrary to the articles of the capitulation,

never ordered them to restrain the barbarity of the

Indians. Part of the garrison, however, escaped

to fort Edward, in a miserable condition, after be

ing pursued seven miles by the enemy's savages.

General Webb, with near 4000 men, was an in

different spectator of the operations of the siege ;—-

perhaps he thought his numbers not sufficient to

hazard a battle with Montcalm, nor to relieve the

place..

Now we will return to the transactions in Eu

rope. The king of Prussia, hemmed in by his

enemies on all sides, knew not which of them to

attack first : at length, after many marches and

stratagems, he brought the army of the Empire

to a battle on the fifth of November, near Ros-

bach, and, after a short conflict, gained a com

plete victory. The consequence of this battle was

such, that it not only freed him on that quarter,

but likewise prevented the French, who had over

run Hanover, from penetrating into Magdeburg.

—Being relieved in these two very material parts,

by one decisive stroke, he turned his arms against

the Austrians ; who, in his absence, had almost

wrested Silesia out of his hands, and entirely forced

his Troops from their intrenchments, under the

command of the prince of Bevern ; he totally over

threw their grand army on the fifth of December,

near Breflau ; and before the end of the year, re

gained all Silesia, except the town of Schweidnitz,

and had more prisoners in his poscssion than the

amount of his whole army. These brave actions,

so glorious and so rapid, endeared him to the

friendship of the people of England, who had but

just before given him up as a prey to his numerous

enemies ; they now beheld with astonishment and ad

miration, his activity and gallantry, in extricating

F himself
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himself out of so many difficulties ; and every man

at that time said, it was a pity so brave a monarch

should be unsupported, or permitted to be crushed

fey a such a powerful, yet cowardly, confederacy :

and so warm were the whole people in his behalf,

and so eager to shew all testimonies of their good

wishes to his cause, that on the anniversary of his

birrh day, (Jan. 24, 1758.) which happened while

these great exploits were recent in every body's me

mory, that the most extraordinary, or rather (con

sidering he was a foreign prince, the most extra? ,

vagant rejoicings were made throughout the king

dom.

But to the battle of Rosbach, it was that he

principally owed his good fortune and glory ; the

spirits of his troops, which had been funk into a

state of despondency, by surrounding evils and mi

series, instantly revived after that action ; and the

hopes and thoughts of liberty* stimulated them to

future deeds of valour : and to speak impartially,

which is our profesied design, among the other

consequences of this battle must be numbered the

Hanoverians resuming their arms ; for had the king

of Prussia lost it, they would have remained in a

state of quietude.

On the first of December the parliament met,

when there appeared, what had not been seen for

many years, a perfect unanimity throughout the

whole house ; which gave infinite pleasure to every

individual without doors, and instilled a pleasing

hope and prospect of the affairs of the nation being

likely to go on well, when the great were unani

mous to humble the enemy : indeed the true cafe

was, the old ministers were, reconciled to the new

<nes ; at least boeh parties came to a kind of capi-

* /.. /. Clearing their country of the enemy, and rescuing

their habitations and families from plunder and massacre.

tulation,
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tulation, and while they were unanimous in coun

sel, it was not very probable that their adherents

should differ in parliament. Added to all this, the

King became better reconciled to Mr. Pitt, (who

may be considered as sole acting minister ; for every

thing seemed to move by his direction, and every

body to acquiece in his advice and plans; because

they perfectly agreed in one very principal point,

which was that of an inveterate hatred to the

French ; and the whole nation agreed with them

also : but the difficulty was in the means to exert

this passion, or rather to give it its full force with

the strength of the whole nation ; each were wedded

to opposite principles : his Majesty was for a con

tinental war, on account of his native and electoral

dominions ; Mr. Pitt was for a naval war, as the

only method of ruining the French trade, and ag

grandizing this nation, and securing its dependen

cies. It would be neither easy nor prudent to carry

this nice point any further ; the reader's penetra

tion will enable him to conceive what else is not

proper to explain. We will only add, that no

favour was used by one, nor any low-cunning by

the other ; both were desirous of acquiting them

selves with noble actions, and laudable arguments

were made use of ; they were equally above base

ness, and equally desirous of reducing the enemy.

Mr. Pitt neither wanted nor sought closet favour, in

order to undermine his fellow servants ; and his

majesty equally detested being led by the nose : he

was a warrior himself, and fond of resolution and

spirit : he had not been nurtured on the lap oflux

ury, nor accustomed to dangling among women,

but bred to the camp, and to real business.- Hence

arose that noble independency of spirit, which

crushes the very embryoes of intrigue, and all the

lhtle arts of narrow minds : hence it was, that af

ter the ministry were settled, the national husiness

J? 2 went
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went on with success, and without interruption :

no bubbling tales of courtiers, no rascals in the

enemy's pay, could either divert Mr. Pitt, or im

pede the operations of the war.

At this time the French were over-running the

electorate of Hanover, which, as it is natural to

suppose, in a very particular manner affected his

majesty ; and it may as naturally be judged, that

he wished for nothing more than to force them out

again. As the battle of Rosbach extricated the

king of Prussia from a gaol, which the confederate

powers had formed about him, and at the fame

time furnished the Hanoverians with an opportu

nity for resuming their arms, and revenging the

injuries of the electorate on its plunderers, will it

be thought incredible, that they, as well as their

sovereign, were for beginning this laudable work ?

The French had broke the articles of the conven

tion; they had committed hostilities in several places,

and in particular in taking by assault, the castle of

Schartzfeld, which they plundered, and carried off

the garrison prisoners of war ; they refused to restore

the prisoners made before the convention was sign

ed, and after it was, they doubled their heavy and

enormous exactions on the inhabitants. It will not

be doubted, but the troops out of their love for

their country, burned to revenge these acts of ra

pine. But there wanted a commander in chief:

the duke of Cumberland had returned to t ngland,

where not meeting with a reception due to his abi

lities, well-meaning, and endeavours, he resigned

all his military employments, and retired to Wind

sor; regretted by all the sensible part of the nation,

who have always found him a steady and uncorrupt

friend to the interest of England, possessed of the

entire affection of the troops, and known to have

been a brave officer. Another commander was of

course looked out for ; the king of Prussia furnished

one.
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one. It was the interest of that monarch to bring

the Hanoverians again into the field ; for by driving

the French out of Hanover, they would thereby

cover one part of his dominions ; he therefore sent;

his best officer, prince Ferdinand of Brunswick.

This affair was managed so secretly, that the French

general knew nothing of it ; the first intelligence

he had was, that the Hanoverians were actually as

sembled under arms, with prince Ferdinand of

Brunswick at their head. ;

Some people say, that the convention ofCloster-

seven was a fine opportunity for breaking the links

which bound us to the continental war, and they

blame the ministry for consenting to the Hanove

rians resuming their arms ; but these people should

observe, that it was not in the ministry's power to

hinder the Hanoverians resuming their arms -, his

majesty, as elector of Hanover, was not obliged to

act: by consent of his British privy council relative to

the affairs of Hanover ; they had no authority over

his electoral subjects ; he is in that capacity without

controul, and if h*e chose to order his Hanoverian

troops to take up arms, it was not in the power of.

a British ministry to prevent it. But the fact is, the

people of England themselves, at that time, were

not against it ', they humanely considered the Hano

verians as sufferers on their account '. the French,

bad entered the electorate, merely because ofthe war.

with England, and every one pitied the unhappy ;

calamity which fell in a manner particularly heavy

on them, who were innocent sufferers in another's

cause, and who had given no room for offence.

The people of England, with a spirit of true bene

volence, dispassionately reflected on the whole state

and hardship of their unhappy condition, and the

cause which brought upon them the worst of all

miseries, that of their country beingmade the scene

of war, and were as much rejoiced at the H.inove-.
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fians resuming their arms as the Hanoverians could

be themselves ; and the parliament unanimously

voted 100,000/. for their present support. The

first operations of the allies, were on the castle and

town of Harburg, near Stade, which they reduced

in a short time.

In January 1758, they moved into the country of

Bremen, and dislodged the Freneh from their posts

there. About the middle of February, they were

reinforced by a body of Prussian horse, and then

they began to act with vigour ; - they seized Hoya,

and Minden. The French finding they could not

stop the progress of the allies, wantonly set fire to

the orphan house at Zell, while the children and

people were in it, and again plundered the electorate

in many places ; but prince Ferdinand followed

the dispirited and cruel enemies so close, that they

abandoned the electorate as fast as possible, and re

tired to the Rhine. This good fortune of the allies

was not only particularly pleasing to the king, but

wa» likewise so to all his subjects ; and from the

fame causes which induced them to grow fond of the

king of Prussia, they began to extol prince Ferdi

nand. This humour (so different from that which

appeared last year) was improved ; for as soon as

the marks of it were perceived commodore Holmes

was sent with a small squadron to retake the pore

town of Embden, v/hich he performed without

loss. This little exploit had its desired effect. The

people of England, who are always glad to see the

French distressed, were so far from being displeased

with their navy acting a part for the assistance of

their German friends, that they rejoiced to see the

honour of the navy beginning to revive, which had

hitherto been either inactive, or unsuccessful.

The scheme of taking Embden was no other than

the securing a port to land British troops at, to

reinforce the allied atmy ; for the plan of sending

British
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British troops to Germany was designed as early as

the taking of Embden. The people at first did

pot know this, but they were brought to it by

degrees.

As the primary object of the war was Ame

rica, Mr. Pitt lost no time in exerting his vi»

gilance, and making early preparations for efFecr

tually crushing the enemy's power in that part of

the world. At this time the German affairs, though

they tenderly touched the king's heart, were not

arose to such importance, as to engross any thing

more than a small part of the attention of the mini

stry : Mr. Pitt was not yet brought to consider them

as of the highest consequence ; he was still for re

ducing the enemy's settlements abroad, and par?

ticularJy in America, and assisting Germany only

by annoying the coast of France. The first object:

that he aimed at was Louisbourg, a place of the

utmost importance to the French, and when taken,

would be a great step towards annihilating their

power in North America. For this purpose, he

began at the beginning of the year to equip a large

fleet. His own spirit directed all the necessary pre

parations to be timely executed, and his own pene

tration and love for the public pointed out the fittest

officers to do British business ; he employed men

capable of serving their country ; men of courage,

ability and merit.* Accordingly admiral Boscawen,

• He was chagrined at the inactivity and disgraces of the last

campaign in America, and he on a very solemn occasion de

clared, * That he believed there was a determined resolution.

' rous exertion of the national power in the service of their

' country. He affirmed, that though his majesty appeared

' ready to embrace every measure proposed by his ministers, .

' for the honour and interest of his British dominions, yet scarce

* a man could be found, with whom the execution of any one

' plan, in which there was the leal1, appearance of any danger,

with

' both in the naval and military commanders.
 

linst anyvigo-
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with a fleet of men of war, and a considerable

number of land forces, set sail from England on

the 19th of February. .This was timing things

in a proper manner the enemy had yet no force

in America equal to what admiral Boscawen carried,

nor any commander of equal capacity and repu

tation. However, as soon as they were acquainted

of that brave officer's destination, they equipped

two fleets at different ports for the relief of Louis-

bourg. One at Toulon, the commander of which

was M, de la Clue ; but Mr. Pitt had prepared

every thing in order to frustrate these designs; an

English fleet, under the direction of admiral Osborn,

was stationed at the straits of Gibraltar : the French

eourt equipped a second squadron at Toulon, to

strengthen de la Clue, and enable him to force his

way through the straights ; the command of this

second squadron was given to M. du Quesne. De

la Clue had sailed before the other was ready, and

was blocked up by admiral Osborn in the Spanish

port of Cartbag'ena. Du Quesne came to relieve

him, and fell in with the English fleet. The Mon-

mouth of 64 Guns, captain Gardener, engaged

the Foudroyant of 80 Guns, commanded by du

Quesne in person, for a considerable time, and it

• could with considence be trusted. He particularized the

' inactivity of one gentleman in North America, from whon^

*' the nation had conceived great expectations ; he complained,

'•that this noble commander had expressed the most con-

' temptuous disregard for the civil power, from which he de-

'. rived his authority, by neglecting to transmit for a considerable

'. length of time any other advice of his proceedings, but what

'.appeared on a written scrap of paper. He observed, that

' with a force by sea and land, greaterjhan ever the nation had

' heretofore maintained, with a king and ministry ardently

' desirous of redeeming her glory, succouring her allies, and

' promoting her true interest, a shameful dislike to service every

' where prevailed, and few seemed aftected with any other zeaf,

' than that of aspiring to the highest posts, and grasping the

' largest salaries.'
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is thought would alone have taken her, notwith

standing the superiority of the enemy's force; but

two other t nglish ships coming up, du Quesne

struck to the Monmouth, the captain of whom was

killed, but the ship was bravely fought by the first

lieutenant, Mr. Carkett. The Orphee another of

the enemy's ships was likewise taken ; and a third,

called the Oriflamme, was drove ashore on the coast

of Spain. The only remaining vessel of this squa

dron was a frigate, named the Pleiade, which being

an excellent sailor, escaped back to Toulon, and

carried the tidings of this disaster. Thus was this

scheme of relieving Louisbourg frustrated, for M.

de la Clue, not being able to force his passage through

the straits, returned to Toulon, where his ships

were laid up. The other fleet, designed to succour

North America, was equipped at Rochfort •, it con-

fisted of six ships of war, two frigates, and forty

transports, having on board three thousand troops ;

but Sir Edward Hawke was sent in April with a

fleet to prevent their sailing. As soon as the enemy

saw him approach, they ran their ships ashore, and

threw their guns, stores, lading, and even ballast

overboard, in order to lighten them and run them

farther out of his reach. Thus the design and the

equipment were totally defeated ; and it has been

said, that the guns, stores, and lading, were en

tirely lost. A number of small craft were employed

to drag the ships through the mud, by which they

were preserved ; but they did not attempt to ven

ter out to sea again. In the mean time admiral

Boscawen arrived in America, where the plans of

three different operations were to be executed for

the speedy reduction of the enemy. The conduct of

lord Loudon, who was last year commander in

chief in America, had not given that satisfaction

which was expected from him ; it had been con

sidered as inactive, therefore he was called home,

G and
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and the command devolved on major general Aber..

crombie, who afterwards pursued, or nearly pur-

sjed, his lordship's plans. The first, and indeed

principal plan of these operations, was an expe

dition against Louisbourg, the fleet under the di

rection of admiral Boscawen, who was arrived at

Halifax, together with the troops, in number about

12000, commanded by major general Amherst,

assisted by brigadier general Wolfe. On the 28th

of May this armament departed from Halifax,

and on the 2d of June the fleet appeared off Louif

bourg, but such a prodigious surf swelled all along

the shore, that they were six days off the coast be

fore a landing was found practicable. The gover-

nour of Louisbourg in the interim exerted all his

skill to prevent their landing > he established a

chain of posts that extended two leagues and a half

along the most accessible parts of the beach, and

he threw up intrenchments and erected batteries :

the harbour was defended by five ships of the line,

and five frigates, three of which he ordered to be

funk at the mouth, to prevent the English fleet

getting in ; but all these precautions and endeavours

were not sufficient to check the ardour and resolu

tion of the English officers, who, as soon as the

surf was somewhat abated, lost not a moment's

time in landing. Brigadier-general Wolfe, to his

immortal honour, with an intrepidity unparallelled,

gained this material point, in spite of the enemy's

utmost efforts. The rest of the troops followed

him. The enemy fled, and the town of Louif

bourg was invested. But the siege could not be

prosecuted with safety until the enemy's ships in the

harbour were taken, as the y could bring their guns

to bear upon the Liigiish camp : therefore general

Wolfe immediately secured a place called the

Li^ht-house Battery, and another more material,

Cdlkd the Isiand-Battery ; when by the bombs, one
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of the enemy's great ships was set on fire, which

communicated to two others, and all three were

consumed. Only two now remained, which the

admiral undertook to secure, in order to gain

possession of the harbour ; he manned the boats of

the squadron, and in two divisions, under the com

mand of two young Captains, Laiorey and Balfour,

he sent them into the harbour in a dark night.

These gallant heroes boarded the enemy's ships

sword in hand, and one, being a-ground, they

set her on fire, and towed the other out in triumph.

The governor of the town having now no resource,

nor the English any impediment to hinder their

operations, he next day (July 26) surrendered the

whole island of Cape Breton. The garrison were

made prisoners, amounting in the whole, including

such of the inhabitants as bore arms, the irregulars,

seamen, &c. to 5637. It is well worthy observa

tion in this place, that now we behold the real num

ber of that formidable garrison, which the year be

fore, when other commanders were on that station,

it was not deemed prudent to attack*. When

this conquest was atchieved, admiral Boscawen

detached lord Rollo to take possession of the island

of St. John's, which instantly submitted to the

British government. When the news of these

glorious and inestimable conquests arrived in Eng

land, a general joy diffused itself throughout the

whole kingdom : the wisdom of the minister, and

the courage of the commanders, every Englishman

was proud to extol ; and addresses of congratula

tion from all parts were presented to the throne.f.

G 2 The

• See page 57.

t The possession of Cape Breton was a valuable acquisition to

Great Britain. It not only distressed the trench in their sishery

and navigation, but removed all fears of encroachment and

rivalstvip from the English sishers on the banks of Newfoundland.

When the plan of this conquest was originally la;d dowr. during.

ths
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The other plans of operation in America were :

brigadier general Forbes was to go with about 8000

men to attack Fort Du Quesne near the Ohio, and

seize the lands which the French had usurped : and

general Abercrombie, the commander in chief,

with about 1 6000 men, was to reduce Crown Point,

in order to open a road to the frontiers of Canada.

The latter of these plans did not succeed. The van

guard of the army, in its rout to Ticonderoga, a

place which the general. intended first to reduce be

fore he attempted Crown Point, fell in with a party

of the enemy's Indians, upon which a skirmish of

bush-fighting ensued, in which the gallant and ad

mired lord Howe was slain. Notwithstanding this

little disaster the army marched up to Ticonderoga

f July 9) before which they found the enemy had

felled a great number of trees, and placed other

things, to prevent the British troops approaching in

regular order ; the enemy had likewiie thrown up

intrenchments, and raised a breast-work eight feet

high : however, the troops advanced in the best

manner possible, and with an undaunted resolution

mounted the works sword in hand, unsupported by

their artillery (which was not brought up) or any

thing that could give them the least hopes

of success, except what they could derive by

their own personal prowess. In this naked man

ner they for four hours maintained a most bloody

and unequal conflict. The enemy's fire was ter

rible, as it was both from musquetry and cannon,

and discharged in such vollies, the weight of which

tke preceding war, it was demonstrated, that it would put the

English in sole possession of the rishery of North America, which

would annually return to Great Britaw two millions sterling for

the manufactures yearly {hipped to the plantations ; employ

many thousand families that were otherwise unserviceable to the

public ; increase the stiipping and marines ; and greatly ex

tend navigation.
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rt was impossible to sustain. The enemy being se

curely covered by their work?, which had been vainly

attempted to be stormed, and there being no prospect

os any thing but an increase of slaughter, the general

ordered the troops to be drawn off, and to retreat,

after a loss of about 2000 men ; which was accord

ingly done without any molestation from the

enemy. More fortunate, however, was an enter-

prize, which general Abercrombie detached lieu

tenant-colonel Bradstreet to undertake. This of

ficer, with 3000 men, was ordered to attack Fort

Fronteniac, situated on the river Sr. Lawrence,

which, when he approached, surrendered at dis

cretion (Aug. 27) notwithstanding there were in it

60 pieces of cannon and 16 mortars : he likewise

took all the enemies armed vessels on Lake On

tario. Brigadier Forbes in the mean time marched

towards Fort Du Quelne ; but when his van-guard,

under the command of major Grant, who de

signed to take the place by surprize, had approached

within a few miles of the fort, he was surrounded

by a greatly superior party of the enemy's troop3

and Indians ; on which an obstinate and cruel en

gagement began, which the English with their

usual courage maintained near three hours, when

being almost all cut to pieces, and major Grant,

with 19 other officers, and a body of troops,

made prisoners, they retreated and joined the main

army. Notwithstanding the loss of this skirmish,

brigadier Forbes advanced ; but the enemy re

flecting that their works could not withstand re

gular approaches, prudently abandoned the fort in

time, and retired to their settlements on the Mis-

iifippi. Next day (Nov. 25) the English troops,

without opposition, took possession of the fort ;

the contention for which, with the lands contiguous

to it, had kindled up the flames of war. The

troops and officers emulated by their success, and

glorying
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glorying in the minister who directed their opera

tions in so wife and effectual a manner, instantly

changed the name of the fort, and, with a pro

priety and compliment which need not be pointed

out, gave it the name of Pittsburg. Thus

ended the first campaign in America under the aus

pices of Mr. Pitt*.

As it ever had been, and still was, Mr. Pitt's

great aim, to exert, in its full force, the naval

strength of the kingdom, the whole was put into

employ : no squadrons, strips, or commanders,

were suffered to let the enemy rest in any part of the

world ; and notwithstanding so many strips were ac

this time abroad making conquests, protecting the

British dominions, scouring the seas, and convoying

* * Whilst the French arms suffered such disgraces abroad,

* they endeavoured, by an alteration of their councils at home,

* to restore their credit. Their ministers had long been the

* sport of female caprice; it was their power of pleasing a

* mistress, who governed their king, that alone qualisied them

* to serve their country. Some of the most able men were

* turned out of their employments with disgrace ; others re-

' tired from the public service with indignation ; a certain low

* character had tor a long time appeared in all the proceedings

' of France, both within and without. Even in their domestic

* disputes, and where something of a free and manly spirit ap-

* peared, this spirit evaporated and spent itself upon unworthy

' and despicable objects. These contests, which involved the

* church, the law, and the crown, weakened them all ; and

' the state felt all the ill effects of a disunion of its orders,

* without seeing an augmentation of power thrown into the

* scale of any. But now taught by their misfortunes and dis-

* graces, they were obliged to make an alteration in their con-

* duct ; they were obliged to call men to the public service upon

' public principles ; at a time indeed when, in many respects,

* things could be only altered, not mended ; and wise and

* able ministers could do little more by their penetration and

' public spirit, than to see and lament the ruin caused by the

' want ot those virtues in their predecessors. The duke de

' Bclleifle, known to all Europe for his great abilities and his

' great exploits, was at length placed at the head of the mili-

* tary department as secretary al war.'

our
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our trade ; yet he had enough at home to renew the

project of harassing the coast of France, and there

by employing her troops at home, to prevent their

being lent to Germany, or to the assistance of her

colonies. He was not disheartened by the unsuc

cessful expedition against Rochfort; he saw there

was a practicability of distressing the French by a

Jittoral war ; and soon after admiral Boscawen was

failed for America, he began to set on foot the

scheme for annoying the coast of France. At this

time there were some in the administration, who

from the ill success of the Rochfort expedition,

or an implicit adherence to former plans, were for

making their push in Europe against the French on

the side of Germany : it was their opinion, that the

allied army ought to be reinforced, that Prince Fer

dinand might be enabled to pursue the French, and

gain some considerable advantage over them, while

they were in a distressed condition ; and as the

French were nearly upon their own frontiers, such

a blow, if he had a reinforcement of British troops,

might enable him to carry the war into France it

self, and thereby bring matters to a conclusion :

they added, that by this plan a diversion on the

coast of France was not excluded, but would be at

tended with consequences infinitely more important,

than if that diversion was attempted alone without

any co-operation ; and they affirmed, that his du

plicate plan ofengaging the attention ofthe French

ministry, was the most effectual way to embarrass

and confound their distracted counsels. However

plausible and advantageous this project may appear,

Mr. Pitt did not at first acquiesce in it. He was

still attached to British measures only. He directed

two squadrons to be equipped, which was done by

the latter end of May. The command of the

greater was given to the late lord Anson, and that

of the lesser to commodore Howe : their destina

tions
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tions were kept an entire secret, which filled France

with terror and alarm *. A conliderable body of

troops,

* The French ministry had some time before been deprived

of the assistance of one of their spies in England, who being

discovered, was committed to Newgate on the 9th of March.

This was Florence Hensey, a native of .Ireland, wl.o was edu

cated in the university of Lcydcr, where he studies p..;.::,

anj obtained a diploma, fie afterwards travelled turou' ;

Switzerland, from thence to Italy, from Genoa by sea •© Lu.

bon, and traversed Spain in his way to Fiance, where hi h,. i

some time: he had acquired in the course of his; travels a com

petent knowledge of the Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and

French languages.

During his travels he supported himself in quality os a phy

sician, and came over to England in order to settle in that

character ; but his success was not equal to bi^ hopes, as he

had but few patients of consequence; and yet it lb happened,

that his prescriptions, few as they were, were instrumental ia

his detection.

Having continued a correspondence, since his leaving Lcydcn,

with a fellow student who resided at Paris, and had lately got

into the secretary of state's office for foreign affairs; Henley

wrote to him, that he should be plad of an opportuniiy of

doing him any service, and executing any commislionshe might

have in London ; to which his correspondent answered, * that

• he was insinitely obliged to him for the service he .offered,

' andjhat, if he understood him rightly, their correspondence

' might be rendered more advantageous to both, by cw,.nging

• their topics from literary to political.' 1 he doctor in a se

cond letter commended his friends discernment, adding, ' that

• if he «ould obtain for him a suitable recompence, he would

' endeavour to make his intelligence of the utmost importance.*

By ihe next post, he received an answer containing instructions

and directions, and an appointment of 500 livres (about 25 1.

sterling) a quarter. His instructions were, to send lists of all

his majesty's ships, in and out of commission ; number of men;

when they failed ; the commanders names ; from what port,

and their destination ; the state of our land forces, where quar

tered or garrisoned; the earliest account of enterprizes against

France ; plans of fortisied places in England, America, &c.

which intelligence was to be directed to some persons at Co

logne, the fiague, and Bern, who were to forward his letters

from those places 10 Paris.

The
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troops, under the command of the duke of Marl-

borough, was embarked on board commodore

Howe's

The doctor, however, was not much satissied with his sti

pend ; yet he accepted of it, in hopes by his merit to obtain a

larger salary. With this view he endeavoured to insinuate him

self into the favour of some of the clerks of the public offices,

in order to obtain an early acquaintance of the British naval and

military affairs ; but this not answering his end, he passed his

time chiefly in such coffee.houses, as were most likely to furnish

intelligence of the kind he wanted ; and under the sanction of

his character as a physician remained unsuspected.

The plan for carrying on this correspondence was the fol

lowing : the doctor wrote a common letter with ink, and be

tween each line the secrets of England in lemon juice. Thij

was inclosed under three or four different covers, directed to the

different persons in the secret, who conveyed them from one

hand to another, till the sirst inclosed came to the principal for

whom it was designed.

He continued his correspondence from the beginning of

• 756, without any material interruption. At Jength his

employers complained of the insignisicancy of his intel

ligence, threatened to discontinue his appointment, and to

deduct a guinea for every letter that did not contain some ad

vice of importance. This letter, which was transmitted from

Paris to the Hague, contained nothing seemingly but a few wide

lyies on trifling complimentary subjects. The doctor's answer

to this was sent by Holland to Paris, and contained a represen

tation of the smallness of his income ; and, as an argument in

his favour, he said he belonged to a club in the Strand (from

which he could gain great intelligence) at which they always

drank French wine at dinner. These wide wrote letters bad

their desired effect, by passing unnoticed for some time at tha

post-office. The discovery was owing to his brother, ajesuit,

who was chaplain and under-secretary to the Spanish ambas

sador at the Hague, from whom our resident at that court

gained a knowledge of some secrets relating to England, even

before he had received any account thereof trom his own court j

for all letters of importance Henley directed to his brother for

the greater safety and dispatch. This put him upon an enquiry,

and he soon learned that the secretary had a brother, a phyii-

cian in London, from whom possibly he might get his iutelli*

genet: suspicion being thus railed, the doctor was watched, arid

twenty-nine of his letters stopped.

H Ffom

»
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Howe's squadron ; and on the ist of June the two

fleets put to sea. The commodore, with the troops,

bore

From these letters it appeared, that he gave the French the

first account of admiral Liofcawen failing to North America,

and of the taking the Aleidc and Lys, with every minute cir

cumstance relating to it ; and from that time, of the sailing of

every fleet, and its destination ; and was so minute as to give.

an account even of the launching of a man of war ; he also
gave an accou..t of all difficulties relating to raising memey. In

one of these letters, dated July 29, 1757, k was considently

asserted, that a resolution was taken to attack Rochfort r

though at that time neithtr admiral Hawkc nor general Mor-

daunt were acquainted with any such resolution. In another

letter, dated from Twickenham, the doctor, after giving an

exact account of the state of our affairs, the condition of our

fleet and army, their disposition, how many ships guarded, and

how many troops lined the coal! of England, concludes with

asserting, ' that the only means of preventing the success of

* the expedition to Rochfort, would be to make, a powerful

* diversion upon the coast of England ; that by thus attacking

' us in our very vitals, we might be engaged at home, and so

* prevented from fending a number of troops abroad sufficient

' to give them any real annoyance.' And in another of his

letters he particularly advised a descent of the French upon our

coast, as the moll certain method of distressing the government

by affecting public credit, and mentioned the time when, and

the place where it would be most proper.

But his principal or best intelligence seems to have been that

of admiral Uolbourne's destination to America, a few day*

after the admiral's instructions were signed, in which he was so

very minute, as to mention the number of ships and troop*

on borjd, with the day of their departure, &c.

In consideration of this piece of intelligence, and the com

plaints which he had made of the fmallneis of his salary, it was

agreed, that he should have 25 guineas per month, oil condi

tion of sending intelligence every post, or to forfeit a guinea

for every omission. Hut he only received one payment ibesore

he was taken ; nor is it probable he would have received any

more ; for complaints were again made, that his intelligence

was insignisicant, and contained nothing but extracts from the

news papers.

When the discovery of the sirst letter' was made, all the reft

were stopped at the post-office ; and Dr. Hensey was soon de

tected, though he was directed to under a sictitious name, and

hit
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bore for Cancalle Bay,, near St. Malo, where they

were landed on the 5th, at,a small distance from the

.city, without opposition ; while Lord Anson

H 2 stretched

his letters appointed to be lest at a coffee-house. He was way-

Jaid on a Sunday coining from the Spanish minister's chapel in

Soho-fquare, by two ot" his majesty's messengers, who followed

him to different places, then seized him in St Martin's-lanc,

and conducted him to one of their houses in Gcrmyn-street.

His lodgings in Arundcl .street were searched, where several

letters were found; from which, .together with those inter

cepted at the post-office, the above account is compiled. His

.correspondents signed themselves La Roche and P. de France.

On. the 9th of March, 1758, he was committed to New

gate ; and the 1 2th of June was conducted from Newgate to

.the Court of King's-Bench in order to be tried ; when he

pleaded not guilty, and excepted to eleven of the jury before

they came to be sworn. Upon the trial the identity os his

"hand-writing was the principal point to be proved, which was

.done by creditable witnesses.; namely, Mr. M—d—z, on whom

he had several bills of exchange ; Dr. VV m, of Westmin

ster ; and several apothecaries, who had received prescriptions

from him for patients under his care, which they had kept

,on their siles. After a trial of ten hours, the jury brought him

in guilty of high treason : upon which he was aslted by the

judge (Lord Chief Justice Manssield, the Judges Dennison,

Forller and Wilmot were upon the Bench) whether he chose

any particular time for receiving sentence ; he desired the Wed

nesday following. Accordingly, on the 14th of June, he was

brought to the bar, and there received sentence, * To be

' drawn on a sledge to Tyburn, and there to be hung up by

* the neck, but cut down before dead, have his bo.vels taken

' out, aud his heart thrown in his face, and his body quarT

• tered.' He held his handkerchief up to his face while his sen-

fence was read ; and being asked if he had any thing to offer in .

his behalf, he desired a fortnight to prepare for his end, which

the court granced, and allowed him till the 12th of July; but

tarly chut morning a reprieve was brought to Newgate, to respite

him for a fortnight longer. After which he was several times res

pited from time to time, and at length pardoned, en condition

of going into perpetual exile.

It has been fondly, or rather foolishly, thought, that he

earned his forgiveness by some important discovery ; but this

was not the cale, for it is certain tlut he owed it to foreign in

terposition.
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stretched along the coast, to prevent any of the

liips coming out of Brest, or other ports, to annoy

the transports. St. Malo being found to be strongly

situated on a peninsula, it was not judged prudent

to attack it ; therefore the troops destroyed about

one hund ed fail of shipping, many of them pri

vateers, which lay under the cannon of the place,

and set fire to several magazines filled with naval

stores. The damage was considerable ; yet the

town never fired. The troops having nothing furr

ther to do were re-embarked on the 12th ; and it

was intended to make a descent near Cherbourg ;

but it blowing a hard gale, and provisions being

short, it was found necessary to return home.

At this time the efforts for supporting the Ger

man war were brought to their nice criterion.

Hanover, or both rnust fall ; for the confederacy

was so powerful against them, that without the as

sistance of England they could not be able to stand

against their numerous enemies ; and Mr. Pitt now

saw, that he must either (with the rest of the king's

servants, who were attached to Germany) enter

into the trammels of Germanic measures, or quit

the helm of the administration. Here was a strong

conflict between the duty which he owed to hjs so

vereign, and the principles which he had plighted

to the people. It will be hard to distinguish, in a

government like ours, whether it is greater pa

triotism in a minister to be continually opposing an

aged monarch, in some alien, but favourite mea

sures ; or to acquiesce in them, and thereby pro

cure harmony and unanimity among all his ser

vants and subjects. In a despotic government, it

is true, a minister is obliged to pursue, and endea

vour to accomplish, whatever are his sovereign's

political views ; but in a royal republic (like

Great

Either England must sup
 

Prussia and defend
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Great Britain) a minister may oppose whatever he

thinks is unconstitutional or prejudicial to the na

tional interest. Mr. Pitt had }Qng opposed Ger

man measures-, he had opposed till he saw

opposition was yain; and that whoever was sin

cerely desirous of pursuing the interests of Eng^

land, must sacrifice some points and some opinions

to Germany, to prevent British measures, in the

other parts of the world, being impeded : he saw

that the best way was to acquiesce ; for while he

adhered to British measures only, unanimity would

never be established in the king's council : it was

apparent, Britain must inevitably be connected

with Germany, as long as the fame person is king

of England and elector of Hanover *. This

channel being unavoidable, the only thing that a

good

• ' When we excluded from the throne the family of the

* Stuarts, we cast our eyes round Europe for a sovereign ; but

* we could sind no prince of the protestant religion, who had

' no foreign dominions : what then must we have done ?—have;

f submitted to absolute government, been torn to pieces by a

f civil war, or chosen a King who had political interests ; it

f was thought best to chuse the latter, however distinct those

* interests might be from the good of this nation. If this

' misfortune was inevitable in its cause, it was impossible to

* prevent its being the lame in its effect. The evil then of

* weeping considerable armies in Germany is (in some mea-

' sure) engrafted in the establishment. Without doubt all

* Englishmen wish the crown had no territory out os this

' island, that our strength might be kept within it ; but secon-

* dary causes have disposed things otherwise, and how shall we

* alter them ? it might be proposed the giving Hanover to one

* of the royal family : as it would (as far as human wisdom

* can be allowed to divine) be greatly for the interest of both

* Great Britain and Hanover, by taking away a pretence for

' invading it when at war with us. This measure is practi,

' cable, for by the feudal law, by which the siefs in Germany

* are regulated, a vassal can give his land to whom he will ;

* that is, the dominutm ulile, or the prosits ; the superior's con*

* sent is only necessary to establish what is called the dominium

* dirtSum : there are many examples in Germany which shew

' that such alienations are agreeable to the Germanic constitu
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good patriot could do, was to aim at making U

serviceable to Britain : a short consideration pointed

out the method it must be heartily entered into:

the attention and troops of France must be diverted

as much as possible that w.ay, to make her employ

more troops in Qermany, than was consistent with

}ier interest in Arnerica and the support of her ma

rine, in order to furnish fairer opportunities for at

tacking her setdements abroad §, and thereby cut

• , off

* tion and practice. But as long as the fame person is king of

f Great Britain and elector of Hanover, the evil will not be

.' removed. •

' Every one knows that when we sirst entered into a war

' with France, in a cause that was purely national, France

* thought not of disturbing Germany, till she saw herself

' baffled in her hopes of succeeding in her singh: contention

* with us. She then turned her eyes towards the empire, and

* fhere saw and opening for new projects. The courts of Vienna;

* and Berlin were then in a jarring state ; the former having

* formed a grand alliance for dispossessing the latter of Silesia,

* which under our guaranty had been ceded to it by treaty,

' France stood ready, under pretence of joining either party in;

* that quarrel, to make reprisals on the electorate of Hanover

' for her losses to the king of Great-Britain. The court of

* London was aware of this, and thereupon applied to that of

' Vienna for supporting, in a common cause, the unoffending

' electorate, at the time that it entered into a subsidiary treaty

* with Russia for effecting the same purpose. But the Empress

' Queen, bent only on prosecuting her own cause, refused to

* engage in so just a common one ; which reasonably disgusted

' England ; while Prussia, fearful of our Russian alliance, and

* doubtful os the effectual alliance with France, farther than in.

* seizing the electorate of Hanover, proposed an alliance with

* Great-Britain ; not with a design to draw her troops into the

* empire, but with a view to keep all foreign troops our.

* of it, and thereby to consine the struggles in Germany,

' to the German powers only. But Russia, as well as

.* France, having a particular point to carry, these two powers

* joined Austria and Saxony, and drew Sweden into the al-

* li.incc, beiri£ all bent on public mischief for the promotion of

* their several private ends. Thus the misfortunes which have

' happened, where in fact found unavoidable."

fj I he cafe was not now as it was when Mr. Pitt came into

' the administration, when there was a necessity of keeping ' 9

* sufheien't
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off the sources 6f her treasure and power both by

sea and land. This was the outline. There. yet

remained many steps to be taken to accomplish this.

great end. Since it was impossible to separate Bri-

« tain from the continent, those engagements entered

into by the former administration, must be cemented

in a still stronger manner. The confederacy against

Prussia being too powerful for him, he in all pro

bability, if not supported by England, would be

crushed ; and if he fell, Hanover would instantly

fall likewise. The latter was the tender point,

and at a peace it must be regained, even if it mould

be set at the high price of all the British conquests.

According to this system, which every one knows

* sufficient force of regulars at home, instead of foreign aux-

' iliaries, to repel any attempts that might be made by holtile

* invasions. Mr. Pitt would not, in those circumstances, con-

* sent to send any British troops into Germany, because it

* would expose Britain, and oblige him to relax his vigour to

* compleat the grand designs he had formed, which were ne-

* cessary to be executed for the security of our trade, naviga-

' tion and colonies ; and for reducing the power of France by

* sea. The progress made by the French arms against our

* allies, in this interim, will testify, that their interests were

" not preferred to the interest of Great-Britain ; but that they

* suffered greatly for want of that aid, which a wise and good

' minister could not then grant them, without deviating from

' the principal object of the British war : though France

' avowedly attacked Hanover on account of our American dif-

' ferences. But when affairs took such a turn in favour of

' Britain ; that the fleets, which our enemy had equipped

' their several ports, to pour a numerous army into this island,

' were defeated and ruined : when the loss of their men of

* war, and of their sailors, brought into our ports, evinced

' the impossibility of executing any hostile attempts against the

' British isles, to effect : when his majesty had given his royal

4 consent to the raising a regular and well-disciplined militia,

* for the internal safety of England : and when that institution

* enabled the ministry to spare a supply of British troops, to

' break the progress of France against territories invaded,

' plundered, burnt and destroyed, for no other reason, than

' their connections with Britain : then we could not, in justice,

* deny our allies ftich succours, as our national interest could

4 spare".

was
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was the system of those days, it was the interest of

Britain to support the existence of Prussia, and re

inforce the allied army with British troops : there

fore, in order to ruin the Gallic scheme, (which

was the making a conquest of Hanover* and with

it purchase whatever the superiority of the British

navy might acquire) the support of Prussia, and the

defence of Hanover,, became objeds of the second

importance. The people of England were unani

mous in their desires of supporting the king of

Prussia: the eclat of his victories had gained their

esteem. It was at the time when this vein was

swelled with the warmest blood, that the treaty

with Prussia was made. We do not here mention

this as any vindication of that treaty, because we

just before explained the political motives, which

induced Mr. Pitt to sign it, and the views which

he had of making advantage result from it ; but

what a happy concurrence of events there had been

to warp the people to German measures, and to

continue the most favourable opinion of the mini

ster, and to still repose unlimitted confidence in his

known honesty, vigilance and well-meaning.

Here it will not be amiss to insert a translation of

the convention between his majesty and the king

of Prussia, concluded and signed at London on the

nth of April, 1758.

* Whereas a treaty between their Britannic and

* Prussian majesties was concluded and signed on

* the 1 6th day of January 1756, the stipulations

* whereof tended to the preservation of the general

* peace of Europe, and of Germany in particular:

* and whereas since that period France has not only

* invaded the empire with numerous armies, and

* attacked there aforesaid majesties and their alljes,

* but has also excited other powers to act in %ke

* manner : and whereas it is ib notorious, that the

* extraordinary efforts made by his Prussian majesty
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to defend himself against the number of enemies,

who have attacked him on so many fides at once,

have occasioned a very great and burthensome

expence ; whilst, on the other hand, his revenues

have been greatly diminilhed in those parts of his

dominions which have been the feat of war; and

their majesties having mutually determined to

continue their efforts for their reciprocal defence

and security, for the recovery of their possessions,

for the protection of their allies, and the preser

vation of the liberties of the Germanic body ; his

' Britannic majesty has resolved, in consequence of

' these considerations, to give an immediate suc-

' cour, in money, to his Prussian majesty, as the

* speediest and most effectual ; and their aforesaid

* majesties have thought proper, that a convention

* should be made thereupon, in order to declare and

* ascertain their reciprocal intentions in this respect ;

* for which purpose they have appointed and au-

' thorized their respective ministers, viz. In the

' name and on the part of his Britannic majesty,

* his privy counsellors, Sir Robert Henley, knight,

* lord keeper of the great seal of Great-Britain,

' John earl of Granville, president of his council,

' Thomas Holies duke of Newcastle, first lord

*. commissioner of his treasury, Robert earl of

' Holdernesse, one of his principal secretaries of

' state, Philip earl of Hardwicke, and William

' Pitt, Esquire, another of his principal secretaries

* of state ; and in the name and on the part of his

' Prussian majesty, the Sieurs Dodo Henry baton

' of Knyphaufen, his privy counsellor of embassy

' and minister plenipotentiary at the court of his

* Brirannic majesty, and Lewis Michell, his charge

1 d'affaires at the said court; who, after having

' communicated to each other their"Yespective full

' powers, have agreed upon the following articles.

I • I. His
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* I. His majesty the king of Great.Britain cn-

' ga2es ro caule to be paid, in the city of London,

* to the person or persons who shall be authorized

' for that purpose by his majesty the king of Pruf-

' fia, the sum of sour millions of German crowns,

* amounting to fix hundred and seventy thousand

* pounds sterling; which entire sum shall be paid

* at once, immediately after the exchange of the

' ratifications, upon the requisition of his Prussian

' majesty.

' II. His majesty the king of Prussia engages^

' on his part, to employ the laid sum in keeping up

' and augmenting his forces, which snail act in the

* most advantageous manner for the common cause,

* and for the end proposed by their aforesaid ma-

' jesties, of reciprocal defence and mutual security.

' III. The high contracting parties moreover

' engage, viz. On the one part, his Britannic ma-

' jtsty, both as king and as elector i and, on the

* other part, his Prussian majesty ; not to conclude

' any treaty of peace, truce, or neutrality, or any

' other convention or agreement whatsoever, with

? the powe'rs who have taken part in the present war,

' but in concert, and by mutual consent, and ex-

* prefly comprehending each other therein.

' IV. This convention shall be ratified ; and

' the ratification thereof shall be exchanged on both

' sides, within the term of fix weeks, to be reckon-

' ed from the date of the signing this convention,

* or sooner, if possible.

1 In witness whereof, we die underwritten mini-

' sters of his Majesty the king of Great-Britain,

* and of his Maj sty the king of Prussia, by virtue

' of our full powers, have signed this present con-

* vention, and have set the seals of our arms there-

' to.'

This convention was renewed annually much in

•he fame tenor of expression, and exactly with re

spect
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spect to the term.s. The house of parliament ap

proved of this convention when it was laid before

them, and on the 20th of April granted the money*.

I 2 Th«

* The sum stipulated by this convention to be paid by

Great.Britain, has been br.mded with the appellation of a tri-

lute, in the payment of which the honour and inlerefi of the nation

•tare scandalously prostituted. ' This is a licentiousness of

' diction, which at once arraigns the king, lords and cora-

' mons, of prostituting their power and authority, and of

' combining in a measure to dishonour and ruin the nation.

' Let us eximine this allegation.—A tribute !—This is a token

' of bondage. Did the British parliament, when they granted

' an annual supply of money to the king of Prussia, gi.\e any

' reason to suspect, that therewith they surrendered to him

' their liberty, lives and fortunes i or did they act, as if they

made that obligation through fear of what might be dreaded

' from the progress of his arms ; or through that magnanimous

' principle of succouring the distressed ; of maintaining a ba-

* lance of power, for which England has always been ap-

* plauded ; and of favouring our national interest ? Did not

' the king of Prussia, in consideration of that annual pay-

' rnent, stipulate and agree to enter into no secret or seperate

' treaty of peace detrimental to the interest, and without the

' consent of Great-Britain ? and to keep the sword drawn

' against our enemies, till his Britannic majesty mould give

'. him leave to sheath it by an honourable peace ;—-In all which

' there does not appear any thing like slavery or tribute on

' the part of Britain.—How such a ireaty with the king of

' Prussia can be branded with the scandalous prostitution ot the

' honour and interest of the nation is as unjust, as it is incon-

' ceivable. Was it beneath the dignity of the king of Great Bri

' tain to enter into an alliance with a protestant king, of the sirst

' rank, for his valour, and for his strength and interest in Europe ?

' Was it scandalous to secure such an ally by a pecuniary settle-

' ment, when the union of the houses of Austria and Bourbon,

' assisted by Russia, Sweden, and other powers, thrca'.epe.i

' immediate destruction to our trade and interest on the con-

' tineut of Europe : which would naturally have followed the

' conquering sword of our French rivals in every branch of

' manufacture and commerce ; or was it scandalous to facili.ats

' our operations by sea in America, and in other distant re*

' gions, by a well.timed application of such a subsidy; which

' kept France in such a state of uncertainty, dependance and

' expence, that disabled her from a vigorous pursuit of her

' natural and national interest, and crowned our expedition*

* every
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The German connexions being fully entered into,

they granted this session other monies relative to the

support of the German cause, which augmented the

sum granted for the aid of our friends on the con

tinent to 1,861,8971. and the supplies, in the

whole, amounted to 10,486,457 I. It will be allow

ed, that this was carrying on war at an immense

expence; but at the same time it must be confessed,

that there was no other way of frustrating the French.

designs. It was likewise putting France to an im

mense expence in granting subsidies to Austria,

Russia, Sweden, and several princes of the empire;

which she was obliged to do by virtue of the treaty

of confederacy, in order to accomplish her views :

therefore the case was nothing more than opposing

one great expence to another. It remained to be

seen who was best able to bear it : the consequence

all the world knows ; France became a bankrupt,

Mr. Pitt was sensible, that opposing France on

the continent was putting her to a greater expence

than England f ; and he had in view the making

her

' every where with success ? This subsidy has nothing new in

* its constitution. It was of no other kind, than what not

' only Britain, but other nations, particularly France, ha*

' always made use of, to secure an interest to herself, and to

* deprive her adversaries of further means of strength. Of

' this kind have been several northern princes, who were al-

* ways looked upon as tributaries, or subservient, to the na-

* tion which paid them for their friendship and aid, and not as

* holding their pay-masters in a state of tributary subjection.'

f * The Aultrians, Ruffians, Swedes, &c. have cost Franca

' more by subsidies, than their common cause has received be-

' nesit. A moderate subsidy to the king of Prussia has coil Franco

* many millions to keep those powers in an unnatural combina-

* tion. Whilst Britain, at a great expence of money, and of

* many valuable lives, has opposed the French in Germany, and

* urged them to keep up a prodigious force in a country that ever

has been, aud ever will be, their ruin, at an expence superior

to ours : whilst it has hindered them from protecting their co

lonies, and left us entirely at liberty to carry on the war

' wlicre
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her a bankrupt, when he consented to the alliance

with Prussia, by obliging her, since she had entered

Germany, to exhaust her troops and treasures there ;

while the British navy cut off all or most of her

resources from America, and entirely ruined her

trade ; and atthe fame time increased the richer and

revenues of his own country by new and valuable

acquisitions, the better to enable her to support this

additional expence. He was sensible he could ef

fect these ends, because the French councils were

divided and distracted ; for such of the French of

the ministers, who were for pursuing the true inte

rests of their country, and perhaps did not pay ser

vile court to a capricious woman, were opposed,

and their designs frequently frustrated by a number

of creatures, who, without any regard to honour or

integrity, engaged implicitly to obey the directions

of a cunning female favourite, and gratify all her

mischievous passions. Mr. Pitt profited by these

divisions ; he perceived the French ministry were

unable to bestow a proper attention to both elements*,

therefore he aimed at confounding them still more

by reiterated blows on all sides ; and while their •

attention was employed in Germany, to ruin

thtii

• where it was most to our advantage, can it be doubted in th«

' least, whether it was or was not our interest to bring as nit-

' inerous a French army from home, and as far from home

' as possible, to a country that could not possibly sjpply them

' with forage and provision ? but where they mult either, pur.i

' chase it at as dear a rate as ourselves, or bring it at a still

• greater expence along with them ; and where a Frenchman,

' or a French horse; would require as much sustenance as an

• English one ; and consequently, if the Frcn.ch had 120,000.

• men, and the allies but 60 or 70,000, the balance was so

• much in our favour. Upon considering all these circum-

• stances, it is evident that the expence of supporting this

• war has been greater to France than to Britain."

• It is a proof to thc#, who recollect the number of com

manders "the French have had in Germany, how well they

minded but anc clement.
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their navy j and to continue to employ tlierr 'atten

tion there till a peace, to prevent their being

able, or having opportunity to repair it ||. The

people with pleasure acquiesced in these sentiments

and measures, because they knew they were heal

ing 3 and they saw that by them* and them

only, harmony was made permanent in his late

majesty's counsels; a circumstance, which at all

times is of the utmost importance to a state, and in

a time of war an invaluable blessing 3 they did

riot therefore brand Mr. Pitt as an apostate* for

doing what no man in the fame situation could

avoid. ....

Such were the motives and sentiments of Mr;

Pitt and his coadjutors for entering into the Ger

man war. It would be impertinent if the author

added any remarks of his own, or intruded in op

position the opinions of other men, most of whom

particularly the Tories* acquiesced in the measure

in that time, and have opposed it since merely for

the sake of opposing Mr. Pitt; the reader is to

judge for himself ; the writer's intention here being

only to speak of things as he found them.

When these sentiments and this scheme were a*

dopted, the duke of Marlborough was sent to Ger

many with a considerable number of British troops ;

they were landed at Embden, and marched from*

thence to join the allied army.

The expeditions to the i/oast of France, how

ever, were not laid aside ; the time was now come*

|j It is worthy observation, that the navy of Louis XI V..

which was ruined by the engagement off La Hogue, would soon:

have been repaired, had not king William cut out worlc

enough for the French on the continent, and thereby so em^

harassed the French ministry, that they could not attend to all

the necessary articles of both sea and land service. In queet*

Anne's time likewise, when the French fleet was baffled in the

Mediterranean, they made no more sigure at sea, because the

allies found them so much employment on the continent.

when
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when we were to retaliate on the French those ter?

tors in reality, which they had long raised in us by

menaces of an invasion. General Bligh had the

command of the troops which were to go on the

second expedition ; and his royal highness prince

Edward, now duke of York, entered as a volun

teer with commodore Howe. The design was to.

execute what had been projected on viewing the

French coast the last time it was visited. On the

6th ot August the troops were landed at Cherbourg,

where they destroyed the mole, pier, bason, and

many other excellent and expensive works for mak

ing a convenient and strong harbour. Twenty

fine pieces of brass cannon and two large mortars

were found at the place, and put on board the (hips

to be conveyed to England : other considerable da

mage was done to the French, and hostages were

taken for contributions which were demanded. On

the 16th the troops were re-embarked in order to

be landed at another place but a hard gale spring

ing up, the fleet was forced off the coast, and ob

liged to return to England ; where, however, it

did not stay, but proceeded to St. Lunar bay near

St. Malo, and the,re the troops were landed a third

time on the coast of France. An attempt on St.

Malo being again deemed imprudent, the officers

debated on their plan of operations. While these

deliberations were holding, commodore Howe was

obliged to put out of St. Lunar bay, it being too

rocky to remain in with any degree of safety, and

go three leagues to the westward, to the bay of St.

Cas. Thus the fleet and army were seperated.

The army then marched into the country. In the

mean time the duke d'Aiguillon, governor of

Britanny, assembled a considerable body of troops,

and marched directly to give the English battle.

When general Bligh had intelligence of this, he

reueated towards the ships ; but this retreat was ill

performed ;
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performed ; the time was foolishly mispent, and be

fore the troops were all embarked, the French came

down upon the beach (Sept. 11) and attacked the

rear-guard, commanded by general Dury, who

for some time with great bravery maintained a very

unequal combat against superior numbers. The

English bomb ketches, which were near the shore,

fired upon the French, and while that fire lasted,

the enemy gave no quarter. At length this litde

body of brave veterans had expended all their am

munition ; and now, in the transports of rage ahd

despair, great numbers of them jumped into the

sea, and were drowned, among whom was general

Dury himself ; the rest were made prisoners, ex

cept some few who were carried off in boats, and

put on board the ships*. The loss of the English

in this affair exceeded 1300 men. The fleet now

returned to England, where the people became

dispirited by the news of the miscarriage, while

those of France were extravagantly elated ; and the

two generals were condemned and extolled in pro

portion.

Prince Ferdinand having pursued the French to

the Rhine, passed that river after them. He took

his measures so well, that on the 23d of June he

found means to attack their left wing at Crevelt,

which he totally routed ; and it is supposed, that

the French lost in this affair between 4 and 5000

men;};. DusTeldorp was taken in consequence ; while

the

*, But a much greater number might have been saved, had

the sailors emptied their boats into the sirst ship they came to,

and instantly returned to the beach for more ; which, instead of

3o«g, they strictly observed a punctilio in carrying the troops

to the particular transport they came out of, without consider

ing the distance of her situation.

I Among the French osiicers who were stain in this action,

one deserves particular notice. He was the yeung count de

Gifon,
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the French army were collected, and took refuge

tinder Cologne. Prince Ferdinand then intended

to carry the war irito the enemy's country ; but his

designs were frustrated. The French had assembled

another army (agreeable to the stipulations of the

confederate treaty) which was commanded by the

Prince de Soubize. Prince Ferdinand, in oppo

sition to that general, posted the Prince of Ysen-

bourg with the Hessian troops ; but the duke de

Broglio, who was detached by Soubize, defeated

those troops on the 23d of July at Sandershauscn,

and thereby gained possession of the river Weser,

with the advantage of being able to act in West

phalia on which side he pleased; and likewise having

it in his power to intercept the British troops, under

the command of the duke of Marlborough, who

were on their march from Embden to join the allied

army. Prince Ferdinand by this unfortunate stroke

was greatly embarrassed. The face of fortune was

suddenly reversed. The safety of Hanover seemed

to depend on the seasonable reinforcementof troops

from Britain ; for the French army being on their

own frontiers, had in a short time been considerably

reinforced. He was necessitated to either bring

them to another action, or retreat over the Rhine.

The first was difficult, because the French would

hot fight ; the latter was also difficult, on account

of the many late heavy and uncommon rains, which

had swelled the river to a prodigious height. While

the allies were in this condition, one of the French

generals, named de Chevert, projected a scheme

Gisors* only son of the duke de Belleifle, the last hope of S

noble family, and lately married to the heiress of an illustrious

house. He possessed many extraordinary accomplishments as

well as uncommon genius. He was mortally wounded at the

head of. his regiment, as he was bringing it up with the most,

heroic courage, to the inexpressible grief of his aged father, and

the universal regret os his country.
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for the retaking of Dusseldorp; but the waters ha

ving frustrated his views, he built another project:

upon the ruins of the first. The allies had a post

at Meer on the Rhine, held by baron Imhoff, as

well to secure a magazine and a bridge at Rees, as

to preserve a free communication between the British

and allied troops. Chevert's plan was to dislodge

ImhofF, burn the bridge, take the magazine, and

cut off the communication. He had 12,000 men

and 1 1 pieces of cannon. Imhoff had not 3000

men, and cut off from all expectations of assistance

from prince Ferdinand ; but he had advice of

Chevert's approach ; upon which he quitted his

post, and while the enemy were marching through

difficult ground, he surprized them in flank and

front, and after a short, but spirited attack, put

them to flight, and took their cannon and baggage.

This happened on the 5th of August. Afterwards

he marched towards the English troops, and hap

pily effected ajunction. IrnhofPs bravery furnished

prince Ferdinand with an opportunity for repassmg

the Rhine, which he effected without any obstruc

tion from the enemy. Thus did the batde of

Sanderihaufen prevent any material advantages

being derived from that of Crevelt : and the action.

of Meer, with the critical reinforcement of the

British troops, likewise prevented any being drawn

from that of Sanderfliaufen. The French army,

however, being greatly reinforced, and having

changed its commander*, prince Ferdinand judged

• The French army sirst marched into Germany, under the

command of the marshal d'Etrees ; but his lady, soon after the

battle of Haitenbeck, happening to affront madame Pompa

dour, with some tart expressions concerning Miss M ,

another mistress to the French king, he was recalled ; and

succeeded by marshal Richlieu, one of Pompadour's creatures ;

but he, when the French were drove out of Hanover, was re

placed by the count de Clermont, who was now substituted by

M. de Contades.

it
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it prudent to act on the defensive : he judiciously

chose some excellent posts along the river Lippe.

The French finding it dangerous to attempt any of

these, directed their attention once more to the

prince of Ysenbourg, who was posted so as to pro

tect the course of the Weser, and cover a part of

Hesse. Soubize's army was reinforced to 30,000

men by detachments from the grand army. Prince

Ferdinand being aware of the French designs, sent

general Oberg with a detachment to the assistanceof

prince Ysenbourg, which augmented that prince's

army to 15,000 men. The enemy relying on their

superiority, resolved to gain some part of Hesse ;

therefore they attacked general Oberg, on the last

day of September, at Lanwerenhagen, and obliged

him to retire, after he had lost 1500 men ; but

some woods happening to be in his rear, favoured

his march, and prevented his defeat becoming total.

The season, however, was too far advanced for

the French to reap any advantages from this vic

tory. The fatigues of the campaign having made

it necessary for the allied troops to have some rest,

prince Ferdinand abandoned his posts along the

Lippe, and retired into Westphalia, and soon after

wards went into winter-quarters in Munster, Pa-

derborn and Hildestieim. The French likewise

entered Westphalia, and there took up their quar

ters. The English troops were too late to assist in

any of the operations of the campaign ; but they

suffered greatly by sickness. The duke of Marl-

borough died at Munster of a dysentery.

The first operation of the king of Prussia was

the reduction of Schweidnitz, which he effected

in the month of April after a short, but vigorous,

siege. By this acquisition he regained all those

dominions he had lost last year, and was now ready

to act on the offensive, and carry the theatre of

war into the territories of his enemies : but first he

K 2 provided
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provided for the security of his frontiers ; he posted

count Dohna with an army to cover Silesia from

any incursions of the Russians ; and his brother

prince Henry with another army in Saxony, to

prevent the army of the empire, which had been

recruited, from entering Brandenburgh or Mag

deburg. At this time count Daun, with all the

troops which his sovereign could aflemble, lay inT

trenched at Koningsgratz in Bohemia. The king

of Prussia made several feints, as if he intended to

enter Bohemia ; and when he had sufficiently

alarmed and diverted the enemies attention that

way, he all at once, by a rapid march, entered

Moravia, and proceeded to Olmutz the capital ;

but general Marifchal, who happened to be posted

in that province, having intelligence of his march,

had just time enough to throw himself into the

town. However, the king of Prussia laid siege

to it on the 27th of May, and the trenches were

opened before count Daun heard, that the king

of Prussia had given him the flip. When he

received that intelligence, he instantly broke up his

camp, and hastened to the relief of the city. He

began to impede the Prussian operations by attack

ing every night their posts, and harrassing them

with continual alarms. The king offered him

battle ; but Daun knew better how to improve his

advantages than hazard thenv all at once. At

this time a large convoy was coming from Silesia to

the king's camp, which Daun having intelligence

of, detached a considerable body of troops to take

it, and the king of Prussia detached another body

to preserve it. The Austrians fell in with the

convoy, and a bloody conflict ensued : the Prus

sians being greatly inferior were defeated ; the

center and part of the van were taken, and the rear

pushed back to Silesia, while only she other part of

the van elcaped to the king's camp. This was a

mortifying
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mortifying check to the king of Prussia's resolution

and spirit : he saw himself by this unlucky event

deprived of the very means of subsistence, and

consequently obliged to relinquish his project, at the

very time when the sown was expected every day to

surrender. However he preserved a good appea

rance ; and on the last day of June, which was the

last day of the siege, the firing continued as brisk

as ever j but at night he suddenly abandoned the

place, and gained a march, of the Austrians before

they were apprized of his retreat. He took the

route of Bohemia, and arrived with all his bag

gage, artillery, sick and wounded, at Koningfgratz.

This was one of the most surprising retreats, which

had been accomplished since the days of Xenophon.

Jt was performed in the face of a great army, in

high spirits, and conducted by a very able general,

who could not impede the march of the retreating

army, though he attempted to hover on its wings.

It is hard to fay, whether M. Daun shewed more

skill in obliging the king of Prussia to raise the

siege without giving him battle; or the king of

Prussia in raising the siege, and effecting his sur

prising retreat without loss. The affairs of his

Prussian majesty were every day becoming more

critical : the invasion of his dominions by the Ruf

fians, under the generals Fermor and Brown, would

have obliged him to quit Moravia, if count Daun

had not ; for at this time they had entered the new

Marche of Brandenberg, where they daily com

mitted the most hornd ravages and barbarities, and

had laid siege to Custrin : his presence in that

country became absolutely necessary; accordingly

he prosecuted his march with the utmost diligence,

and arrived in the neighbourhood of Custrin on the

20th of August, after a march of 51 days from

the midst of Moravia. Notwithstanding the great
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suffered, he resolved immediately on giving the

Russians battle ; and his troops, animated with re

venge on viewing the dismal spectacle which the

country all round presented, ardently wished for

an engagement with such cruel enemies. The

king joined his troops under count Dohna, and on

the 25th of August gave battle to the Ruffians

near the village of Zorndorff. The Prussians were

now, in the strictest fense, fighting for their coun

try, which was ready to fall under one of the severest

scourges which providence ever chastised a nation.

The existence of the Prussian crown depended on

the fortune of the day 1 she desolation of the coun

try, and the villages on fire all round, were such

marks of the enemy's cruelty, as exasperated the

Prussians to a pitch of enthusiasm. In this rage

they began one of the most bloody conflicts, that

has been fought during the war. For the space of

two hours the Prussian artillery rained on the Rus*

fianslike water from the heavens: this furious can

nonade, the most dreadful that ever man beheld,

they stood undaunted. The Muscovite foot were

attacked at nine in the morning with an impetuosity

that would have staggered the brayest veterans of

any civilized nation ; but they had not the fense to

move ; they sell in their ranks, and new regiments

pressed forward to supply new slaughter ; nay, so

fearless were they, and so void of all fense of safety,

that when the first line had fired away all their car

tridges, they obstinately stood, though, defenceless,

and were shot at like marks. It was evident, that

to gain a victory over such troops must be to de

stroy them : the flaughter of course was very great ;

but their army was numerous, and fresh bodies con

tinually presenting themselves, and making the

most vigorous efforts, the Prussian infantry at

icngfh gave way : had the Russian officers known

how to have made use of this advantage, they had

gained
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gained the victory ; but it seems they did not ; and

general Seidlitz, who commanded the Prussian ca

valry, profited by their ignorance ; he instantly

threw himself into the chasm, and charged the

Russian foot with an impetuosity which they could

not withstand : they were either fatigued with the

work they had already gone through, or disheart

ened by the appearance of the horse ; for, being

unsupported, they fell back all on a sudden, break

ing their own ranks, and in the most utter con"

fusion fired upon one another, and plundered their

own baggage : the wind blew the dust and smoke

in their faces : the Prussian infantry was rallied, and

led to the charge by the king in person ; the slaugh

ter now became more terrible than ever the Rus

sians were crammed up in a narrow space ; while

the Prussians with regular fires, every shot having

its full effect, continued the combat till seven o'clock

at night : yet still (which is almost incredible) the

Russians kept their ground. Night came on, and

then, and not till then, the Russians retreated under

favour of the darkness. They lost, according to

their own account, 21,529 men*. They were

pursued into Poland, and thereby prevented from

undertaking any thing farther against the king of

Prussia in Brandenburgh. The loss of the Prussians

was near 4000 men. In the mean time count

Daun, in conjunction with the army of the empire,

now commanded by the prince of Deux Ponts, pe

netrated into Saxony, and took the fortress ofSon-

nestein. He aimed at wresting Saxony entirely out of

the hands of the Prussians ; and for this purpose he

nearly surrounded prince Henry of Prussia's army,

which consisted only of 20,000 men, posted so as

to cover Dresden. But the king of Prussia, who

was informed of his brother's critical situation,

* Of two regiments, which before the battle consisted of

4595 effective men, there were only 1475 left.

hastened
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hastened to his relief, before Daun, who is remark

ably flow in the concerting of measures, could exe

cute his project. The king joined his brother^ and

Daun fell back as far as Zittau. But the king soon

after separated from his brother, and shewed a de

sign of cutting off Daun's commuriication with

Bohemia, while Daun shewed a design of cutting

off his with Silesia. In this cafe a battle seemed

inevitable *, and Daun resolved to bring it art the

first advantageous opportunity, lest the time for

action should be lost, and he obliged to entirely

abandon Saxony, and thereby give up the fruits of

the campaign. At this time the king of Prussia

was encamped at Hohklrchen, a village in Lu-

satia. Daun, in the dead of a dark night sOctrl

14) favoured by a thick fog, silently marched to

the Prussian camp ; and at five o'clock in the morn

ing he attacked the Prussians in the most intrepid

manner and with the greatest regularity. They were

entirely surprized $ they run to their arms, some

half naked. Marshal Keith mounted his horse,

and putting himself at the head of a corps on the

right wing, where the heat of the action lay, made

a very gallant resistance, which afforded the king

of Prussia an opportunity to form the left wing,

before it should be disordered by any sudden efforts

of the enemy. Keith maintained a bloody and

desperate conflict three hours amidst all the horrors

of darkness, confusion, carnage and despair, against

superior numbers, who were continually supported

by fresh troops: three times was the village lost and

won : he rallied the broken regiments, and every

time charged with the utmost ardour ; but all that

he could do could not prevent a defeat. About

nine o'clock he was shot through the heart ; he in

stantly fell on the field, and his body was left to the

Austrian irregulars, who stripped it. At the be

ginning of the action a cannon ball took off the

head
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head of prince Francis of Brunswick, as he was

mounting his horse. Thus fell two gallant and dis

tinguished officers. Prince Maurice of Anhalt was

wounded and taken prisoner. When Keith was

slain, the right wing was soon defeated. The king

then gave up all hopes of recovering the ground.

He ordered a retreat, which he effected in tolera

ble order, by the good countenance of his cavalry

and the heavy fire of his artillery. He lost at least

7000 men, with all his tents, great part of his bag

gage, and some cannon ; but the death of marshal

Keith was his greatest misfortune ; the rest he could

repair. The loss of the Austrians, according to

their own account, amounted 105000 men. Mar

shal Daun, however, did not derive the advantages

from this stratagem which he expected. It is true

he foiled the king of Prussia, and that monarch suf

fered in his reputation by it ; but this added nothing

to the cause. He hoped to have been able to take

some towns in Silesia ; and with this view he previ

ously sent detachments into that country, one of

which had laid siege to Neiss, and another formed

A blockade round Cossel. His aim now was to

cover those attempts. The king soon recovered of

his disaster, and drew reinforcements from his bro

ther in Saxony. He by several masterly movements

and rapid marches opened his passage into Silesia,

• and thus crushed in a moment all Daun's boasted

advantages of the battle of Hohkirchen. General

Laudon was detached after him ; but the king con-

• tinued his march: he relieved Neiss and Cossel.

When Daun found he could not hinder the king

from entering Silesia, he bent his thoughts towards

Saxony : he resolved to take Dresden, and approach

ed the suburbs with an army of 60000 men. The

garrison, commanded by count Schmettau, amount

ed to about 12,000. The city being but poorly

fortified, and the governor, who was determined

L to
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to hold the place to the last extremity, considering

that if the enemy gained possession of the suburbs,

they might easily command the city, resolved to

set fire to them ; which was accordingly done in the

morning of the ioth of November, and about 250

houses were consumed, the inhabitants of which

nearly lost their all, and some their lives. This

fire, which in part laid waste the capital of Saxony,

renflered marshal Daun's project ot a coup de main

impracticable, and regular approaches demanded

more time than he could now spare. The king of

Prussia was in full march to relieve Saxony, where

he arrived on the 20th of November,,which obliged

marshal Daun to retire into Bohemia, and there take

up his winter-quarters. The army of the empire

had entered another part of Saxony, and formed

some attempts on Torgau and Leipsic ; but they

were frustrated about the fame time, and the assai

lants obliged to retire. In the mean time the

Swedes, who had been drawn into the confederacy

against the king of Prussia by the influence of the,

Russians, had acted but a trifling part. Their,

army made some ineffectual efforts to gain Pome

rania ; for a while they were successful, but after

wards they were compelled to abandon all, and re

tire. Not the least spark now appeared of that mi

litary genius, for which the Swedes have been for

merly renowned. Thus did the king of Prussia,

by his consummate skill and vigilance, baffle all

the efforts of his numerous enemies, and oblige

them to set down at the end of the campaign with

the loss of many thousand men, and without ha

ving gained one inch of ground. It will amaze

posterity when they read, that this prince, with

only the assistance of a subsidy which he drew from

England, so bravely withstood so many armies,

and frustrated the designs of such a powerful confe

deracy.
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To every part of the world Mr. Pitt extended his

attention, and sent detachments of the British arms.

Even Africa, a quarter to which our ministers sel

dom adventure, saw specimens of the British power,

and the minister's vigour and resolution. A small

armament was sent in the month of March, under

the command of commodore Marsh, and a detach

ment of marines, commanded by major Mason, to

attack the French settlements at Senegal. The

project had been originally conceived by one Mr.

Cumming, a sensible quaker, who had been a fac

tor on the coast of Africa, by which he had con

tracted some acquaintance with the Moorish king of

that part of South Barbary, called by us the gum-

coast, or the sandy desart of Zara*, who being well

disposed towards the English, and bearing an utter

enxnity to the French, declared he should never be

easy, till they were entirely driven from the river of

Senegal. And he told Mr. Cumming, that if the

king of England would send a force sufficient and

defeat the French, he would grant an exclusive trade

to his subjects. At the fame time he favoured Mr.

Cumming with the grant of an exclusive trade by a

charter written in the Arabic language. Mr. Curning,

during his stay in Africa, made the most minute

enquiry concerning the strength and situation of

the French. At his return to England he commu

nicated his intelligence to the board of trade, and

with it a plan for attacking the French settlements

on the coast of Africa. The ministry adopted the

schemei and Mr. Cumming, being the sramer of

it, was appointed principal director of the expedi

tion, and sailed with it, charged with a letter of

credence to the Moorish king.* The fleet arrived

L 2 on

* But called by the natives Legibelli.

• He had told Mr Pitt a great deal about his interest with

the Moorish king, from whom, he said, he could procure a

powerful
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on the coast of Africa in April ; and notwithstand

ing the obstruction of a very dangerous bar at the

mouth of the river Senegal, the marines were land

ed (May i) on the bank of the river. Upon

powerful assistance, and without which, he suggested, Senegal

could not be taken : therefore, in consideration of this aid, to

be obtained entirely through his interest, Mr. Pitt wrote him the

following letter :

' Good and Worthy Friend,

' .I write this letter to you merely to repeat to you opon paper,

' what I have said with great sincerity to you in conversation,

' namely, that I have so good an opinion of your integrity,

• and think the service you are going upon to Africa so likely

' to prove benesicial to the publick, that in case success attends

' your endeavours, I promise you my best assistance in obtain -

1 ing an exclusive charter in your favour for a limited term of

' years with regard to that vein of trade, which your industry

• and risque shall have open'd to your country. Averse as I

' always shall be to exclusive charters in general, I think your

' cafe. a just exception ; so wishing cordially the favour of Pro-

' vidence on your undertaking, I remain with much esteem

' your sincere and faithful friend,

W. Pitt.*?

But in the sequel it was found, that Mr. Cumming's interest

did not amount to what he had pretended. In his passage to

Senegal, he touched at Portendcric (the place he had formerly

been at) where it did not appear that the Moors had any particu

lar regard for him; for they would not grant him any assistance,

not even a pilot. Upon which it began to be contemplated!

whether the design of the enterprize should not be laid aside ;

but bolder councils prevailed, and Senegal was taken. This

being the cafe ; and it having been found, that Mr. Gumming

had nci the interest he pretended ; that he did not procure the

supply, without which he had urged Senegal could not be taken ;

and that he was no way materially instrumental in the .making

of this acquisition ; will not any candid man say, that Mr Pitt

instantly became discharged from the ties of any promise of

giving his affiance towards obtaining an exclusive trade ? yet

such was Mr. Pitt's high consideration of honour, and opinion

os sonic merit in Mr Cumming, that he obtained him a pension

of ^<"ol. a year on the Irish establishment, as a reward for his

sagacity and zeal in pointing out the object, forming the plan,

a:id attending on the execution.

which,
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which, the French governor of fort Louis furren-

dere4 directly ; and next day the corporation and

burghers of the town of Senegal submitted, and

swore allegiance to the king of England. This

was the first successful expedition which the British

ministry had equipped during the war, and failed

not to be greatly instrumental in dissipating those

fears and despondencies, which Mr. Pitt found to

brood over the land when he came into the admi

nistration. The conquest ofSenegal added greatly to

the commercial interests of Britain, and poured fresh

wealth into the hands of her traders : the commo

dities imported from this -settlement are that va

luable artjcle gum senega, hides, bees-wax, ele

phants teeth, cotton, gold dust, negro slaves,

ostrich feathers, ambergris, indigo and civet. Hi

therto we had been obliged to buy our gum senega

of the Dutch, who purchased it of the French, and

then set what price they pleased on it for us. After

the surrender of Senegal, the fleet visited the island •

of Goree, another French settlement on the coast

of Africa ; but found it too strong to be attempted

by their small force. The ministry finding the

success of the first enterprize, dispatched commo

dore Keppel with a small squadron, and some land

forces commanded by colonel Worge, to attack

the island of Goree. The commodore arrived

before it on the 29th of December, and ha

ving ranged his fleet opposite the forts, began a

furious cannonade, which in a little time drove

the garrison from their quarters, and necessitated

the governor to surrender at discretion. A garri

son being put in the fort, and that at Senegal being

reinforced, the commodore returned to England ;

where likewise had arrived admiral Osborn from

the Mediterranean ; also admiral Boscawen from

America ; and general Abercrombie from the same

place,
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place, whose conduct, like that of his predecessors,'

had fallen under disapprobation: he, was succeeded

in his command by general Amherst.

When Mr. Pitt first came into the administration,1

he dispatched commodore Steevens, with a squa

dron and some troops, to reinforce his majesty's

fleet in the East Indies, which might act there

with powers of discretion, while his attention was

employed on other objects nearer home. Admiral

Watson and colonel Clive having gained many ad

vantages over the enemy, it was not only Mr.

Pitt's immediate aim to pursue those advantages,

while the heat and thirst of conquest prevailed i

but likewise to prevent the French deriving any

material services in any part of India from a fleet,

which they at the fame time sent, commanded byM.

d'Ache, and 8000 troops, which were put on board,

and commanded by general Lally. Commodore Stee

vens joined admiral Pococke, who had succeeded

to the chief command on the death of admiral

Watson. M. d'Ache arrived at Pondicherry, where

general Lally with the troops were landed. The

scene of action was now to begin. M. Lally had

boasted before he left Europe, that he would drive

the English totally off the coast of Coromandel. He

was warm and fool-hardy; and full of the idea

(which he had suffered to get the ascendancy of his

tumultuous imagination) when he took the field,

he vaunted of the great acts he would perform, and

the cruelties he resolved to inflict on the English ;

but, like a true barbarian whose passion exceeds

his reason, or one bereft of prudence, he precipi

tately entered the campaign before he had provi

ded the means of support for his army, which had

been considerably augmented by several reinforce

ments. Me marched drectly against fort St.

David, while the French fleet sailed away to cover

the sieg'\ Admiral Pococke having intelligence of

these
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these proceedings, sailed likewise to Fort St. David,

and engaged the French fleet, which being supe

rior in number, and three of the British captains be

having in a cowardly manner, he gained no mate

rial advantage, though he continued the fight with

great inequality till night, when the two fleets se-

perated : the French returned to Pondicherry, and

she English to Madrass ; both to repair their da-

mageSj Both squadrons "having quitted the station

off" sort St. David, Lally pushed the siege of that

place with vigour; which being in want of water

and ammunition, major Polier, who commanded

the troops, surrendered in twelve days (June 2,

1758^. The conqueror blew up the fortifications,

and reduced the place to a heap of rubbish ; and be

sides plundering the inhabitants, as well of fort St.

David's as of all the villas round about, he wantonly

set fire to their habitations, and endeavoured to de

stroy the face of the whole country. But the ill star

of France, which in no place set well on their affairs,

began now to influence them here. Lally. found,

that by making a desart of the country he was un

able to subsist his army ; and, to his misfortune,

the , finances of France were so extremely low, by

the large subsidies which the French were obliged

to pay several of the European powers, to form

and preserve the continental system of Europe a-

gainst Prussia and Hanover, that their ministry

could not afford to send him any money ; so that

now he could neither buy nor plunder. In this di

lemma he resolved to extort a considerable sum

from the king of Tanjore, a prince of the country ;

but that chief refusing to comply with his request,

he in a rage marched his army and laid siege to his

capital.. The skill and courage of some English

engineers bravely defended the place : in a short

time Lally's ammunition began to run low, and his

provisions were entirely exhausted. The people of

!*' '. the
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the country, who had cither heard ofor suffered by

his cruelties, cut off all the supplies to his army in

return for his barbarities, which reduced him al

most to a state of famine. At length, unable to

stay any longer, he, tortured with all the pangs of

chagrin and disappointment, raised the siege with

the utmost precipitation, and left his cannon be

hind. He returned to Pondicherry, in the neigh

bourhood of which the troops were refreshed. lit

the month of October he marched into Arcot, and

began to make preparations for the siege of Madrafs.

Lally's army at this time was .so numerous, that

the English forces on the coast of Coromandel were

insufficient to oppose him in the field. Soon after

the surrender of fort St. David, admiral Pococke

again sailed in quest of the French fleet, whom he

found off Pondicherry ; but they no sooner saw him,

than they put to sea in the utmost haste : he gave

chace, and on the third day came up with them ;

but the French would not stand a fair engagement ;

they made a sort of running fight in an irregular

line till night, when, under favour of the darkness,

they escaped back to Pondicherry. However, they

were so much damaged by this engagement, that

after a short stay there, d'Ache was obliged to

fail to the island of Bourbon to refit, leaving the

sovereignty of the Indian seas to admiral Pococke

and commodore Steevens, whose fleet was much

inferior to his in number of ships, men, and weight

of metal. When Lally formed his resolution of

laying siege to Madrafs, he sent orders to Golconda

for M. de Bussey and M. Morcain to join him with

part of their forces, and leave the command of the

remainder at Massulipatum, to the marquis de Con-

flans*. Soon after M. de Buffy was departed, the

country

• To shew the despair and the distressed condition of the

French, it will not be amiss to insert the following translation

of
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thie country powers resolved to throw off the French

yoke ; and entered one of the towns which the

French possessed, and tore down the colours. Up-

M on

•f an intercepted letter, going from Pondicherry to Massuli-

patam.

• "* You desire an account of the taking of fort St. David's.

* . A particular detail of it might then have been entertaining,

' but at present it is too old, and the recital which you must

' have heard from many diiferent people, would now be irk-

' some.

4 Shall I mention to you an unfortunate expedition to Tan-

* jore ? Bad news is interesting, but painful to the writer. We

* laid siege to Tanjore, and made a breach, but were obliged

" to retire for want of provisions and ammunition, leaving be-

'" hind us nine pieces of cannon, eight of which were 24.

' pounders. The army has suffered greatly from hunger,

thirst, watching, and fatigue. We have lost near 200 men,

' as well by desertion as by death. This check is very detri-

*" mental to us, as well with regard to our reputation as the

* real loss we suffered. Add to this the departure of our fleet,

' which failed yesterday to the islands to resit, having been

* roughly handled in a second engagement on the 3 d of Au-

' gust, in which we lost 350 men.

* Poor French, what a situation are we in ! what projects we

thought ourselves capable of executing, and how greatly are

* we disappointed in the hopes we conceived upon taking fort

* St. David's. I pity our general : he must be extremely em-

' barrafsed, notwithstanding his extensive genius, without either

' money or fleet : his troops very discontented ; his reputation

* declining ; and the bad season approaching : which will bb-

' lige us to subsist at our own expence, being unable to form

' any entejprize for procuring us other funds. What will be-

* come of us ? I am not apprehensive for myself, but I am

' sorry to see we do not shine.

' They say M. Bussy is coming ; let him make haste ; let

* him bring men, and especially money, without which he will

' only increase oar misery. The country being ruined, scarce

' affords us any provisions. The quantities consumed by the

' fleet and army, and the desertion of the inhabitants, has

' greatly raised the price of all sorts of commodities.

' I forgot to tell you, that above twenty officers of different

' corps have gone on board the fleet ; and that if M. Lally had

' given permission to depart to whoever desired it, the greatest

* part of them would have embarked, so greatly are thole gen-

' tlcmen disgusted with the service."
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on which Conflans resolved to check their insolence,

and marched his forces against them. In this dis

tress the chief applied to colonel Clive at Calcutta

for assistance; who, after deliberating on the nature

and consequence of the enterprize, detached co

lonel frorde with a body of Europeans. This of

ficer attacked M. de Conflans in the month of De

cember, and gained a complete victory over him.

MalTuIipatam fell in consequence : the English gain

ed possession of an extensive sea coast, and other

considerable advantages, besides being paid for

their assistance ; and likewise concluded a treaty

with another chief, in which it was enacted, thac

the French should be totally extirpated the country.

Such was the glorious 1758 ; an æra, that is re

splendent in our annals with the most glorious and

unparallelled conquests; which. will be ever memo

rable of the British power exerted by a bold mini-,

ster and a brave people, by whom Britain saw her

self placed on a pinnacle of glory, higher than it

was once thought she could possible arrive at, and

surrounded by unanimity, confidence and zeal*.

On

• The Dutch having for some time carried on an illicit trade

for the French under colour of their own neutrality, several of.

their ships were thi6 year taken by the English cruisers and pri

vateers ; they then had resource to false bills of lading, and

other arts, to prevent future discoveries .x but their ships were*

still taken, and, after , proper examinations, condemned in.

great numbers in both America and Europe. The Dutch thus,

in a great measure, deprived of the advantages they hoped to

derive from this fly and illegal method of carrying on the French

trade, raised loud clamours all over Holland against the rigour

of the English ministry, who warmly expostulated, with the

Dutch deputies on the subject. The Hollanders sinding that

the court of Great- Britain was not to be. intimidated ; that no

remonstrances could regain their contraband commodities ; that

there was a spirit in the principal servant of the crown, which

they perceived would be dangerous to provoke too far; and that

the power «f Gr«at Britain, under his direction, was become so

respectable,
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On the 23d of November the parliament met.

As no change of measures seemed likely to happen,

the fate of the campaign not having disposed any of

the belligcrants to pacific sentiments, it was appa

rent, that the only way to procure a lasting peace

was to continue the war with the fame vigour ; up

on which the commons, with the greatest cheartuk

ness and unanimity, voted the supplies, which a-

mounted to 12,761,3101. It is an illustrious and

everlasting monument to the minister's honour, that"

this sum, which exceeded any that had ever been'

granted in that house before, was given with plea

sure and harmony : such was the unparalldled con

fidence of the representatives and ofthe whole people'

in one man, whose integrity and zeal for his coun-J

fry's welfare they did not doubt ; and of whose.

spirit and abilities for humbling the enemy they had'

already seen such examples, that they could not"

but rely on his known honesty and watchful eye to

the British power and interest. This was not the

conduct of faction ; it was that of the whole peoplf,

who were rouzed by his intrepidity and vigilance

to revenge their wrongs on a perfidious enemy. After '

taking notice of this harmony, so advantageous to the

nation, it will naturally follow, that we mould like

wise take notice ofthe thanks ofthe commons to thole

brave commanders, who so boldly and happily

achieved such laurels, as will for ever shine in the

annals of Britain. The speech of the then speaker,

the Right Hon. Arthur Onflow, to the late admi

ral Boscawen, a member of the 'house, is worthy of

being engraved in letters of gold ; it is strongly

characteristic of the speaker's noble spirit and stile ;

respectable, they could have no hopes to cope with it ; at length

gave up the point, and set down with their losses ; and though

they afterwards continued to carry for the French, yet they did

it but sparingly,

M 2 and
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and whoever had the honour of knowing him in

that houie, must conceive a real pleasure in fancy

ing how be spoke it, with that becoming air of

awful dignity, so suitable, and which he so illustri

ously added to his station. He addressed himself to

admiral Boscawen, and gave him the thanks of the

house, as he stood in his place, in these words.

* Admiral Boscawen !•

' The house have unanimously resolved, that

1 their thanks should be given to you for the ser-

1 vices you have done to your king and country

' in North America ; and it is my duty to convey

' their thanks to you. I wish 1 could do it in a

* manner suitable to the occasion, and as they ought

* to be given to you, now standing in your place, as

* a member of this house. But were I able to enu-

' merate and set forth, in the best manner, the

* great and extensive advantages accruing to this

* nation from the conquest of Louisbourg, with

' the islands of Cape Breton and St. John, I could

* only exhibit a repetition of what has already been,

* and is, the genuine and uniform fense and

* language of every part of the kingdom. Their

* joy too has been equal to their sentiments

' upon this interesting event : and in their sen-

* timents and joy they have carried their grati-

* tude also to you, Sir, as a principal instru-

' ment in these most important acquisitions. You

are now therefore receiving the acknowledgments

of the people, only in a more solemn way— by

the voice, the general voice, of their representa

tives in parliament—The most honourable fame

that any man can arrive at, in this, or any other

country. It is, on these occasions, a national

honour, from a free people ; ever cautiously to be

conferred, in order to be the more estemed—to

be the greater reward and which ought to be

reserved for the most signal services to the state,

and
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* and the most approved merit in them ; such as

' this house has usually, and very lately, made

' their objects of public thanks. The use, I am

* persuaded, you will make of this just testimony,

* and high reward of your services and merit, will

' be the preserving in your own mind a lasting

' impression of what the commons of Great Bri-

4 tain are now tendering to you, and in a constant

' continuance of the zeal and ardour for the glory

* of your king and country, which have made you"

' to deserve it. In obedience to the commands of

* the house I do, with great pleasure to myself,

' give you the thanks of the house, for the ser-

* vices you have done to your king and country

' in North America.'

To which admiral Boscawen answered.

' Mr. Speaker, . .

* I am happy in having: been able to do my

' duty : but have not words to express my fense

1 of the distinguishing reward, that has been con-

' ferred upon me by this house ; nor can I enough

' thank you, Sir, for the polite and elegant man-

' ner, in which you have been pleased to convey

1 to me the resolution of the house.'

Then the speaker acquainted the house, that, in

obedience to their commands, he had signified to

admiral Osborn their thanks, and had received the

following answer :

' Sir, I want words to express my sense of the

' honour the house of commons has been pleased.

' to confer upon me, and only hope that you, Sir,

* will be as gracious to me in representing my

' gratitude to that august assembly, as you have

• 1 been in acquainting me with their favourable ac-

' ceptance of my services. I have done no more

* than my duty. I have only been the humble,

' though happy, instrument of executing the wise

' measures directed by his majesty. I have no

* title,
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* tide, Sir, to any glory, but what is common to

1 me as a seaman, and as an Englishman zealous'

* for the service of my country, which is pleased"

to reward me with this instance of their appro-

* bation. From the situation of my health, Sir,.

* I can flatter myself with having but few oppor-'

* tunities of employing the remainder of my life,

*- .in grateful exertion of my abilities for the ho-"

* nour and interest of my country. But as the

* .house of commons is so gloriously watchful to

* encourage the greatest merit, by rewarding the

* least, England can never want good officers;

' and however I am honoured by this distinction,

' may my services be the most inconsiderable, that '

' shall be thus acknowledged.. I am, with the/

* greatest respect,

/sir, , .:

' Your most obedient, and .

Dec. 8, * Most humble servant,

- .-1758. ' HENRY OSBORN.*

• No other material business happened during th«

session, which was closed on the 2d of June, 1759.

—r- These were times of glory and a true spirit of

patriotism ; such as no Englishman can reflect upon

without glowing with emulation ; such as Britain

never before beheld, and perhaps will never again

see. >t

As the enemies power in America had received a

considerable blow by the reduction of Louisbourg,

great .expectations were formed from a continuance

of the war in that quarter. An expedition was

planned against the capital of Canada, and the

command of the land forces was given to an Eng- '

listiman, whose genius was modelled by nature for

ardour and enterprizs ; whose active spirit and

euterprizing soul promised advantage to the public.

The late success in America had been in a great

measure owing to the well timing of fche operations,
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in being early in snaking attempts on the enemy

before they could possibly receive any assistance

from Europe. The fame steps were again pursued.

In the month of February a fleet was dispatched

from England commanded by the Admirals Saun-

ders and Holmes. It was concerted, that while

this fleet, with a number of troops on board, com

manded by general Wolfe, who was appointed to

that eminence by the minister, should proceed

up the river St. Lawrence, general Amherst, with

another considerable body, should proceed over land,

in America, and join general Wolfe, in order to)

jointly attack Quebec, the capital of Canada ; and

that while these operations were performing, a

third body of troops, commanded by the generals

Prideaux and Johnson, should advance by Niagara

to Montreal, the second principal place in Canada.

Such was the plan for reducing that great province.

The fleet arrived at Hallifax, where having taken

on board the troops, in number about 8000, desti

ned for the expedition, sailed up the river St. Law

rence, and in the month of June general Wolfe

landed on the isle of Orleans (not so high up as

(Quebec) of which he took pollession, and also of

a point of the continent, which lay opposite, cal

led Point Levi. Quebec at this time was tolerably

Well fortified, the garrison reinforced, and the

town [covered by an army of 10,000 men, com

manded by the Marquis de Montcalm. As the

defence of Quebec was thus so well provided for,

the general did not hope to reduce it, therefore he

resolved to attack some intrenchments which the

enemy had thrown up at Montmorenci. For this

purpose the grenadiers were landed on the beach,

with orders to form upon it, and wait till they were,

reinforced ; but such was their ardour, that as soon

as they were landed they unsupported rushed on the"

enemy, who being greatly superior they were re-.

pulsed
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pulsed and thrown into disorder.* The loss was

considerable ; but to prevent its being greater, the

general ordered them to retreat. This miscariage

was a very discouraging circumstance. There ap

peared on every side such a number of difficulties

to be surmounted, that the general's only hope

seemed to be in the success of this attempt. The

failure made a great impression on his mind. His ag

gravation threw him into a dangerous illness, his

mind was too great to brook with any misfor

tune that might expose him to reproach or censure.

In the transports of his chagrin and affliction he was

heard to fay, he would never return unless he was

victorious. The hope, however, of still being a-

ble, through some resource, to execute his orders

revived

* In this attack captain Otcherlony and lieutenant Peyton

(both of general Monckton's regiment) were wounded, and

fell before the enemy's breast-work—The former, mortally,

being shot through the body ; the latter was wounded only in

his knee—Two savages pushed down upon them with the utmost

precipitation, armed with nothing but their diabolical knives.

The sirst seized on captain Otcherlony, when Mr. Peyton, who

lay reclining on his fusee, discharged it, and the savage drops

immediately on the body of his intended prey. The other

savage advanced with much eagerness to Mr. Peyton, who had

no more than time to disengage his bayonet, and conceal its

disposition. With one arm he warded off the purposed blow,

and with the other stung him to the heart : nevertheless, the

savage, though fallen, renewed his attempts ; insomuch that

Mr. Peyton was obliged to repeat his blows, and stab him,

through and through the body. A straggling grenadier, who

had happily escaped the slaughter of his companions, stumbled

upon Captain Otcherlony, and readily offered him his services.

Ihe Captain, with the spirit and bravery of a Briton,

replied, ' Friend, I thank you ! —but with respect to me, the

' musquet, or scalping knife, will be only a more speedy

' deliverance from pain. I have but a few minutes to live.

' Go— make haste—and tender your fen.ice, where there is a

' possibility it may be useful.' At the same time he pointed

to Mr. Peyton, who was then endeavouring to crawl away on

the sand. The grenadier took M. Peyton on his back, and

conveyed
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revived his spirits, and he began to recover ; upon

which he transmitted an account of his operations

to the minister. * Then he ordered some of the

N . ships

conveyed him to the boat through a severe sire, in which Mr.

Peyton was wounded in the back, and his rescuer near the

shoulder.

* His account of them, is his best eulogium ; the reader

therefore, will pardon us, if we insert his long letter; the more

especially as it is the strongest picture that can be drawn of the

difficulties, which opposed themselves to the British arms ; as well

as of the activity and patience of the general who surmounted

them. It is no less valuable, as one of the clearest and most ele

gant accounts of a series of military operations, which has, per

haps, ever been published.

' Head-quarters at Montmorenci in the River St. Laurence,

' Sept. 2, 1759.

'SIR,

• I wish I could, upon this occasion, have the honour os

* transmitting to you a more favourable account of the progress

' of his majesty's arms ; but the obstacles we have met with, m

' the operations of the campaign, are much greater than we

* had reason to expect, or could foresee; not so much from the

• number of the enemy, (tho' superior to us) as from the na-

' tural strength of the country, which the marquis de Mont-

' calm seems wisely to depend upon.

' When I learned that succours of all kinds had been thrown

' into Quebec ; that sive battalions of regular troops, com- ,

t pleated from the best of the inhabitants of the country, some

• of the troops of the colony, and every Canadian that was able

< to bear arms, besides several nations of savages, had taken

< the sield in a very advantageous situation ; I could not flatter

< myself that I should be able to reduce the place. I sought,

however, an occasion to attack their army, knowing well,

' that with these troops I was able to sight, and hoping that a

' victory might disperse them.

• • We found them encamped along the shore of Beaufort,

' from the river St. Charles to the fall of Montmorenci, and

* intrenched in every accessible part. The 27th of June we

, landed upon the isle of Orleans ; but receiving a message from

1 the admiral, that there was reason to think the enemy had ar-

' tillery, and a force upon the point of the Levi, I detached

' brigadier Monckton with four battalions to drive them front

r thenco.

i
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ships up the river, being determined to make his

efforts on that fide the town : Admiral Holmes,

who

' thence, He passed the river the 29th at night, and marched

f the next day to the point ; he obliged the enemy's irregulars

* to retire, and possessed himself of that post : the advanced

' parties upon this occasion had two or three skirmishes with

* the Canadians and Indians, with little loss on either side.

' Col. Carleton marched with a detachment to the westermost

* point of the ifle of Orleans, from whence our operations

* were likely to begin.'

. * It was absolutely neceflary to possess these two points, and

* fortify them ; because from either the. one or the other, the

* enemy might make it impossible for any ship to lie in the

* bason of Quebec, or even within two miles of it.

' Batteries of cannon and mortars were erected with great

* dispatch on the point of Levi, to bombard the town and

' magazines, and to injure the works and batteries : the ene-

' my perceiving these works in some forwardness, passed the

' river with 1 600 men to attack and destroy them. Unluckily

' they fell into confusion, sired upon one another, and went

' back again ; by which we lost an opportunity of defeating

* this large detachment. The effect of this artillery has been

' so great, (tho' across the river) that the upper town is consi-

* derably damaged, and the lower town entirely destroyed.

• * The works, for the security of our hospitals and stores on

' the ifle of Orleans, being sinistied, oh the 9th of July, at

' night, we passed the North Channel, and encamped near the

' enemy's left, the river Montmorenci between us. The next

* morning captain Danks's company of rangers, posted ill 9.

' wood to cover some workmen, were attacked and defeated by

< a body of Indians, and had so many killed and wounded, as

' to be almost disabled for the rest of the campaign : the

* enemy also suffered in this affair, and were in their turn

* driven off from the nearest troops.'

* The ground, to the eastward of the falls, seemed to be (as

' it really is) higher than that on the enemy's side, and to

* command it in a manner which might be made useful to us.

* There is besides a ford below the falls, which may be passed

* for some hours in the latter part of the ebb and beginning

* of the flood tide ; and I had hopes, that possible means might

* be found of passing the river above, so as to sight the mar-

* quis de Montcalm upon terms of less disadvantage than di-

' rectly attacking his intrenchment. In reconnoitring the

* river Montmorenci, we found it fordable at a place about

' three miles up ; but the opposite bank was intrenched, and

• so
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who commanded these ships, on board of which was

general Wolfe wirh about 5000 troops, was ordered

N 2 so

' so steep and woody, that it was to no purpose to attempt a

' passage there. The escort was twice attacked by the In-

' dians, who were as often repulsed ; but in these rencounters

* we Tiad forty (officers and men) killed and wounded.

' The 1 8th of July, two men of war, two armed sloops,

' and two transports with some troops on board, passed by the

' town without any loss, and got into the upper river. This

* enabled me to reconnoitre the country above, where I foun4

' the fame attention on the enemy's side, and great difficulties

* on ours, arising from the nature of the ground, and the ob-

' sucles to oar communication with the sleet. But what J

' feared most was, that if we sliould land between the town

* and th« river Cap Rouge, the body sirst landed could not be

* reinforced before they were attacked by the enemy's whole

' Notwithstanding these difficulties, I thought once of at-

' tempting it at St. Michael's about three miles above the

' Town : but perceiving that the enemy were jealous of the

' design, were preparing against it, and had actually brought

' artillery and a mortar (which, being so near to Quebec, they

* could increase as they pleased) to play upon the shipping :

' And, as it must have been many hours before we could at-

' tack them (even supposing a favourable night for the boats

' to pass by the town unhurt) it seemed so hazardous, that t

' thought it best to desist.

* However, to divide the enemy's force, and to draw their

' attention as high up the river as possible, and to procure some

' intelligence, I sent a detachment, under the command of

' colonel Carleton, to land at the Point de Trempe, to attack

' whatever he might sind there, bring off some prisoners, and

' all the useful papers he could get. I had been informed that

' a number of the inhabitants of Quebec had retired to that

* place, and that probably we sliould sind a magazine of pro-

' visions there.

' The colonel was sired upon by a body of Indians the mo-

' ment he landed, but they were loon dispersed and driven into

' the woods : He searched for magazines, but to no purpose,

' brought off some prisoners, and returned with little loss.

' After this business, I came back to Montmorenci, where I

' found that brigadier Townfhend had, by a superior sire, pre-

' vented the French from erecting a battery on the bank of

' the river, from whence they intended to cannonade our

' camp. I now resolved to take the first opportunity which

* presented
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to go further up than the place he intended to land

at, in order to draw the enemy's attention that

way ;

' presented itself, of attacking the enemy, though posted to

' great advantage, and every where prepared to receive us.

• As the men of war cannot (for want of sufficient depth

' of water) come near enough to the enemy's intrenchments,

* to annoy them in the least, the admiral had prepared two

' transports (drawing but little water) which upon occasion

' could be run a ground, to favour a descent. With the help

' of these vessels, which I understood would be carried by the

* tide close in shore, I proposed to make myself master of a

» detached redoubt near to the water's edge, and whose situa-

* tion appeared to be out of musquet shot of the intrenchment

* upon the hill : if the enemy supported this detached piece,

' it would necessarily bring on an engagement, what we most

' wished for ; and if not, I should have it in my power to

' examine iheir situation, so as to be able to determine where

' we could best attack them.

' Preparations were accordingly made for an engagement.

' The 31st of July in the forenoon, the boats of the fleet were

* filled with grenadiers, and a part of brigadier Monckton's

* brigade from the point of Levi : the two brigades under the

* brigadiers Townshcnd and Murray, were ordered to be in

' readiness to pass the Ford, when it should be thought ne-

' cessary. To Facilitate the passage of this corps, the admiral

* had placed the Centurion in the channel, so that she might

' check the sire of the lower battery which commanded the

* Ford: this ship was of great use, as her sire was very judiciously

' directed. A great quantity of artillery was placed upon the

' eminence, so as to batter and insilade the left of their in-

* trenchments.

' From the vessel which run a-ground, nearest in, I ob-

' served that the redoubt was too much commanded to be kept

' without very great loss ; and the more, as the two armed

' ships could not be brought near enough to cover both with

* their artillery and musquetry, which lat sirst conceived they

' might. But as the enemy seemed in some confusion, and we

' were prepared for an action, I thought it a proper time to

' make an attempt upon their intrenchment. Orders were

' sent to the brigadiers general to be ready with the corps

4 under their command. Brigadier Monckton to land, and the

' brigadiers Townshcnd and Murray to pass the Ford.

' At a proper time of the tide, the signal was made, but

' in rowing towards the shore, many of the boats grounded

' upon a ledge that runs off a considerable distance- This

* accident put us in some disorder, lost a great deal of time,

• and
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way ; and so far it answered, that Montcalm sent

1 500 men to watch this fleet : while admiral Saun-

ders

' and obliged me to fend an officer to stop brigadier Towns-

' hend's march, whom I then observed to be in motion.

' While the seamen were getting the boats off, the enemy

' fired a number of shells and shot, but did no considerable

* damage. As soon as this disorder could be set a little to

* rights, and the boats were ranged in a proper manner, some

' of the officers of the navy went in with me, to sind a better

' place to land : we took one flat-bottom boat with us to

' make the experiment, and as soon as we had found a sit

' part of the shore, the troops were ordered to disembark,

' thinking it yet not too late for the attempt.

' The thirteen companies of grenadiers, and two hundred

* of the second royal American battalion, got sirst on shore.

* The grenadiers were ordered to form themselves into four

* distinct bodies, and to begin the attack, supported by briga-

* dier Monckton's corps, as soon as the troops had passed the

' Ford, and were at hand to assist. But whether from the noise

* and hurry at landing, or from some other cause, the grena-

' diers, instead of forming themselves as they were directed,

' ran on impetuously towards the enemy's intrenchments in

' the utmost disorder and confusion, without waiting for the

' corps which were to sustain them, and join in the attack.

' Brigadier Monckton was not landed, and brigadier Towns-

' hend was still at a considerable distance, though upon his

' march to join us, in very good order. The grenadiers were

* checked by the enemy's sirst sire, and obliged to shelter

' themselves in or about the redoubt, which the French aban-

* doned upon their approach. In this situation they continued

' for some time, unable to form under so hot a sire, and hav-

' ing many gallant officers wounded, who, careless of their

* persons, had been solely intent upon their duty. I saw the

' absolute necessity of calling them off, that they might form

' themselves behind brigadier Monckton's corps, which was

' now landed, and drawn up on the Beach, in extreme good

' order.

' By this new accident, and this second delay, it was near

' night, a sudden storm came on, and the tide began to make ;

' so that I thought it most adviseable, not to persevere in so

' difficult an, attack, lest, in case of a repulse, the retreat of

' brigadier Townshend's corps might be hazardous and nn-

' certain.

' Our artillery had a great effect upon the enemy's left,

* where brigadiers Towrdhend and Murray were to have at-

' tacked ;
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d,ers made a feint, as if he intended to attack the

enemy's intrenchments below the town. On the

13th

' tacked ; and, it is probable, that if those accidents I have

* spoken of had not happened, we should have penetrated there,'

' whilst oar left and center (more remote from our artillery)

' must have bore all the violence of their musquetry.

' The French did not attempt to interrupt our march. Some

' of their Savages came down to murder such wounded as

4 could not be Brought off, and" to scalp their dead, as the

' custom is.

' The place where the attack was intended, has these ad-

' vantages over all others hereabout. Our artillery could be

* brought into use : The greatest part, or even the whole of

* the troops, might act at once : And a retreat (in case of a re-

' pulse) was secure, at least for a certain time of the tide.

' Neither one or other of these advantages can any where else

' be found. The enemy were indeed posted upon a command-

' ing eminence. The beach upon which the troops were

' drawn up was of deep mud, with holes, and cut by several

' gullies. The hill to be ascended very steep, and not every

* where practicable. The enemy numerous in their intrench-

' ments, and their sire hot If the attack had succeeded, our

' loss must certairdy have been great, and their's inconside-

' rable, from the shelter which the neighbouring woods af-

* forded them. The river St. Charles still remained to be

' pasted before the town was invested. All these circumstances

' I considered ; but the desire to act in conformity to the king's

* intentions, induced me to make this trial, persuaded that a

' victorious army sinds no difficulties.

* The enemy have been fortifying ever since with care, so

' as to make a second attempt still more dangerous.

' Immediately after this check, I sent brigadier Murray above

* the town with 1200 men, directing him to assist rear-admiral

* Hclmes in the destruction cf the French ships (if they could

' be got at) in order to open a communication with general

' Amherst. The brigadier was tJ seek every favourable op-

* portunityof sighting some of the enemy's detachments, pro-

' vided he could do it upon tolerable terms, and to use all the

* means in his power to provoke them to attack him. He

* made two different attempts to land upon the north shore

' without success; but in a third was more foitunate. He

' landed unexpectedly at De Chambaud, and burnt a maga-

' zinc there, ia which were some provisions, some .immur.i-

'• tion, and all the spare stores, cloathing, arms, and baggage

' ot their army.

' Finding
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*

1 3th of September, .at one o'clock in the morning,

the troops were put info the boat's, arid under

cover

' Finding that their "ships Were not to be go? at, aud

* little prospect of bringing the enWny to a battle, he reported

* his situation to me, and I ordered him to join the army.

• The prisoners he took informed him of the surrender of

* the fort of Niagara ; and we discovered, by intercepted let-

* ters, that the enemy had abandoned Carillon amd Crown

* Point, were retired to the Isle Aux Noix ; and that general

* Amherst was making preparations to cross the Lake Cham-

* plain, to fall upon M. de Bourlemaque's corps, which consists

< of three battalions of foot, and as many Canadians as shake

' the whole amount to 3000 men.

The admiral's difoatches and mine would have gone eight

' or ten days sooner, if I had not been prevented from writ-

' ihg by a sever. I found myself so .ill, and am still so weak,

' that I begged the general officers to consult together for the

* public utility. They are all of opinion, that (as more sliips

' and provisions have now got above the town) they fliourd

' try, t5y cbiiveyiiig Up a corps of 4 or 5000 tden (.wbieh is

* nearly the whole strength of the army, after the point* of

' Levi and Orleans ire left in a,jproper state of defence) to draw

' the enemy from their present situation, and bring'thtm to an

' action. I have acquiesced in their proposal, and We ate pre-

* paring to put it. to execution.

' The admiral and I have. examined the town, .with a view

' to a general assault ; but, after consulting with ' the chief

* engineer, who it Wei! acquainted with the interior parts of

' it, and, after viewirfg it with the utmost attention, we found

1 that though the batteries of the Lower Town might be easily

' silenced by the men of war, yet the business of an asiault

' would b"e little advanced by that, since the few paffagrs that

' lead from the Le.Wei to she Upper Town, arc carefully ih-

* trenched ; and the Upper batteries cannot be affected by the

* ships, which fiiust receive considerable damage from them

* and from the mortars. The admiral would readily join in

' this, or in any other measure, for the public service ; but

' I could not propose to him au undertaking of so dangerous a

* nature, and promising so- lit tie success.

' To the uncommon .strength of the country, the enemy

' have added, for the defence of the river a great nuinber of

' floating batteries and boats. By the vigilance of fhele, and

' the Indians round our different posts, it has been impoiiitric

' to execute any tiling by surprize. We have had attnOlt daily

• Utirmishei
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cover of the fliips glided softly down the stream to

the place of landing ; where with admirable

courage, but great difficulty, they landed, and as

cended, after the example of the general, one by

one, the woody precipices ; and at length gained

the summit, which is called the Heights of

Abraham. Here they were formed, and drawn up

in regular order before day light. This situation

commanded the town. Montcalm now saw that he

must hazard a battle : he instantly put his troops

in motion, and advanced up to the English. Ge

neral Wolfe placed himself in the front line of the

center, in order to animate the troops by his exam

ple,

* slurmisties with these savages, in which they are generally

' defeated, but not without loss on our side.

* By the list of disabled officers, many of whom are of rank,

* you may perceive, sir, that the army is much weakened. By

* the nature of the river, the most formidable part of this arma-

* ment is deprived of the power of acting, yet we have almost

' the whole force of Canada to oppose. In this situation, there

* is such a choice of difficulties, that I own myself at a loss

' how to determine. The affairs of Great Britain, I know,

' require the most vigorous measures ; but then the courage of

' a handful of brave men should be exerted only where there is

* some hope of a favourable event. However, you may be

' assured, sir, that the small part of the campaign which re-

* mains, shall be employed, as far as I am able, for the ho-

* nour of his majesty, and the interest of the nation, in which

f I am sure of being well seconded by the admiral and by the

* generals. Happy if our efforts here can contribute to the

' success ofhis majesty's arms in any other parts of America.

• I have the honour to be,

' With the greatest respect,

' Sir,

' Your most obedient,

* And most humble servant,

To Mr. secretary Pitt. 'JAMES WOLFE.'

This letter, which though for elegance and accuracy might

have dose honour to the pen of Cæsar, could net fail casting a

floom over the spirits of the people : yet such was their con-

dence in the minister, that notwithstanding the importance

of
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pie. The right and left wings were commanded by

the generals Monckton, Murray, and Townshend*

He ordered his men to reserve their fire, till the

enemy were very close ; which being done, was

then discharged, and it made terrible havock among

them : the bayonent was immediately made use of,

which greatly increased the slaughter. The Eng

lish had only fired twice, when the enemy began

to fall into disorder and give ground. At this cri

tical minute general Wolfe was killed by a shot in

the breast*. The French general was slain likewise,

upon which the enemy fell into utter confusion, and

abandoned the field of battle. The English lost

about 500 men, and the French about 1 500 ;

O but

os the object, the expence of the expedition, and the high ex

pectations conceived from it, not a murmur ensued ! The

nation was sirm ; they were satissied that every thing possible

had been, and would be done ; and they waited with a truly

Roman fortitude the stroke of fortune. A similar circumstance

is not to be found in all the annals of Britain !

* The circumstances attending the death of this young hero

are too affecting to be passed over. He sirst received a wound

in the wrist ; but that !*: n.i^ht not discourage his troops, he

wrapped it up in his handkerchief, and encouraged his men to

advance ; soon after he received another ball in his b. Ily ; this

also he dissembled, and exerted himself as before ; till he re

ceived a third, in his breast, under which he at last funk.—

Crowned with conquest, he smiled in death.—H's principal care

was, that he should not be secr. to tall, ' Support me,' said

he, to iuch as were near him ; ' let not mv brave soldiers fee

* me drop:—the day is ours: oh! keep it.' He was imme

diately carried behind the ranks. As he lay struggling with the

anguish and weakness of three grievous wounds, he was only

solicitous about the ce;taii»ty of the vittory. He begged one

who attended him to support him to view the sield ; but as he

found that the approach of death had dimned and confused his

sight, he desired an officer who was by him to give him an ac

count of what he saw. The officer answered, that the enemy

were broken : hen pe ted his question a few minutes after, with

much anxiety ; when he was told', that the e::euiy were to
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but the death of general Wolfe was to the English

the greatest misfortune : it was an event particularly

grievous to his country, though to himself the

happiest that can be imagined. Officers may be

formed

tally routed, and that they fled in all parts. ' Then I am

• satissied,' said he, and immediately expired. His death

was universally lamented by his country, and envied by all who

had a true relish for military glory. Unindebted to family or

connections, unsupported by intrigue or faction, he had ac

complished the whole business of life, at a time when others

are only beginning to appear ; and at the age of thirty-sive,

without feeling the weakness of age or the vicissitude of for

tune, having satissied his honest ambition, having compleated

his character, having fulsilled the expectations of his country,

he fell at the head of his conquering troops, and expired in the

arms of victory, covered with kurcls, green in.age, but ripe in

glory. When the news of the victory arrived in England, toge

ther with thedeath ofthe general, there was such amixture ofgrief

and pity in the public congratulations, as was very singular and

very afteding. One little circumstance deserves to be noticed. The

mother ofgeneral Wolfe, was an object marked out for pity by

great and peculiar distress : sbe had experienced the dutiful son and

the amiable domestic character, whilst the world admired the ac

complished officer. But a few months before, she had lost her

husband; and now she lost this son, her only child. The inha

bitants of the viilage where she lived, unanimously agreed to

admit no illuminations or sirings, or any kind of rejoicings,

near her house, lest they seem by an ill-timed triumph to iniult

her grief. This was a justness of sentiment rarely to be found,

even amongst persons ot rank. His death was no less affecting

to another lady, to whom he was to have been espoused at his

return. On this occasion the minister himself condescended to

write a lerterto Mrs. Wolfe, couched in such terms as to afford

consolation for the loss of him, whole blood had been spilt in

the service of his country. And such was Mr. Pitt's gratitude

and desire to do justice to the memory of this brave executor of

his plan, that when the parliament met, he, with that energy

of eloquence peculiar to himself, expatiated on the transcendent

merit of the general, his conduct during all the operations, his

surmounting hy abilities and valour all obstacles of art and na

ture, his resolution in landing, his courage in the sield, his loss

to the publick, the importance of the conquest, the blow given

to the eneni), and the j;lory to Britain : and then he made a mo

tion for a resolution to present an address, desiring his majesty

would
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formed by experience ; but a genius in war, a foul

like his, can never be repaired. Five days after

the battle, the city of Quebec surrendered to general

Townfhend, on whom the command haddevo ved.

Jtis particularly worthy observation, that the con-

O 2 quest

would order a monument to be erected in Westminster abbey to

the memory of the deceased general. In this motion he was se

conded by a gentleman, whom he had the happiness to number

among his friends; who remarked, that in the appointment of ge

neral Wolfe to that expedition, there had been no parliamentary

interests, no family connexions, no aristocratical views ; that the

general and the minister seemed to have been made for each

other, and that there were some circumstances almost similar be

tween them ; Wvlfe lost his life, and the minister had hazarded

his head for his country, &c. The resolution was unanimously

agreed to. Among the other tributes paid to his memory, it

will not be improper to add the following. When the ship, in

which his corpse was brought to Europe, arrived at Portsmouth

(Nov. 17) Ihe sired two guns for the removal of his remains.

The body was lowered out of the ship into a twelve oar'd barge,

towed by two twelve-oar'd barges, and attended by twelve

twelve-oar'd barges to the bottom of the point, in a train of

gloomy silent pomp, suitable to the melancholy occasion, grief

shutting up the lips of the fourteen barges crews. Minute

guns were sired from the ships at Spithead, from the time of the

body's leaving the ship to its being landed at the point at Ports

mouth, which was one hour. The regiment of invalids was

ordered under arms, and being joined by a company of the

train in the garrison at Portsmouth, marched from the parade

there, to the bottom os the point, to receive the remains. The

body was landed, and put into a travelling hearse, at;endcd by

a mourning coach, (both sent from London) and proceeded

through the garrison. The colours on the fort were struck half

flag staff ; the bells were muffled and rung in solemn concert ■

with the march ; mirutc guns were sired on ihe platform from

the entrance of the corpse to the end of the procession ; the

company of the train led the van with their arms reversed.

The corpse followed ; and the invalid regiment followed the

hearse, their arms reversed. They conducted the body to the

Landport gates, where the train opened to the right and left,

and the hearse proceeded through them on its way to London.

. On this occasion nothing was to be heard but murmuring broken

accents in praise of the dead hero.—On the 20th, at night, his

body was deposited in the burying place belonging to his family

at Greenwich.
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quest of Canada was owing to the singular ardour

dnd intrepidity of general Wolfe : it was he, and

be only, which formed that desperate resolution

of landing, and climbing the Heights of Abraham.

This brought on the battle ; and thus was Quebec

conquered. Had a commander of an ordinary ca

pacity been employed in this enterprize (such as

Britain has frequently seen entrenching themselves in

excuses and punctilios) he would have been staggered

by the difficulties, discouraged by the repulse at

Montmorenci, and judged the landing impractica

ble. Thus would the great scheme have been defeat

ed, a whole season lost, and the national treasure

" thrown away in equipping a fruitless expedition.

What praises, what honours, what rewards, therefore,

are due to him, who by hissingle opinion prevented

all this, and added to the British crown one of the,

brightest gems it ever wore ? In the mean time ge

neral nmherst advanced to Crown Point, which,

as well as Ticonderoga, the enemy abandoned on

his approach : then he prepared to cross lake Cham-

plain, and dislodge a numerous body of French

troops, w hich lay intrenched at the bottom of the

lake, in order to open a communication with ge

neral Wolfe ; but by the time he had made his pre

parations, the stormy season was set in; and when

he embarked, hoping to effect his designs, the wea

ther was so cold and tempestuous, he was obliged

to turn back, and postpone the remainder of his

operations till die next campaign. Thus the great

end of assisting general Wolfe was not accom

plished ; and that general was, as we have feen>

left to the exertion of his single strength. The

third part of the plan was more successf ul. General

Prideaux advanced to fort Niagara, which by its

excellent situation commands that extensive terri

tory inhabited by the lroquois Indians : he laid

siege to it ; but while the operations were carrying

on,
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on, he was "killed before the place by the bursting

of a cohorn ; upon which the command devolved

upon general Johnson. The French, well knowing

the importance of the fort, notwithstanding their

distressed and distracted condition, collected a body

of troops and Indians, and advanced to its relief ;

but general Johnson, who is extremely well ac

quainted with all the Indian methods of making

war, and taking advantages of the ground, bushes,

&c. gave them a warm reception, and in less

than an hour totally defeated them : then he

summoned the fort, and obliged the garrison,

amounting to 600 men, to surrender prisoners of

war that evening. Such was the second campaign

in America, by which the English gained posses- .

sion of Quebec, the capital of Canada ; drove the

French from their strong holds at Crown Point and

Ticonderoga ; and took fort Niagara, which opened

the road to Montreal, the second principal place in

Canada, and the only one which the French now

held in that great province.

Mr. Pitt's plans for reducing the French in

America were not confined to the continent only :

the islands were objects equally great in his views.

He sent a fleet of ten ships of rhe line from Eng

land, commanded by commodore Moore, and six

regiments of inlantry, under the direction of gene

ral Hopson, to attack Martinico, the conquest of

which had been represented to him as extremely

practicable. But when the ships appeared before

the island, which was in the month of January,

and had landed the troops upon it, the forts were

found to be much stronger than had been supposed:

at which time a difference arose between the two

commanders concerning the conveyance of the

cannon ; upon which the troops were re-embarked.

It was then judged proper to fail away for Guada-

loupe, in hopes of better fortune. On the 23d of

January
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January they appeared before Basle terre,- which

was cannonaded and bombarded by the fleet, till it

was in many places set on fire : the siames continu

ing to consume the town all that and the following

day, the inhabitants and troops at length quitted it,

and fled into the mountainous part of the country :

the English troops then were landed ; but the

climate being extreamly unhealthy, great numbers

were carried off" by sickness and fevers ; among

whom was general Hopson. The command de

volved upon general Barrington; who having ta

ken possession of several places, embarked the

troops, and sailed round the island to other parts,

where he reduced all the principal towns ; and on

the first day of May obliged the two islands, which

together are called Guadaloupe, to surrender. This

valuable conquest was but just made, when a French

squadron appeared off" to its relief ; but the com

mander finding he was too late, sailed away without

attempting any thing ; though had he come but a

day sooner, he had probably laved the islands. Be

fore the end of the month the island of Marigalante

surrendered. The news of such a series of successes,

so advantageous to England, and destructive of the

power of the enemy, were received with raptures

of joy ; and the people turned to the minister as to

a divinity, who had wrought miracles in their fa

vour.

In the Fast Indies the English were as successful as

the warmest friend could wilh. Considering the

enemy's superiority, it was impossible to prevent

Tally's laying siege to Madrass; for which we left

him last year making preparation";. The French

army advanced to the plnce, but one of their regi

ments was roughly handled by colonel Draper, who

. iai lied cut of the town to impede their approach :

he
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he fought bravely,* but the enemy's fresh reinforce

ments at length obliged him to retire. The garri

son of Madrass was at this time commanded by co

lonel Lawrence, and the town by governor Pigott,

who both provided every thing in their power to de

fend the place to the last extremity. On the 6th of

January, 1 759, Lally opened the trenches against it.

He maintained a heavy fire for some time, and ad

vanced very near the glacis ; he poured his bombs

into the town in order to set sire to the houses, and

intimidate the inhabitants, but the vigilance and

bravery of the English officers disappointed his ex

pectations ; and the fire of the garrison was so warm,

as to oblige him to abandon some ol his batteries.

In the mean time Major Caillaud, with a few Eu

ropeans and a body ot the country forces, hovered

on the skirts of Lally's army, and greatly embaras-

sed him, as well as retarded the operations of the.

siege : he cut off Lally's supplies, repulsed several

of his detachments, and kept him in continual,

alarm. At length Lally was so provoked by this

flying camp, which he said was like the flies, no

sooner beat off from one part than they came to

another, that he resolved to send out such a large

force as would crush them effectually : but he was

• In this attack major Pollier, who had commanded at son St.

David's, was mortally wounded. He had been tried by a court

martial concerning his surrender of that place; his personal.

behaviour was much commended, but the court thought he

acted injudiciously in defending some outposts, when he ought

to have collected his little force within the fort ; and they said

he might have held out longer. To wipe ofF this disgrace he

was iOr righting on every future occasion, whether proper or ,

not. In this affair he was a volunteer. He was ce.ta.nly a

brave man ; but too hasty and passionate, which som.times oc

casioned much uneasiness to himself and those about him. He

had served the East-India company on many occasions with re

putation: audit is thought that the ill opinion which he enter-,

tained of the garrison was the principal cause of his delivering

up fort St. David.
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disappointed, for the English made so brave a'stand,

that his troops gained no material advantage.

Chagrined by this event ; by the obltinate defence

and the superior fire of the garrison, which obliged

him gradually to decrease his own; by the villainous

arts of the commissaries and contractors, who had

engaged to supply his army ; he, in the wild trans

ports of rage and despair, resolved to raise the siege

and resign his command of the army. This was on

the 14th of February ; when he wrote a letter to M.

de Leyrit governor of Pondicherry, containing his

resolutions : but his messenger who was carrying it

fell into the hands of Major Caillaud,* who sent it

into

* The letter is curious, because it is truly picturesque os the

chagrin and mortisication of the writer ; therefore we shall insert

a correct translation of it:

From the camp before Madrafi, the 14th of February, 1759.

" A good blow might be struck here : there is a ship in the

" road, of 2c guns, laden with all the riches of Madrass, which

" it is said will remain there till the 20th. The expedition is just

" arrived, but M. Gorlin is not a man to attack her: for she

** has made him run away once before. The Bristol, on the

" other hand, did but just make her appearance before St.

" Thomas ; and on the vague report of 1 3 ships coming from

" Porto Novo, "she took fright ; and after landing the provi-

" sions with which she was laden, she would not stay long

" enough, even to take on board 12 of her own guns, which

" sh? had lent us for the siege.

" If 1 was to judge of the point of honour of the company's

" ofsicers, I would break him like glass, as well as some others

" of them.

" The Fidelle, or the Harlem, or even the aforesaid Bristol,

** with her 1 2 guns restored to her, would be sufficient to make

** themselves masters of the English ship, if they could manage

" so as to get to windward of her in the night. Maugendre

" and Tremillier are said to be good men ; and were they em-

** ployed only to transport 200 wounded men, that we have

** here, their service would be of importance.

" We remain still in the same position : the breach made

" these 1 5 days ; all the time within 1 5 toiscs of the wall of

" the place, and never holding up our heads to look at it.

a 1
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into Madrass, and thereupon came nearer in order

to harrass the enemy. Lilly had not time to burn

" I reckon we shall, at our arrival at Pondichcrry, endeavour

" to learn some other trade; for this of war requires too much

" patience; 'i • ,",

, " yOf 1 500 Cipayes whic,h attended our army, I reckon

" near 800 are employed upon the road to Pondichcrry, laden

" with sugar, pepper, and otherjjoods ; and as for the Coulis,

M they are all employed for the fame purpose, from the sirst

" day we came here. .:. !

" I am taking my measures from this day, to set sue to the

" Black town, and to blow up the pmvder mills.

" You will never imagine, that 50 French deserters, and

" 1 00 Swiss,1 are actually stopping the progress of 2000 men

" of the king's and company's troops, which arc itill here

" existing, notwithstanding the exaggerated accounts that

" every one makes here, according to his own fancy, of

*' the slaughter that has been made of them; and you will be

" still more surpiiEed, if 1 tell you that, were it not for the two

" •combats and four battles we sustained, and for the batteries

" which failed, or, to speak more properly, which were un-

" skilfully made, we should not have lost 50 men, from the

" commencement of the siege to this day.

" I have wrote to M. de Larche, that if he persists in not

coming here, let who ;will raise money upon the Paleagcrs

" forme, I will not do it; and I renounce (as 1 informed you

" a month ago I would do) meddling, directly or indirectly,

" with any thing whatever, that may have relation to your

" administration, whether civil or military. For I had rather

go and command the Caifres of Madagascar, than remain

" in this Sodom;, which it is impossible but the sire of the

u Englisli must destroy, sooner or later, even though that from

heaven should not.

1 have the honour to be, &c. &c. "

LALLY."

_ " P. S. I think it necessary to apprize you, that, as M".

" de Soupire has refused to take upon him the command of

" this army, which I have offered to him, and which he is

' * impowered to accept, by having received from the court a

" duplicate of my commission, you must of necessity, together

" with the council, take it upon you. For my part, I under-

" take only to bring it back, either to Arcotte, or Sadrafte.

" Send therefore your orders, or come yourselves to conituaud

'' it; for I shall quit it upon my arrival there."

? thq
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the Black Town, as he intended, for a man of war

and a company's ship arriving in the road on the 16th

with .succours, he precipitately retreated in the

utmost haste and left his artillery behind him.

Thus was Madrass saved after a siege of nine weeks-

A part of the garrison, commanded by Major

Brereton, sallied out after him, but were for some

time too weak to undertake any thing of impor

tance. At length, in the month of September,

they resolved to attack him in his strong camp ac

Wandewafh, but they met with a severe repulse,1 and

were obliged to retire in confusion. Captain Mait-

land, who commanded an expedition to Bombay,

had better success. He dispersed the French troops,

took the town of Surat by assault, and obliged the

castle to surrender. In the mean time admiral

Pococke and M. d'Ache disputed the superiority of

the sea. On the ioth of September they came to

an engagement off Pondicherry, which raged with

great fury for the space of two hours ; when d'Ache

finding himself unable to sustain Pococke's heavy

and destructive fire, fled in the best manner he

Could. The English fleet however were too much

damaged to pursue ; but soon after, being refitted,

they went again in quest of the French, who de

scrying their approach off Pondicherry slipped out

to sea, and avoided another engagement. Mr. Pitt,

apprehensive that the enemy's additional force in the

East Indies might seize some of the English settle

ments, dispatched a fleet from Europe, as soon as

he heard of Lally's design to attack Madrass, under;

the command of commodore Cornish, who about

this time joined Admiral Pococke, and gave such

a superiority to the British power in the east, as in

a little time after totally destroyed the French force

on the coast of Coromandel. Commodore Cornish

brought with him a reinforcement of troops, com

manded by colonel Coote, who took the command
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oF the whole army, and prepared to make head

against general Lally. He reduced Wandewalh,

and some other places of less importance, before

Che end of the year*.

P 2 The

• At this time a new enemy to the English started up in the

East Indies. " The great extension of the British trade in this

" quarter of the globe excited the jealousy and envy of the

" Dutch, who secretly formed a scheme for extirpating the

" English out of Bengal ; they tampered with the nabob, who

" connived at their intentions. Their sirst aim was to engross

" the whole salt-petre trade; a part of which they enjoyed

" by their factory at Chinsurra, where they had a strong fort

" on the river Bengal, higher up than Calcutta. The governor

" of Batavia, having charged himself with the execution of this

*' action, chose the opportunity while the British squadron were

** absent ; and having equipped seven ships, and put on board

** them 12,000 troops, on pretence of reinforcing the Dutch

" garrisons in Bengal, they sailed for the river of Bengal, and

" in October three of them arrived there. Colonel Clive,

" who resided at Calcutta, having notice of their design, sent

" word to the Dutch commodore, that he could not allow them

'• to land their forces and march to Chinsurra ; but no sooner

" were the rest of the troops arrived, than the troops were

" landed, and began their march for Chinsurra. The Dutch

•' commodore, by way of retaliating the affront hi pretended

" to have received, in being denied a passage to Chinsurra, took

'' several English vessels on the river; a«i one of the Indiamen

" coming down at that time, he told the captain, that if he

" presumed to pass he would sink him ; upon which the vessel

" returned to Calcutta, where colonel Clive ordered three

" Indiamen that were there to go down and sight the Dutch ;

*' and they obeyed rhis order with so much vivacity and courage,

" that they compelled three of the Dutch ships, with the

" commodore, to surrender; two ran away, and they drove the

" last ashore. Ia the mean time the Dutch troops were not

" more fortunate than their ships: colonel Clive detached

— colonel Forde, with 500 men, to oppose their progress ; on

" the 25th of November, he met with them and gave them

" battle with great resolution; in a short time they gave way,

" and were totally defeated: during this action, the nabob,

" with a considerable army looking on, observed a suspicious

" neutrality, and in all probability would have declared for th«

« Dutch, had they proved victorious ; but no sooner had the

'•English
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The navy of Great Britain was every where

triumphant. • Admiral Bofcawen, who succeeded

admiral osborne in his command of the squadron

in the Mediterranean, attacked the Toulon fleet,

commanded by de la Clue, as it was attempting to

pass the Streights ; and alter a furious engagement

(nug. iy} he took two ships, and burned another

on the coast: of Portugal ; which in some measure

violated the neutrality of that power, but it was in

no condition to resent it. De la Clue escaped a-

shore, and his ship was destroyed by the victors.

At this time the French ministry were projecting. a

triple embarkation tor the invasion of Gteat Bricain :

a small squadron was equipped at Dunkirk, and

the command given to M. Thurot. The grand

fleet was at Brest, under the command of M. Con-

flans : and the troops which it was to take on board

lay at Vannes, uncer the command of the duke

d'Aguillon. A few ships, with a number of flat-

bottomed boats to carry troops, were prepared at

Havre. In the success of an invasion all the hopes

of the French now lay : it was their dernier resort.

Driven from their colonies abroad, beaten by sea

and land, they resolved on this desperate enterprize

to retrieve the ruined state of their affairs, by car-

. rying the war into some part of Great Britain or

Ireland, and thereby obliging us to accept of a

peace. But Mr. Pitt, that watchful father of his

country's interests, was as early in his resolutions to

frustrate every part of the design, as they were to

set about it. As soon as their preparations began,

" English gained the victory, than he offered them his service.

" The Dutch finding their whole stheme defeated, began to

" think of accommodating matters; a treaty was concluded,

1,' by which the ships were restored ; and the prisoners were

•' released as soon as the Dutch factory at Chinfurra had given

" security to indemnify the English lor the damage they had

" sustained." See the Review of the Reign .of (Jtorge //.

lie
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he sent out fleets to block up their harbours. Com

modore Boys was stationed off" Dunkirk ; admiral

Hawke off Brest ; and admiral Rodney was sent to

Havre to destroy the flat-bottomed boats, which

was performed by a bombardment with tolerable

success. Thurot, however, eluded the vigilance

of Boys, and escaped into the north sea. Admiral

Hawke, who had several times insulted the Brest

fleet by his cruizers, was at length driven off his

station (Nov. 14) by a violent storm : upon which

Conflans, who had never ventured to come out and

face the English admiral, seized that opportunity

and put to sea, directing his course to Vannes. As

soon as admiral Hawke was informed of it, he in

stantly put to sea in quest of him ; and judging

from the design of the invasion that Conflans had

steered for Vannes, came up with him off Belleifle.

It blew a terrible storm ; the waves ran mountains

high ; the pilots were ignorant of the coast, which

was every where filled with rocks, sands and shoals ;

yet the brave English admial resolved to fight ; he

knew the importance of such a victory ; he was

sensible that the war was put to the issue of this

event ; and amid all the horrors of two enraged

elements he began a furious engagement. Two

French ships were funk, and every ibul perished ;

a third was taken. The enemy made but a short

resistance; they presently fled on all sides, and night

saved them from utter destruction ; seven ships, by

throwing their guns overboard, escaped up the river

Villaine ; great part of the rest got out to sea ; but

Conflans, with a few others, which in the time of

confusion and uproar knew not where to run, cast

anchor among the English fleet. The night was

the most terrible that can be conceived ; the wind

blew a violent storm ; it was pitchy darkness, and a

dangerous coast on every side. Distress guns were

fired all night, but no body could tell whether they

came
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came from friend or enemy ; and the dangers made

the hearers unable to give assistance. In the morn

ing they found one of the English ships wrecked ;

At the fame time the French admiral discovered

where he was, and ran his ship a-snore, where she

*?.s L<urn :d by the victors. Thus was defeated that

bfimtci project of an invasion ; and the French

naval power so broken and dispirited, as never to

dttetnpi an;/ thing more during the administration

<6f Mr. i'ict. : -Thurot for a little time had better

foiauR. than Conflans. After he had escaped out

ot Dunkirk, he took refuge in Norway from the

.^empestous weather ; which at length being over,

.he put to sea again, and landed in Scotland ,, where

having got some Befreshments, he proceeded to

Ireland, and landed near Carrickfergus : the gar

rison of which he obliged to surrender* ; but hear

ing that a body of troops were marching against

ihim, he instantly Te-embarked and put to sea.

Captain Elliot, ; who was at Kinsale with three fri-

gtitfs, being informed of his operations, directly

.tailed in quest of him. These commanders, who

• This descent instantly spread an alarm along the north.west

cbast of England. The large and opulent town of Liverpool,

•in particular, had reason to dread a surprize ; which is ex-

.tremely practicable by either .land or sea, the harbour and

coast being ei.tirely defenceless. The mercantile inhabitants, of

which the town chiefly consists, at their own expence, with a

spirit truly laudable and patriotic, directly armed and formed

themselves into bodies for its protection ; and they mounted a

considerable number of heavy cannon in different batteries, so

. disposed at to defend the harbour from the entrance of a^i

enemy. In short they took every precaution, which prudence

could suggest ; r.nd they were vigilant and indefatigable in their

. preparations of defence and manœvres of discipline. Such

I conduct aud zeal were truly commendable ; they were examples

oi courage and ardour worthy of being imitated ; and luch

•as uwuld hai e dene real honour to the barrier towns of die

Roman empire, in the most virtuous and heroic times of that

republic.

were
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were nearly of equal force, came to an engagement

(Feb. 21, 176c?) off the Isle of Man; in which

Thurot was killed and his three ships taken.

. We will fl°w turn to the affairs of Gcrmanyt

The king of Prussia, notwithstanding his numerous

Jostes, was still powerful. >Je prepared to make

head against his enemies on all lides. He:posted

prince Henry in Sax*>ny to find work for the army

of the empire. He took cognizance of tnarlbal

Daun. himself; and in Silesia he had a body of

troops to oppose the Russians. In the month of

February this corps entered Poland, and destroyed

the Russian magazines there.. Jn . April prince

Henry sallied out of Saxony, and drove che army

of the empire into Voighjland, which spread an

alarm even to the French camp ; he gained, other

advantages and raised contributions. The king of

Prussia and marshal Davm watched each other wkk

$he, greatest eagerness, to seize the criticai moment

of adyantage. The empress-queen findingher. arms

Dot likely to overbalance her antagonist, ..and. im

patient; for his destruction,. repeatedly urged the

assistance of the Russians by her minister at Peters-

burgh. Notwithstanding the Russian magazines

has been destroyed ; yet that power being replete

with resources, soon repaired the loss ; and its nu

merous savage army, now commanded by count

Soltikoff, entered the Prussian territories. Count

Dohna, who commanded, the Prussian, troops op

posed to them, contented himself with, harassing

and impeding their motioes. The king ot Prussia,

who was impatient for action, disapproved of .this

conduct, upon which the count resigned 5 and ge

neral Wedel, who took the command of the army,

was. ordered,to fight the Russians at all eveots. He

obeyed this order, and with 30,000 men attacked

70,000 on the 23d of July, ac Zullichau, near

Croslen. The interior numbers, after maintaining

a
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a desperate conflict several hours under many diffi

culties, were at length defeated with the loss of

8000 men. This miscarriage exasperated the king

of Pruflia: he resolved to tight the Russians him

self; and for this purpose he seperated from his

army a considerable corps, with which he marched

to join Wedel's troops, leaving the reft with his

brother, whom he called out of Saxony to watch

marshal Daun ; but that general perceiving the

king's intentions, detached general L,audohn with

12,000 horse to the assistance of the Russians, and

he happily effected his junction with their army.

The king of Prussia, however, resolved upoA

fighting, and with 50,000 men, the most he could

conveniently assemble, on the 12th of August he

attacked the Russian camp, at Cunnersdorff • near

Franckfort. During the first six hours of this fu

rious combat he made a considerable impression, »

and the enemy seemed to retreat. At this minute

he sent a billet to his queen, containing these words :

4 Madam, we have beat the Ruffians fiom their

* entrenchments. In two hours expect to hear of

' a glorious victory." But he was mistaken ; the

Russians had only retreated to more advantageous

ground. He resolved to force them entirely. His

generals remonstrated against it as a step that would

be destructive of his troops ; but he disdained a

victory in imperfection. It is perhaps his greatest

foible to be obstinate, and sometimes fool-hardy.

Here both were manifest. He made several des

perate attacks with his infatitry, which before had

been nearly exhausted, every one of which were un

successful. Tlis troops were spent. He then tried

his cavalry: they did all that men could do; but

their efforts could not dislodge the enemy : they

fell into disorder ; and in this critical moment the

Austrian cavalry, which had been hitherto inactive,

fell among them and compleated their destruction.

This
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This struck a terror throughout the remains of the

Prussian army, which then instantly fled from the

field, leaving all their baggage, cannon, and every

Utensil to the enemy. This was the most bloody

battle the king of Prussia had ever seen : at least

19,000 of his best troops were slain, besides a

Considerable number wounded and made prisoners.

When he quitted this horrid scene, he sent another

billet to his queen thus expressed : ' Remove from

* Berlin with the royal family. Let the archives

4 be carried to Potsdam. The town may make

' conditions with the enemy.' It is easy to con

ceive the consternation this produced at Berlin,

amidst the rejoicings occasioned by the first mes

senger. The Russians lost between n and 12,000

men. Next day the king of Prussia retreated over

the Oder, and collected his fugitives : he drew a

train of artillery from Berlin, and soon recovered

from his disorder. He saw with joy and astonissi-

ment the Russians forbearing to improve their vic

tory. They, instead of doing that, contented

themselves with joining count Daun in Lusatia, and

holding consultations with that general; from which

it has been strongly apprehended, that the safety of

the king of Prussia was owing* to a jealousy, which

is at this time supposed to have arose between them ;

the Austrians not being willing the Russians fhoi Id

get polsession of Brandenburgh, lest they ssio'ild

Have more territory in the empire than was con

sistent with the interest of the empress-queen. Jn

the mean time the army of the empire penetrated

into Saxony, and reduced the towns of Hall,

Leipsic, Torgua and Dresden. . The king of Prus

sia suspecting the Russians, at length, intended to

take Great Glogau, took post in such a manner as

covered the town ; while count Daun apprehending

prince Henry designed to retake Drelden, made a

forced march in order to save thac capital. The

Q_ Austrians
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Austrians and Russians having thus separated, the

latter began to retire. The king of Prussia being

released of all his anxieties on that side, and having

recruited his army, he in the month of November

detached general Finck, with 20,000 men, to cut

off count Daun's retreat into Bohemia. The Aus

trian general was aware of the design, and he se

cretly surrounded Finck ; who, upon discovering

the snare he had fallen into, made the most vigorous

efforts for a whole day to disengage himself; but

at length finding that it was impossible, the enemy

having secured every avenue in the strongest man

ner, and on every side presented a wall of bayonets,

through which it was madness to think of pene

trating, he on the succeeding day was obliged to

surrender, with his whole army, prisoners of war.

While the Prussian power was staggering under this

blow, it felt another a few days after. A body of

Prussians were posted on the Elbe near Meisien,

which were vigoroufly attacked by the Austrians,

who made prisoners between 3 and 4000. In this

critical situation the king of Prussia was obliged to

solicit assistance ; upon which the hereditary prince

of Brunswic was detached with 12,000 men from

the allied army. This prevented M. Daun drawing

any advantages from the distressed situation of his

enemy ; he therefore enclosed himself in the strong

camp at Pirna in Saxony. The Prussians then

went into winter-quarters, and the hereditary prince

returned to the allies.

The hopes of great advantage, which had been

expected from the allies at the opening of the cam

paign, were ruined by one unfortunate stroke. It

had been concerted that they ssiould drive the French

troops from Francfort, which they had illegally

seized, and by which they possessed the navigation

of the rivers Maese and Rhine, whence they drew

supplies and refreshments. For this purpose prince

Ferdinand
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Ferdinand put himself at the head of a body of

troops, and advanced to execute the design ; but

the duke de Broglio posted himself in a very strong

manner at Bergen, between Francfort and Hanau.

Prince Ferdinand finding it necessary to force that

general before he could penetrate to Francfort, or

dered the prince ot Ysenbourg to attack him ; but

the enemy's intrenchments were impregnable ; the

prince was slain in the third attempt, and near

2000 men were lost : upon which prince Ferdinand

ordered the troops to draw off, and he immediately

joined the army. Being foiled in this attempt, he

acted upon the defensive : while the French army

being greatly reinforced, obliged him to retreat :

they seized several towns and over ran the whole

country : they looked upon the conquest of Ha

nover as an absolute certainty. During this train

of success the duke de Belleifle, the trench mini

ster, wrote to the marshal de Contades, who com

manded the army, on the subject of securing their

conquest, and preventing another expulsion from

Hanover ; and for this end proposed the most cruel

and unwarrantable expedients. Contades resolved

to drive the allies from their possession of the course

of the Weser. Prince Ferdinand saw his design,

and he resolved to preserve it. The French, how

ever, took Minden ; by which they in some measure

gained their point; but a strong body of the allies

lying entrenched at but a small distance from the

town, and close to the river ; and prince Ferdinand,

with the remainder of the army, being very near to

that post, they found their business not effectually

done ; nor could they take up their winter. quarters

in Hanover, unless they forced that post, and de

feated prince Ferdinand. To accomplish these ends

Contades resolved on giving battle. He ordered

the duke de Broglio to attack the entrenched post

on the ist of August, at four o'clock in the morn-

0^2 ingi
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ing which he accordingly did, but found it so

strong he could not force it. Mean while Contades

advanced with the main army to attack prince Fer*

dinand in front, who met him in the plains of

Minden. The allies were not quite prepared for

action : they were partly surpriztd. Six British

and two Hanoverian regiments were the first in the

field. Thele alone maintained an unequal and

heroic fighr with the whole French army ; and with

the assistance of the British artillery, repulsed the

enemy in every attack, and at length obliged them

to quit the field irj disorder. During this conflict

orders were sent to lord George Sackville, who

commanded the British troops, and at this time the

cavalry of the right wing, which was placed behind

a wood and out of fight of the action, to support

that hrtlc corps of inf..ntry ; but from a misunder

standing of the orders, and an inconsistency, which,

to him, seemed to appear in them, he hesitated in

the execution ; by which the cavalry did not arrive

t me enough to give any assistance, supposing they

had be. n wanredj. Happily, however, this was

not the cafe. The French retreated with great pre

cipitation. They were dispirited by the check they

had record. , They abandoned all the territory

they h.;d conquered. Piince Ferdinand pursued

them and iaid siege to Monster, with the reduction

of which the can p >ign enued, and both armies fat

down just whete they had begun. Thus did the

single exploit of but a handful of British soldiers

destroy all the hopes of the French court in making

a conquest of Hanover, and with it, purchasing the

places they had lost in Asia, Africa and America;

render a whole campaign fruitless, by which a

great expence and many iives were thrown away ;

J For this disobedience of orders he was iricd by a court-

martial in London, and adjudged unfit for future service.

and
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and fix an indelible stain of dishonour on the French

irms*.

During the winter the kings of Great Britain

and Prussia made osiers towards a pacification ; but

they had no effect. The empress-queen still hoped

to recover Silesia ; and France fancied she had pros

pects 'though but visionary ones)^of retaking some

of her settlemems-f\ In the month of November

the parliament met. As the enemies had rejected

the osiers of peace, it became justly necessary to

prosecute the war with vigour. 1'he forces amounted

to 73,000 seamen and 57,000 soldiers : the supplies

for their support, and all other necessaries, amounted

to fifteen millions^. Such was the astonishing credit

of Great Britain, that she could raise this immense

sum without in the least hazarding her reputation ;

and such was the entire confidence of the people in

the minister, that they freely opened their bags

without a murmur ; certain that their money would

• The losses which the French had sustained in every part of

the world, reduced them to the necessity of stopping payment

of the following public debts, viz. .r. The three kinds of

rents created on the posts. 2. Those constituted upon the chest

of redemptions. 3. The coupons of bills on the fame chest.

4. Those of the two royal lotteries. 5. The reimbursement of

bills drawn to bear on the fame chest. 6. The bills of the two

royal lotteries. 7. The rents cieated on the two sols per pound

of the tenth penny. 8. The reimbursement of the capitals of

rents. 9. The payments of bills dischargeable in nine years,

known under the name of annuities. 10. Those of the new

actions on the benesit of the farms. 11. All the bills drawn

by the colonies upon the government, amounting to 1,233,0001.

t In the month of August the king of Spain died. He wa«

succeeded by his brother Don Carlos, king of Naples : a prince

of whom the world had formed some good opinions ; but they

afterwards proved mistaken notions. His weakness particu

larly appeared in a too great reliance on his Italian .minister,

who was wheedled by French artisice.

J Mr. Pitt made a motion in the house df commons to re

turn thanks to the forming conpuerors of Quebec ; which was

accordingly done.

be
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be appropriated to good purposes, as far as he"

could duect. They were satisfied in the highest

decree : the trade of the kingdom flourished ; com

merce increased ; riches poured in from every quar

ter, nd joy and gladlefs fat on every countenance :

there was peace and harmony at home, and an un-

parallelled success abroad.

In rhe E~st Indies the power of the French on

the coast: of Coromandel was totally annihilated.

Colonel Coote defeated general Lally in the field,

and obliged him to seek refuge in Pondicherry.

He afterwards laid siege to that capital ; and, with

the assistance of the fleet, at length reduced it, ob

liging general Lally with the garrison to surrender

prisoners of war.

In America the entire reduction of Canada was

achieved. It is true, indeed, the French force

which remained at Montreal, under the command

of the marquis de Vaudreuil, the governor, made

some efforts to regain Quebec. They, early in the

season, while the 1 iver St. Lawrence was unnaviga-

ble by the ice, marched to attack Quebec ; and

general Murray, who was appointed governor of

that city, marched out and gave them battle: he

had the misfortune to be defeated, and the French

began to besiege the city ; but lord Colville, who,

by the prudence of the minister, was stationed at

Halifax with a squadron, in order to act as exi

gencies might require, as soon as he heard of these

transactions, forced his way up the river St. Law

rence; upon which the French instantly abandoned

their enterprize, and fled to Montreal with the

greatest precipitation. General Amherst, who con

ducted his operations over land, advanced to Mon

treal in the month of September. M. Vaudreuil

having no resource, nor any hope of assistance, in

stantly surrendered to him die whole province of

Canada.

The
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The naval transactions in this year were : in the

West Indies commodore Holmes, who was on the

Jamaica station, took two French frigates and de

stroyed three others, which were destined to convoy

a fleet of merchant ships to Old France. In Eu

rope, the fleet stationed on the coast of France

blocked up all the French ports, and thereby put

an almost entire stop to their commerce. Some of

our ships took the little island of Dumet, which

proved of considerable service to the fleet, by fur

nishing a sufficiency of water, which had been hi

therto sent by transports from England, at a great

expence to the nation.

In Germany affairs still continued to wear the

marks of rancour and inveteracy. The empress-

queen determined to exert her forces, in order to

recover Silesia. General Laudohn, with 50,000

men, opened the campaign with the siege of Glatz ;

but finding his operations exposed to much annoy

ance from 23,000 Prussians, who were at Land-

shut, under the command of general Fouquet, he

raised the siege, and attacked the Prussians in their

entrenchments on the 23d of June. After a very

warm dispute of five hours, in which both sides lost

a great number of men, he at length forced them,

and, except about 4000 of the Prussians who es

caped, the vanquished, together with their com

mander, were all made prisoners. The conqueror

then reduced Glatz. He next marched to Breflaw,

the siege of which he undertook ; but prince Henry

of Prussia advancing directly to its relief, obliged

bim to relinquish his designs. The king of Prussia,

who was all this while in Saxony watching count

Daun, finding that the enemy's great push was in

Silesia, and that the Russians were advancing to

join Laudohn, in order to reduce it, quieted

Saxony, and marched for that duchy himself.

Daun was no sooner informed of this movement,
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then he followed him with such expedition, that in

a short time he gained two days march on him.

The king perceiving his design frustrated, suddenly.

returned into Saxony, and immediately laid siege

to Dresden. Daun finding himself duptd by this

stratagem, returned likewise, and obliged the king

of Prussia to raise the siege. The affairs of Silesia

now becoming critical, the Ruffians being on the

point of joining Laudohn, the king resolved td

march into that duchy at all events. Daun again

followed him ; but the king gained possession of a>

strong camp at Lignitz ; which prevented the enemy

gaining any material advantage over him at that

instant. However, he had not remained long

there, before he found himself in danger of being

surrounded, and consequently exposed to a surprize :

but he drew his enemies into the snare. It was con

certed to surprize his camp, in like manner as had

been done at Hohkirchen. He was aware of it,

and therefore secretly quitted his camp: and when

general Laudohn advanced to the attack, he fell

upon hrm unexpectedly at three o'clock in the

morning, and, after a conflict of three hours, to

tally defeated him with the loss of 8000 men. The

scheme being thus frustrated, Daun turned his at

tention another way : he marched to Schweidnitz,

and laid siege to that place. The king followed

him, and obliged him to raise the siege. In the

mean time the Russians, who could not, on account

of Laudohn's defeat, effect their junction with the

Austrians in Silesia, entered Brandenburgh, and

penetrated even to Berlin, where they leavicd heavy

contributions, and committed the most cruel and

horrid ravages. Notwithstanding his Prussian ma

jesty had gained a great victory, he was still encom

passed his by numerous adversaries ; ihe army of

the empire was in possession of Saxony the Rus

sians were on one side of him, and count Daun on

another.
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another*. He knew not which way to turn, till

at length hearing that the Russians wi re in posses

sion of Berlin, he. instantly marched, to its assis

tance. But the Russians retired on his approach,

and marched into Silesia, where they for some time

threatened to lay siege to Breflau'; but at length

they retired into their own country, after having

unsuccessfully attempted the reduction of Colberg.

Count Daun had followed the king of Prussia ouc

of Silesia. The king having reinforced his army

with the troops which had defended ' Saxony and

Brandenburgh, began to meditate, some important

blow. Daun was at this time encamped near

Torgau. The king resolved to put the event of

the campaign to the hazard. He attacked Daun

on the 3d of November, and, after four, vigorous

assaults, forced his camp, and obliged his troops to

retreat in utter confusion. " The Prussians lost about

3000 men, and the Austrians above twice that

number. This defeat obliged count Daun to cah\

general Laudohn out of Silesia, as he stood in need

of reinforcement, to prevent being drove into Bo*

hemia. Silesia thus reverted into the hands of the

Prussians. Both armies then took up their winter-

quarters in Saxony, and matters were thus put nearly

on the fame footing as at the. opening of the cam-

• In this uncomfortable situation he wrote a. letter to the

marquis d'Argens (author of the Jewish Spy) a native of

France, who resided at Berlin under his protection, in which is

this remarkable passage, consirming the opinion ci the candid

and impartial world, thr.t the French by their German engage

ments lost their settlements in the distant parts of the world:

" Well, my dear marquis, what is become of the peace with

** France? Your nation, you (l.e, is more blind than you ima-

" gined. Those fools Use Canada and Pondicherry, to pleaje the

" queen and the exarina. Heaven j> rant 1 hat prince Ferdinand

" may well reward them for their zeal. '1 he oiiicer.s, innocent

" of these evils, and the ibld;crs, will be made victims, and

■ the illustrious offenders will suffer nothing."

R paign.
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paign. The noble struggles made by the king of

Prussia had foiled all the attempts of his adver

saries.

The French grand army was this year command

ed by the duke de Broglio, who had succeeded

to that post on the disgrace of M. de Contades.

Besides this army the French assembled another ©f

30,000 men, the command of which was given to

the count de St. Germain. Broglio, intending to

penetrate through Hesse into Hanover, made some

motions as if he would join St. Germain for that

purpose : upon which Prince Ferdinand resolved

to prevent the junction, and ordered the heredi

tary prince, with the advanced guard of the army,

to attack the enemy, which he did at Corbach,

and met with a severe repulse however he soon

after retrieved his reputation by attacking a party

of the enemy at Exdorf, which had advanced on

the left of the allies ; Elliot's English light-horse

bravely distinguished themselves in this encounter.

This co rps of the enemy were routed ; but Broglio

did not seem to mind these actions : he effected his

junction with St. Germain. However that officer

conceived a disgust to him, and resigned his com

mand ; which was given to the Chevalier de Muy.

Broglio directed him to cut off the communication

of the allies with Westphalia, while he entered

Hesie. De Muy took his posts near Warburg,

•where Prince Ferdinand attacked him in both flank

and rear, and obliged him to fly in the utmost pre-

. cipitation, with the loss of 1500 men, and some

cannon. The Marquis of Granby, who had suc

ceeded to the command of the British troops on th©

resignation of lord George Sackville, gready distin

guished himself in this attack. While Prince

Ferdinand's attention was employed here, the duke

de Broglio, without any difficulty, entered Hesse

and took Cassel. To make amends for this, the

here
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hereditary prince undertook an expedition to the

Lower Rhine, where he scoured the country and

took Cleves : he next invested Wese), and would

have ta\en the place had not his operations been

retarded by heavy rains. When Broglio heard of

this adventure he detached M. de Castries with a

large body of troops to drive the hereditary Prince

out of the country. These officers came to an

action, near Campen, when the French, by the

advantage of the ground and superiority in numbers,

defeated the allies, who lost 1600 men, chiefly

British, among whom was lord Downe. The here

ditary prince then repasled the Rhine andjoined the

grand army : soon after which both armies went

into winter quarters All the advantage which the

French could be said to have gained by their two

armies this campaign, was only the possession of

Heifc. .

r\t home a grand expedition was set on foot.

Great p\rt of the summer was employed in making

preparations for it. A considerable fleet was equip

ped and a body of forces assembled ro be put on

board ; but unfortunatelv, when this armament

was ready to fail, his majesty George II. dieH ; an

event, which instantly occasioned thfr sailing orders

to be countermanded, and at length was productive

ofthe whole design being laid aside.

The new reign, which commenced October 25,

produced new servants. The earl of HolderneiTe

was dismissed from his office of secretary of state

for the northern department, and succeeded therein

by :he earl of Bute, who was previously made a

privy counsellor. It is neither prudent nor safe to

proceed from this remarkable æra to the end of Mr,

Pitt's administration, with that truth, candour and

honesty which ought to distinguish a review of the

times. But future writers, if they are Englishmen,

and possess that open freeness of sentiment, which

R 2 j«
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is the honourable characteristic of their countrymen,

having less to fear, will, it is not doubted, give to

posterity an impartial account of their predecessors

as they flourished under the auspices of > ; in a

period which the present race of men have gazed on

with wonder and astonishment. Mr. Legge was next

dismissed ( for he would not resign) from his office

of chancellor of the exchequer ; he disdained to pay

servile court to inferior abilities. A number of new

peers were created, which the people did not behold

without apprehensions because it had been long con

sidered that the aristocratical part of government

was at least full heavy in the scale of balance. Pacific

sentiments being nourished, the spirit of the war

abated ; and opposition to a wife and vigilant admi

nistration began to appear. A certain species of

low cunning and undermining craft, slyly stole in

to many places.

The allies opened the campaign in February 1761.

The hereditary prince took Fritzlar, and prince

Ferdinand pusoed forward in a rapid manner to re

take Cassel before the French army should be rein

forced ; but lie found it impossible. The garrison

was numerous, and held out vigorousiy. The

French army, commanded by the duke de Broglio,

approached ; upon which he was obliged to raise

the siege and retire. A second French army was

assembled on the Lower Rhine under the prince de

Soubize. Detachments of the allies for some time

harassed both these armies, and did them considera

ble damage : upon which their commanders joined

their armies and resolved to give battle to prince

Ferdinand. Accordingly, early in the morning on

the 16th of July, while he was encamped at Hoen-

hover, they attacked his camp ; but he, having

information of their design, gave them so warm a

reception, in all their attempts to force his post, as

at length obliged them to retire with the loss of 4000

men $
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men ; the Allies lost about 1200 men. This battle,

which the French distinguished by the name of Fel-

linghausen, separated their two armies. It was a

misfortune to the French, during the several cam

paigns of Mr. Pitt's administration, that their ge

nerals could never agree. There was a pique be

tween Soubize and Broglio at the time of this ac

tion, in which each wished to fee his coadjutor sa

crificed : had this not been the cafe the victory

would not have been so easily obtained ; for after

the battle prince Ferdinand was not able to look

Broglio's great army, alone, in the face. That

general, by dint of his prodigious superiority, and

being stimulated to retrieve his late disgrace, took

some places, penetrated into Hanover, and gained

several little advantages ; but prince Ferdinand by

a forced march approached Cassel, which obliged

Broglio to draw off and protect that place.

The. King of Prussia acted upon the defensive

during the whole campaign. He attempted nothing

himself, nor did his adversaries do any thing worth

mentioning. The Austrians indeed formed a scheme

for surprizing Schweidnitz, which they effected with

very inconsiderable loss. This was called a surprize

in the public accounts ; but private ones, which

are often more true, assert it was taken by trea

chery ; and there is reason to believe it. The Rus

sians invested Colberg, and at length reduced it ;

but they did nothing else. This inactivity in Ger

many is accounted for, when we remember that

a congress W;is appointed to be held at Augsbourg ;

and a negociation was let on toot between England

and France.

Happy would it have been if there had been no

other cause for British measures being impeded.

The great minister, who had reduced the power of

France, saw his influence in the state declining fast

every
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every day.* The enemies to his bold measures envied

his glory. It is true a large armament was suffered

to be equpped ; but so much attention was bestow

ed upon the ostentation of the year, the forming of

bottoms, procuring parties, making connexions,

bustling for places, &c. that the expedition was re

tarded till it became, at length, too late to fend it

to the place it was originally intended against ; upon

which it was dispatched to the isle of Belleisle on

the coast of France. The ships were commanded

by commodore Keppel, and the troops by general

Hodgson. A landings was affected after some op

position, and the troops advanced to the town of

Palais, which is the capital. This place was im

mediately besieged, and, notwithstanding a very

stout resistance, at length reduced.

In America the island of Dominique was reduced

by.lord Rollo, who was conveyed thither in the

month of June from Guadaloupe by Sir James

Douglas. Some disturbances happened with the

Cherokee Indians in North America, but the British

power had been rendered so formidable in that part

of the world, they were soon compelled to sue tor

peace.—Let it be observed, that Mr. Pitt had laid

* As a proof of the opposition which was nnu made to his

measures, and. as an instance of their being over-ruled, it is

proper to infoim the reader, that about a fortnight before he

resigned, he urged, and even insisted on, four ihips of the

line being sent to Newfoundland. It is well known that those

ships did not fail ; and it is well known, that under another

administration, Newfoundland being then almost defenceless,

was taken, and our merchants sustained a loss which some years

will not repair.—Whether does this Jingle circumstance reflect

more honour on Mr. Pitt.s foresight and vigilance, or on the

prudence and honesty of those who opposed him ?

,\ To the honour os commodore Keppel, it must be observed,

that, in ord^r to give greater spirit to the sailors in landing the

troops, l e left his ship, and vent in his barge a. .1 the flat-

bottom boats, where he w*s exposed to a severe urc of the

eneni/.

down
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down the plan for taking Martinico, and it was be

gun to be executed when he resigned.

Such were the warlike operarions and glories of

Mr. Pitt's administration. Never since the days of

the establishment of monarchy in England, has such

a successful war been carried on, nor such a power

and spirit exerted. The first great merit of his ad

ministration lay in his rouzing the spirit of the

people, in banishing dejection and despondency,

and substituting joy and hope : his next chief praise

is in restoring harmony and unanimity, not only in

the king's council but in parliament, and through

out the whole nation : and his last most important

services are,

In the East Indies, the total extirpation of the

French arms and influence out of the kingdom of

Bengal, the conquest of all their settlements cn the

coast of Coromandcl, and every other part of the

continent in Asia ; consequently increasing our great

trade to that distant quarter, and causing new riches

to flow, as it were, from new worlds. In Africa

the reduction of Senegal and Goree, putting

us into entire possession of the gum, and greatly

augmenting our slave trade. In North America the

conquests of the islands of Cape Breton and St.

John's which effectually wounded the French

fisheries, and restored tranquility to Nova Scotia :

of that vast and extensive province called Canada,

with all its exterior forts and remote boundaries,

which have not only put us into entire possession of

the fur trade, but secured quiet and peace to all our

settlements in that part, and given us an empire

which, for extent and power, may be improved

beyond conception ; it likewise commands all the

interior savage countries, lakes, and fine lands,

which good policy and good government may so

order and manage, that they may bring us great

additional wealth and weight. In the Well Indies

the
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the reduction of Guadalupe, with the lesser islands

contiguous to it, furnishing such a fund of wealth

to our merchants as the most exuberant fancy can

scarce conceive, and yet no more than half culti

vated. The conquest 'of Martinico, though not

made during his administration, was in consequence

of his preparations and plan, which were so un

erringly laid, that it was almost impossible to fail of

success.* The navy of France was destroyed by

repeated victories ; her ports were continually

blocked up, which, together with the conquests of

her islands and settlements, ruined her trade. Her

coasts were several times insulted, contributions

levied on them, her ships burned, one of her har

bours destroyed ; and thereby the terrors of an in

vasion, which she had so often sent over to Eng

land, reverted in reality upon herself. Belleifle,

her principal and largest European island, taken.

In Germany all her efforts baffled and frustrated ;

notwithstanding her lending there every year great

armies, and annually paying large sums to several

powers, to keep them in alliance against the houses

of Hanover and Brandenburgh.

When all these things were done, and France was

reduced to the lowest step of adversity, she set on

foot a negociation for peace : she began by refusing

the payment of her subsidies to her needy allies ;

particularly to Sweden, to whom it was told that the

exhausted condition of France, which could be no

longer concealed, made her unable to adhere to the

letter of her engagements ; and that, therefore,

• The succeeding ministry would sain have derived great

merit from this conquest; but the candid and impartial instantly.

despised those pitiful and diilionest efforts of extorting praise ;

and, though they readily allowed Mr. Pitt's successor all the

merit of permitting a fleet to sail, which had been destined and

prepared before ; yet they would not suffer the unhallowed

hands of faction to tear the laurels from his brow.

she
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she desired peace in earnest. The courts of Vienna

and Petersburgh then agreed with France, to offer

proposals to renew the short negociation for peace,

which had abruptly broke off last year. Under the

mediation of Spain, they delivered their memorials

in London on the last day of March. Their pro

posals being accepted both by England and Prussia,

a congress was appointed to be held at Augsbourg.

But the disputes between England and France being

of a different nature to those among the German

powers, it was agreed that they should be previously

settled by a separate negociation. Accordingly

ministers were sent from each kingdom. Mr.

Stanley went to France, and M. Bussy came to

England.* But France did not trust to this negoci-

S ation :

* For the satisfaction of the reader we shall give the head'

of this negotiation. ' On the 29th of July Mr. Stanley de-

* livered to the French ministry the ultimatum, or sinal proposals"

* of England ; the substance of which is as follows.

* 1. France shall cede Canada, Cape Breton, and the islands

* in the gulph of St. Lawrence, with the right of sishing on the

* coasts.

* 2. Whatever does not belong to Canada, mall not be conii-

' dered as appertaining to Louisiartia.

' 3. Senegal and Goree shall be yielded to England.

* 4. Dunkirk shall be put in the condition it ought lo be in

' by the treaty of Utrecht; and on this condition France shall

' be restored to the privilege allowed her by that treaty, of

* sishing on part of the banks of Newfoundland.

' 5. The neutral islands shall be equally divided.

* 6. Minorca shall be restored.

* 7. France shall evacuate and restore all her conquests in

' Germany.

* 8. England shall restore Belleisle and Guadaloupe. ,

' 9. Disputes in the E-st Indies shall be settled by the two

' companies.

' 10. The captures made by England before war was de-

' dared shall not be restored.

' 11. France shall not retain Ostend and Nieuport.

' 12. The cessation of" arms fliall take place when the preli-

* minaries are ratisied, or the desinitive treaty signed.

' 13. Eoth
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ation : stie was sensible she must sacrifice a great

deal i therefore, she looked out for another resource,

and

' 13. Both Kings shall be at liberty to assist their German

• allies.

• 14. Prisoners shall reciprocally be set at liberty.

• The substance os France's answer, dated August 5, is this :

' 1 . France will yield all Canada, but insists that the Roman

Catholic religion shall be tolerated there, and that her sub

jects shall have liberty to dispose of their effects, and retire.

France further insists on the right of sishing in the gulph of

St. Lawrence, and demands some island near it on which to

dry her sish.

• 2. France doth not pretend that what is not Canada is

Louisiana; but demands that the intermediate nations be

tween Canada and Louisiana, and between Virginia and

Louisiana, shall be considered as independent, and a barrier

between the French and English.

• 3. France demands Goree. However, M. de Bussy shall

talk about this point.

' 4. M. de Bussy shall also talk about Dunkirk, when a

port is agreed on in the gulph of St. Lawrence for the pro

tection of the French sishery.

• 5. France agrees to the partition of the neutral islands.

' 6. England may keep Belleifle, and France will keep Mi

norca.

• 7. In consideration of the restitution of Guadaloupe, France

will evacuate her conquests in Germany, except those made

on the king of Prussia, which are held for the Empress -

Queen.

' 8. France accepts of Guadaloupe as a compensation for

her cessions in North-America and Africa, and the demolition

of the works at Dunkirk.

' 9. France agrees that the East-India companies shall settle

their differences.

' 10. France insists on the restitution of th« captures made

before the war.

' n. France never intended to keep Ostend and Nieuport.

• 1 2. The term of ceasing hostilities will occasion no dif

ference.

' 13. If England will withdraw her assistance from her Ger

man allies, France will do the fame with regard to hers.

[This proposal Mr. Pitt rejected with disdain. He considered it

as an attack upon the national integrity, and declared that Great

Britain
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and she found one in Spain ; with whom she tampered

on the great power of the English in America,

S 2 urging

Britain was unalterably resolved to support the king of Prussia

with efficacy and good faith.]

* 14. The release of the prisoners is well.

' An answer to the above ultimatum was delivered on the isl

* of September to the following purport :

' 1. England insills on the full and entire cession of Canada

' and its appurtenances ; the island of Cape Breton, and the

* islands in the gulph of St. Lawrence ; Canada comprehending,

' agreeable to the line of limits drawn by M. de Vaudrewl

* himself, when he gave up the province by capitulation, on

' one side the lakes Huron, Michigau, and Superior ; and.

' the said line, prawn from Lake Rouge, comprehending by a

' winding course the river Onabache to its junction with the

' Ohio, and from thence stretching along this last river inclu-

' lively to its confluence with the Mississippi. The Roman

* Catholic religion shall be tolerated in Canada: the inha-

* bitants may fell their effects, provided the purchasers be Bri-

* tish subjects : and Hull be allowed a year to remove else-

* where.

' 2. The limits of Louisiana, delivered in a note by M. de

r Bussy, cannot be allowed, because they comprehend vast

* tracts of land which Vaudreuil comprehended within Ca-

* nada ; and on the side of the Carolinas they comprehend

* extensive regions, and numerous nations, under England's

' protection.

' 3. England shall keep Senegal and Goree ; but, if France

* wisl suggest any reasonable scheme for supplying herself with

* negroes, it shall be considered.

• 4. Dunkirk shall be put in the condition it ought to be in

' by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle. France shall be restored to

' the privilege allowed her in the treaty of Utrecht of sishing

' on the banks of Newfoundland, and drying sish there. France^

* moreover, shall be allowed to catch sish in the gulph of St;

' Lawrence, and the island of St. Peter's shall be ceded to her for

' drying them, provided she abstain from sishing on the coast,

' and erect no fortisication, or keep any military establishment

* on the said island ; and provided that an English commissary

* be allowed to reside on it, and English men of war to visit it

* from time to time, to see that the above stipulations be ob-

* served.

« 5. N«
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urging that the Spanish colonies would lie at the

mercy of the English, if the French power in Ame

rica

• 5. No alternative for the neutral (so called) islands will be

* accepted : but the partition of them will be still agreed to.

• 6. Belleisle, Guadaloupe, and Marigalante, mall be re-

' stored.

• 7. Minorca shall be restored.

' 8. With regard to the evacuation of the French conquests in

' Germany, England adheres to the 7 th article of her ultima-

' turn, and insists on the restitution of Wesel, and the king of

* Prussia's territories.

' 9. England will still support the king os Prussia with vigour

' and good faith.

' 10. The restitution of the ships taken before the war is

* unjust by the law of nations.

' 11. England trusts to France's declaration relative to.

* Ostend and Nieuport.

• 12, 13, 14. England persists in what she said in her ulti-

' motion.

To these articles France replied one by one.

• 1 . France agrees to the cession of Canada, but asks two

* years or eighteen months for the inhabitants of Canada to

' fell their effects and remove. And desires to know what

* England understands by the appurtenances of Canada.

' 2. France yields up Canada with the limits assigned it by

* Vaudreuil ; but insists that the Indians on one side of the

' line stiall be independent under the protection of France ;

* and those on the other side independent under the protection

* of England. The English traders shall not cross the line ;

' but the Indians shall be at liberty ,to trade with both na-

* tions.

• 3. France will cede Senegal and Goree, provided England

* will guarantee to France her settlements at Anamaboo and

' Akra.

• 4. For the fake of peace, France will demolish the new works

* of Dunkirk, sill up the bason which is capable of receiving

* sliips of the line, and destroy the rope-walks. The 13th

* article of the treaty of Utrecht, relative to the sishery, shall

* be consirmed. The island of Miquelon, or Michelon, shall

* be added to St. Peter's : a guard of sifty men shall be kept on

' those islands to support the civil magistrate, no foreign ships,

' even English, shall be allowed to touch there ; but an English.

* commissary may reside there.

• 5. The
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rica should be wholly annihilated. The Spanish

ministry took the alarm. They fancied they saw

danger. The due de Choiseuil, the French minister,

was indesatigable in this affair : he had a particular

advantage over Mr. Pitt : his influence in France

was every day increasing, whilst Mr. Pitt's in Eng

land was every day declining. Choiseuil at length

accomplished his aim. A treaty between France

and Spain was concluded and signed at Paris on the

25th of August ; purporting, that whoever should

declare war against one, did at that instant become

an enemy to the other ; and they bound themselves

by mutual oath to assist each other in all wars of

fensive and defensive ; they guarantied each other's

dominions ; and their natural born subjects are to

* 5. The neutral islands may be equally divided, provided

< St. Lucia be part of the share of France.

' 6, 7. France agrees to.

* 8. France cannot evacuate countries belonging to the Em-

' press-Queen.

' 9. This article of assisting the German allies requires ex-

' planation.

' 10. The demand of the ships taken before war was de-

' clared, is so just, that .France cannot depart from it.

' 11. When the pieliminaries are signed, the king of France

' will give it under his hand, that he never intended to keep

' Ostend and Nieuport.

* 13. The two East-India companies shall sinish their nego-

' tiation at the same time that the negotiation of the two crowns

' is concluded.

' 14. This article can admit of no difficulty.'

France having thus refused to acquiesce in the terms offered

by England, Mr. Stanley was ordered to leave Paris: but it has

been shrewdly suspected that M. Bussy had secret orders not to

sign this ultimatum. On the contrary, it is known of Mr. Pitt,

that there were enemies to his measures who envied his glory,

and who would rather lose all the advantages he had procured to

his country, than see it made great by his means ; and who ex

erted their utmost strength in the enforcement of the above sti

pulations, to whom, more than to Mr. Pitt, the framing of

them principally belongs.
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enjoy all rights, privileges and immunities, &c-

hi both kingdoms; and their ambassadors at all

foreign courts are to Jive in perfect amity and asso

ciation. In a word it is a treaty of firm union and

concord ; formed by ambition to destroy all balance

of power, and for ever to disturb the peace of man

kind. This is what is called the family compaft :

it was concluded in so secret a manner, that not

above one or two persons, except the signers, had

for some time any knowledge of it. The connexions

between these two branches of the house of Bourbon,

were not revitted, when Mr. Pitt discovered the

intentions of Spain to assist France. It was, when

the plan of the separate negociation between Eng

land and France had beeir settled ; when every thing

that human wiselom could foresee, had been hap

pily arranged and affixed, in laying the basis of the

treaty, that the machinations or France, and the

designs of Spain were discovered. M. Bussy de

livered a memorial signifying that the catholic king,

desired to settle his differences with Great Britain

at the fame time that France did.* Mr. Pitt in

stantly

* Spain demanded the restitution of some captures made oa

her flag ; a privilege to sisti on the banks of Newfoundland ; and

the demolition of the English settlements in the bay of Hon

duras.

It is proper to observe, that in the conferences between Mr.

Pitt and M. de Bussy, the British minister, with a dignity and

spirit becoming his character and the greatness of his nation, al

ways treated him short: he said little, and what he said was al

ways sinal : he left no room for prevarication ; and when it was

attempted, lie constantly withdr. w : he distrusted the sincerity

of Bussy's intentions, and the integrity of the French court.

The French agent was thus deprived of coming at the secrets of

England, which long conferences and chance expressions might

give him some intirriation of. M. Bussy then set himself to work

another way. He found othe1. perions, who received him with

affability. Ey his courtesy a;. d address. he made himself agree

able to them. Here he employed his dexterity. He threw into
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stantly took the alarm : he saw the insincerity of

France ; and he rejected with disdain the offer of

negociating ' through an enemy humbled, and

* almost at his feet, the disputes of his nation, with

1 a power actually in friendship with us.' He re

turned this offensive memorial, as wholly inadmis

sible, and declared that any further mention of

it, would be looked upon as an affront to the

trown, and incomputable with the sincerity of the

negotiation. At the fame time he dispatched a

messenger to lord Bristol, the English minister at

Madrid, to remonstrate with energy and firmness,

the unexampled irregularity of that court. The

Spanish ministry vindicated their proceedings with

France, and insinuated their attachment to that

kingdom. Mr. Pitt was now confirmed he

clearly saw the secret views of Spain ; and he saw

that the artifices and expressions of friendship for

Great Britain, were only made use of to conceal

those views, till the Spanish treasure from the West

Indies should be arrived , and then the king of Spain

would declare himself. The unseasonable interpo-

,» sarcastical light every virtue of those who were for making

the most of our advantages : he converted resolution, .sirmness,

. and intrepidity, into quixotism, obltinacy, and insolence; dig

nity, into pride ; and manly boldne/s into haughty presump

tion. Bussy found Mr. Pitt had enemies ; to them he gave this

doctrine ; and they spread it abroad with uncommon industry.

These at the time of his resignation poured out a torrent of low

and illiberal abuse. Men of eminence and rankjoined w ith un

governable passion and acrimony in this factious and tumultuous

cry : they wrote with a malignity that would disgrace the peas

of the lowest dregs of mankind : they were copious in forgeries

of pretended facts, in order to fumisti matter for calumny:

their writings were replete w;th imposition and deceit. Will

1 .not after ages wonder at the ingratitude of their countrymen ;

and will they not recollect that, like the great duke of Murl-

borough, when he had reduced the power Of France to the

lowest ebb, he was driven from his post, and scandalously re

viled for his inestimable services ?

sic ion
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sition of Spain, was the true cause of the negocia-

tion breaking off. All other matters might, per

haps, have been settled. Mr. Pitt by it received

an incurable suspicion of the designs of France and

Spain. After which it was impossible to bring

matters to an happy issue : therefore, the two mini

sters returned to their respective courts in the

month of September.

Mr. Pitt instantly prepared for war. He had

already provided for the attack of Martinico ; and

he purposed, that the armament should go from

thence to the Havannah without delay. But his

grand push was in Europe : it was his immediate

one. He was fully satisfyed Spain had resolved to

assist France. He had received intimation, if not

a copy of the treaty of union between them : he saw

the designs of Spain on Portugal. He resolved to

prevent both ; not by the cautious and tardy steps

of an ambassador ; but by an early appearance of

our commanders in chief, at the head of a great

squadron, on the coast of Spain, categorically de

manding the fullest security and satisfaction of

friendship and neutrality : and if refused, instantly

declaring inveterate enmity : and being armed with

the force of the nation, begin to destroy ; to strike

terror into the bowels of Spain ; to intercept the

treasures, and thereby, cutting the Spaniard off

from his nerves and sinews of war, precipitate

him into his own snare. This was a vigorous re

solution ; such as is rarely to be met with ; and such

as will be an illustrious, and eternal monument of

Mr. Pitt's penetration and spirit, because time

proved the rectitude of it. At this time he was

beset by opponents : he had of late met with fre

quent opposition to his schemes ; therefore, when

he proposed this measure, he declared that ' this

* was the time for humbling the whole house of

' Bourbon ; that if this opportunity were let flip,
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* it might never be recovered ; and if he could not

* prevail in this instance, he was resolved that this

* was the last time he should fit in that council.

' He thanked the ministers of the late king for their

* support ; said he himself was called into the mi-

* nistry by the people, to whom he considered him-

' self as accountable for his conduct ; and he would

' no longer remain in a situation which made him

' responsible for measures he was no longer allowed

* to guide.' In this grand and leading motion he was

supported by lord Temple ; that nobleman had been

his fellow compatriot and coadjutor from the be

ginning of his administration, and continued so to

the end : all the rest opposed it. He now saw his

influence in the state entirely at an end. He resolved

on resigning : his motives for it were fair and honest :

they were, as he knew himself able to answer and

account for every part of his conduct hitherto, he

thought this the properest time to resign his trust,

when he could no longer be useful in the execution

ofif, but must either obstruct and embarrass the mea

sures carried on by others, if he opposed them ; or sa

crifice his own fame and honour if he concurred in

them contrary to his own conviction, and what he ap

prehended to be the interest of his country. Mr. Pitt

and lord Temple immediately resigned, September 5,

and they gave to his majesty their reasons in writing.

The king expressed his concern for the loss of Mr.

Pitt, and offered him any rewards in the power of

the crown to bestow. To have refused would have

been insult. Next day an annuity of 3000I. was

fettled on him, and a title was conferred on his lady

and her issue. Never was a pension so well bestowed,

nor nobility so truely merited. It is a shame any

vindication should be necessary for the acceptance

of the reward. He did not take it as pensions are

commonly taken, as a bond for the receiver's future

•onduct. He is by it under no obligation ; it is no

T tie
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tie upon him. It was given as a recompence for

his great services. What man of fense or gratitude

would not have blushed for his country, if such

a minister had retired unrewarded ? The sum

was inadequate to his merit ; but the quantum

was regulated by his moderation. When this was

settled, his enemies, the enemies of their country,

with their numerous adherents and desperate assas

sins, collected and poured forth all their scurrility and

abuse, in which they infamously traduced his reward

into a bargain for desertinghiscountry*, in order to

* In order to clear his character from this imputation he sent

the following letter to his friend in the city of London.

' Dear Sir,

• Finding to my great surprise, that the cause and manner of

* my resigning the Seals, is grofly misrepresented in the city,

' as well as that the molt gracious and spontaneous marks of

. his majesty's approbation of my services, which marks fol-

' lowed my resignation, have been infamously traduced as a bar-

* gain for :ny forsaking the public, I am under a necessity of

' declaring the truth ot both these facts, in a manner which I

' am sure no gentleman will contradict. A difference of opi-

' nion with regard to meas ures to be taken against Spain, of the

* highest importance to the honour of the crown, and 10 the

' most essential national interests, (and this founded on what

* Spain had already done, not on what that court may farther

* intend to do) was the cause of my resigning the Seals. Lord

' Temple and I submitted in writing, and signed by us, our

' most humble sentiments to his majesty, which being over-

' ruled by the united opinion of al! the rest of the king's ser-

' vants, 1 resigned the ieals on Monday the eth of this month,

' in order not to remain responsible for measures, which I was

* no longer allowed to guide. Most gracious public marks of

' his majesty's approbation of ray services followed my resigna-

' tion: they are unmerited and unsolicited, and I shall ever be

' proud »o have received them from the belt of sovereigns.

' I will now only add, my dear Sir, that I have explained

* these matters ot:ly tor the honour of truth, not in any view to

' court return of considence from any man, w ho with a credu-

' lity, weak as it is injurious, has thought sit hal'ily to with-

' draw his ^oed opinion from one, who has served his country

* with sidelity ami success; and who justly reveres the upright

* and candid judgment of it, little solicitous about the censures

of
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poison the minds ofthe people, and turn them against

him : but his many eminent services were so en

graven on their minds, that notwithstanding every

art, the utmost pains, and uncommon cunning,

their opinions and reverence could not be eradi

cated. They remembered the sera famous for

his coming into the administration, and under his

auspices resplendent with the return of British valour

and success : when his high and vigorous energy,

seconded by divine providence, molded party into

concord ; and raised that tide of victory, conquest,

and national felicity, which carried the arms and

character of Great Britan to the highest summit

of glory i moving her on, crowned with honour,

in a rapid and uninterrupted series of success, to

the first and highest feat of dignity and fame.

Whoever truly considers the state of things at the

time of his resignation, will not wonder at his

being obliged to quit the helm of state. The prin

cipal cities and incorporated towns in Great Britain

presented him with addresses of thanks for his

brilliant, spirited, and upright administration.

Never was minister so universally beloved nor so

universally regretted.

The glorious and immortal victories and conquests

atchieved while he guided the helm of state, are im

printed in indelible characters on every mind, and

will remain coæval with the existence of our country.

He who had done so much, the people thought it

scandalous to revile. There is no period in our

history equal to his administration : no minister

* of the capricious and the ungenerous. Accept my iiucerest

• acknowledgments for all your kind friendship, and believe

' me ever with truth and esteem,

September i, 1 76 1. ' My dear Sir,

* Your faithful friend, Sec.

It was pretended that an answer was wrote to this letter, but

bo such thing had ever existence.

T 2 ever
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ever shone with such integrity and virtue. He kept

no levees ; he saw no trifling company ; was em

barrassed by no private connexions ; was engaged

in no intrigue. He never abused his power by

preferring an undeserving person : he despised those

idle claims of priority ot rank, of seniority in situ

ation, when they were unsupported by services, which

alone could entitle them to public trust : he con

fided in ability and worth wherever he found them,

without any regard to wealth, family, parliamentary

interest or connexion. He was a friend to moral

virtue. He detested corruption. His foul was

above meaness: little arts belong to narrow minds ;

his was extensi ve, and soared to business of a more

important nature, by which he made his country

great. Like a true Englishman, he was open,

bold, free, and honest. He was punctual in his

office, and such was his attention to business, that

the must minute occurrencies in his department

passed not without examination. He had wisdom

to plan, and. courage to execute. He honoured

the people, and listened to their united voice, which

he was never afraid to bring to the ear of his

sovereign. His ability and wisdom spread terror

throughout the enemy : they preserved harmony

with our allies, and the faith of Great Britain was.

held inviolably sacred. He exerted the power, and

preserved the dignity of Great Britain in a manner

unexampled. He was afraid of no state ; would

brook with no effronts ; was ever ready to resent

injuries. The public treasure he applied, as far as

his direction extended, to the public interest. He

never sought to avoid a war, in order to apply the

sums necessary for carrying it on to the preserva

tion of his power in the ministry. His early and

vigorous resolution for attacking Spain is the

strongest proof of it. Conscious ot his own honesty

and integrity he never sought to conceal any part of
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his conduct ; but, on the contrary, was always

ready and forward to lay all his measures before the

public. He spoke his mind freely on all occasions.

He neither dissembled nor encouraged dissimulation 9

and yet he was of such unshaken secrecy, that, dur

ing the whole of his administration, he gave no

opportunity to the most willing of discovering his

designs to the enemy. In his hours of leisure he

conversed with men of knowledge and experience :

he sought information ; and by it, together with

his own unwearied assiduity and amazing penetra

tion, he regulated the great machine of govern

ment ; ever attached to the interests of the people

and the honour of the crown. In a word, he was

the spirit of the war, the genius of England, and

the comet of his age.
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